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CHAPTER I 
lNiRCDUCTION 
. __ . __ :._ _. __ ··-------
Statement o:r the problem.- Many books have been 11ritten about 
sports including biographies, :fiction, and books on technique and 
coaching. .An attempt is made herein to compile a selected annotated 
list of books in the sports field which were in print as o:f May 1,961. 
The books selected are those which ahould be use:ful to librarians, 
ph,yaical education teachers, English teachers and to at.udents; in grades; 
seven through twelve or the aecondary school. 
Need :for the study.- The compilation o:r an annotated list o:r 
booka covering the various phases o:f sports and physical education is 
needed. At the present time, i:f a school,librarian wishes to b~ 
sports books for the library or· to suggest to a student or teacher a 
particular t,r.pe o:f book in the sports :field, there is no list o:f such 
books available. .An annotated sports bibliography would enable a 
librarian to review all the books in the field and aid her to make 
quick and useful choices. 
Physical education teachers should also :find this bibliography 
use:rul. There is now more emphasis on phyaical education in the 
achools than in the past, and e:ffort is being made by people in this; 
:field to raise the academic standards o:r physical education courses in ! 
secondary schools. More reading should be assigned to students in the 
di:fferent areas o:r physical education. This bibliography, by making 
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available to the teacher those sports books which are in print, will 
enable him/her to assign appropriate books as supplementary reading to 
go along with the pnyaical activities. 
The sports bibliography should also prove useful to the English 
teacher. A sports book, with ita familiar subject appealing to most 
students, may be just the :Impetus to :Improve the reading habits of the 
students. The sports book can be used as a teaching aid, not only in 
improving the reading habits of students, but by actually initiating 
some of them into the art of reading. As for the need to integrate 
all school subjects, the sports bibliograpny will easily lend itself to 
the integration of the subjects of English, Physical Education, and 
Social Studies. 
In addition to the school librarians, the Public Library field 
should find this list helpful for many of the above reasons. C0111111unity 
centers now have libraries where students stop in to browse around and 
read. Since community centers and Y' s usually have strong sports pro-
gramS', the librarian can have all types of sports books on hand to 
round out the program. Social agencies and hospital libraries could 
.find this list helpful. Certain types of sports books, such as 
biographies of people who had handicaps and overcame them to achieve 
co.mpetence in sports, could provide spiritual uplift and encouragement 
to patients being rehabilitated. 
Camps are now carrying on programs of tutoring along with their 
regular activities. By having a sports bibliography available, the 
camp may choose books which could be used by the remedial reading 
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teacher to tie in with camp sports activities. A. book directly 
connected with camp activities is more likely to stimulate the interest 
of a poor reader than one which has no connection with camp life. 
Students in teacher training schools, secondary education courses, 
and peysical education courses should also find this list helpful. It 
will give them an opportunity to see just what books are available in 
the peysical education field. Since the recent books printed 
especially for coaches and teachers are included in this bibliography, 
the students will have a guide to start selecting their own personal 
library. 
The annotated bibliograpey should prove useful to researchers in 
the sports field in that it should save them valuable time in trying 
to ascertain what books are available to them in their research. The 
list would be of tremendous value to bookstores and book distributing 
houses, as inquiries are often made of these places to suggest the 
books available in particular fields or phases of sports. 
Scope of the stud;r.- This bibliograpey includes sports books that 
are in print and available fran the publishers as of Maw 1961. The 
sports that are covered are those most often included in the peysical 
education programs of the secondary schools throughout the United 
States. Included are individual and team activities of both boys and 
girls, the general field of physical education, and the Olympics. 
Those sports and sport subjects that are included may be found in the 
table of contents on page i of chapter IU. The books include the 
categories of biography, career, history, humor, technique and coaching,; 
-3-
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and miscellaneous. The bibliography includes a Sports Listing, where 
all books are annotated by sport, and an Author Listi.I!g, where all the 
books are listed by author. 
Related literature.- The author was able to find only two other 
bibliographies of this nature. Both were compiled at the University of 
Texas. The first, An Annotated BibliograpJv of Ph;rsical Education y 
Books for Women by Jane Ann Borneman, includes only individual and team 
sports for women. The author annotated 1.34 books and specified whether 
the book was useful to the beginner, advanced student, or coach. Al.so 
included in the annotation was the purpose of the book, its content, 
and its emphasis. There was also an author listing. However, the only 
type of sports books covered by the author were technique books, and 
many of them were out of print • 
The other, An Annotated Biblio ra of Selected Books on orts 
2 
by Frank James Karaffa, was written in 1958. The annotation included 
the appropriate grade level of the book, the type of consumer, a brief 
presentation of contents, strong points of the book, and its limi-
tationa or weak points. This bibliography included ll9 books, all on 
techniques, and IJUUzy of them also out of print. 
sical Education Books: 
of Texas, • 
on orta;, 
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CHAPTER II 
METHODS AND TEX::HNJQUES 
• --_=..:_ --_;:: ; -
Procedure and references used.- The first step in compiling the 
bibliography was to list every sports book in print that could be used 
by a secondary school student on a four by six inch file card. The 
first source used to obtain a list of these books was the Subject Guide y 
to Books in Print, 1960. The information on the file card included the 
author, title, sport, type of book, grade level, publishing house, and 
date of publication, The cards were filed alphabetically according to y 
author. In addition to the Subject Guide, two other indices were 
Jl " !!/ 
used, nam.el;y Paperbound Books in Print and Textbooks in Print, 
The next step was the annotating of all the books listed on the 
cards. Books that could be found in the Boston UDi.Tersity School of 
Education Librar,y, the Newton, Massachusetts Public Library, and 
Campbell and Hall Distributors were annotated by the author. However, 
the annotations for the majority of books used were taken from 
1/Sarah Lo Pi'atcken (Editor), Subject Guide to Books in Print, 
lr. Ro Bowker Company, New York, l960. 
Y,Ibido 
3/0lga Svatik Weber (Editor), Paperbound Books in Print, Volume 6, 
Number 1, R. R, Bowker Company, New York, 1961, 
!y'Phyllis B. Steckler (Editor), Textbooks in Print, R. R. Bowker 
Company, New York, 1960 • 
-5-
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catalogs, booklists, and reviewing pamphlets. The catalogs used were y y' 
the Fiction Catal:§', Qhil.Qren's Catalog, Standard Catalog :for HiffJ 
School Libraries, and the Standard Catalog :for Public Libraries. 
However, the booklists and reviewing pamphlets which were o:f the most 
help were :found in the Boston University School o:f Education Rei'erence 
Library. These pamphlets are listed in the Rei'erence 
. 21 
completed bibliography. 
Index of' the 
§/ 
The United States Catalog was used to secure dates o:f 
publications and full names o:f authors to 1'iU in arry missing data. 
The cards were 1'iled according to sport and category of' book. The 
bibliograp.ey was typed on Multilith Duplimat Masters. Copies o:f the 
bibliography were· mimeographed in order that they could be distributed • 
1/Dorotli§ E. Cook and Estelle .A.. Fidell (Compilers), Fiction Catalog, 
I950 Edition, H. w. Wilson Company, New York, 195lo · 
£/Marion Lo McConnell and Dorothy Herbert West (Compilers), Children's 
Catalog, Ninth Edition, H. w • . Wilson Company, New York, 1956 • 
..2/Dorothy Herbert West .and Marion L. McConnell (Editors)., Standard 
Catalo :for Hi h School Libraries Seventh tion, H. W. Wilson 
Company, New York, 19 7 • 
!!/Doro~ Herbert West and Estelle .A.. Fidell (Compilers), Standard 
· Catalog :for Public Libraries, Fourth Edition, H. w. Wilson Company, 
New York, 1959. 
2/Chapter III, PP• .Xiii-ociv. 
ijllina Ro Thompson (Editor).. Cumulative Book Index supplementing the 
United States Catalog, 1928-1961, Ho 'ii' .. WUson Company, New York • 
• 
• 
• 
How bibliography is to be used.- (This is also included in the y 
printed bibliography.) The bibliography is divided into two parts-
the 5ports Listing and the Author Listing. The first part is the 
aports Listing which should prove to be valuable and time saving to 
teachers, librarians, and students. It should be particularly helpful 
to those people who are not familiar with the sports books which are in 
print and who seek a guide to .find books which will fill their needs. 
All the books listed were in print as o.f May 1961. Each book is 
listed alphabetically hy author under the heading of that sport to 
which it pertains and under one o.f the following sub-headings a 
BIOGRAPHY---autobiographies and biographies of famous people in 
the sport 
CAREER---books about vocations related to the sport 
HIST<RY--books about factual events in t.he past 
HUKOR---books which include anecdotes, jokes, cartoons, etc. 
TIDHNIQUE/COACHINl---how-to-do-it books, manuals for students and 
books especially for the coach printed since 
1958 
MISCELLANEOUs---dictionaries, encyclopedias, rule books and other 
books which do not fit under one of the other 
sub-headings. 
To illustrate: the book First Bow and Arrow, written by Carroll B. Colby 
would be under the sports heading ARCHERY and under the sub-heading 
ychspter In, PP• iii-v. 
-7-
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Headings are listed alphabetically from Archery to Wrestling and the 
sub-headings are also listed alphabetically. In those cases where a 
book covers more than one sport, it is placed under each sports heading 
that applies. In addition to the alphabetical listing o£ particular 
sports, there are special sections covering the subjects o£ the 
Ol3mJ>ics, Peysical Education, and General Sports. The latter eubject 
includes books which deal with ma.ny sports and thus carmot be listed 
under one particular sport. 
Included with author and title is the name o£ the publishing 
house, date o£ publication, and a short annotation which usually 
consists o£ a few sentences describing the content o£ the book. Where 
reviews are used £or the annotation, the source and date are included 
at the end o£ the annotation • 
Not all the books are suitable £or grades seven through twelve. 
I£ the book is suitable £or all grades, there is no special notation, 
but 1£ it shoul.d be used by seventh, eighth, and ninth graders or slaw 
readers in the tenth and eleventh grades 1 an asterisk ( *) is placed 
directq to the left o£ the name o£ the authoro I£ the book is mainly 
£or tenth through twelith graders and/or advanced readers in the eighth 
and ninth grades, two asterisks (**) are placed to the left o£ the 
author's name. It is assumed that most o£ the books are o£ interest to 
both sexes; however, in some cases where a £ew books are especial4 
suited £or girls, a Q has been placed to the left o£ the name o£ the 
author. 
To conserve space, the name o£ the publishing house has been 
-8-
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abbreviated in this listing. A key to these abbreviations may be found 
in the Publi8her 1 s Index on page vii of the printed bibliography. The 
abbreviations are listed alphabetically together with the full name of 
the publishing house and its address. The key to the abbreviation of 
the source books is listed alphabetically in the Reference Index on 
page xiii of the bibliography together with complete descriptive 
information. 
Example: 
-Jeremiah, Edward John, Ice Hockey. 2nd ed,, Ronald, 1958. 
WA complete manual !or. coaches and players. Skating1 passing, 
play making1 stick handling, tips and tricks, goal tending, etc., 
are all taken up for both offensive and defensive play.n BBHS. 
Explanation: 
Grades 10..12. Author. Title. Edition, Publisher (index: publishers}, 
publication date. •Annotation----•"' Reference (indexa 
references}. 
'lhe second part is the Author Listing, arranged alphabeticalzy. 
This listing is useful to discover the books which authors have 
written. The Author Listing has only the name of the author, the title 
of the book, and a key to where the book may be found in the Sports 
Listing. The key uses two or three capital letters to signify the 
sport under which the book is listed, The capital letter following the 
dashes signifies the sub-heading under which the book may be found. 
The key to all abbrevations may be found on page xv of the bibliogrspey. 
Exal!!ple: 
Jeremiah, Edward John. Ice Hockey• IH-T. 
Explanationa 
Author • Title. Sports heading--sub-heading. 
..1)-
• 
• 
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CHAPTER III 
A SELECTED ANNOTATED SPORTS BIBLIOORAPHY 
FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 
Following is the bibliography which has been mimeographed • 
-lo-
-i-
'UBLB ot CONTENTS 
• BOir BIBLIOOIW'IIY D3 TO BE USED iii 
PUBLISHER'S DIDBI vii 
REF'BJiENCB DIDBI xiii 
DY TO .lBBREVUTIOliS ~ 
SPC!tTS LD31'lllG 1 
Archery 1 
Badminton 2 
Bait and ~ Casting 2 
Baseball 3 
Basketball 19 
Bowling 24 
Boxing 25 
Dancing 27 
General 27 
Ballet 26 
Folk and Square Dancing 33 
Vodern Dance 34 
Social Dance 34 
Fencing 35 
Field Hocltey 36 
J'ootball 36 
Golt 45 
()ylmastics, Stunts, and Tablillg 50 
Handball 51 
Lacrosse 51 
O~ic Gaaes 51 
~ical Education 52 
• 
Ritlery 52 
Skating 53 
General 53 
Figure 54 
Ice Bocltey 54 (over) 
-it-
Skiing 
Soccer 
Softball 
Sporte~neral 
SwiDming, Diving and Life Saving 
Tennis 
Track and Field 
Trampol.ining 
Volleyball 
Wrestling 
AUTHC!i LISTING 
-----------
55 
58 
58 
59 
66 
68 
70 
72 
73 
73 
75 
• 
• 
• 
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HCPK BIBLIOORAPIIY IS '1'0 BE USED 
The bibliograplzy is divided into two parts-the Sports Listing and the Author 
Listing. The first part is the Sports Listing which should prove to be valuable and 
time saving to teachers, librarians, and students. It should be particularzy helpful 
to those people who are not familiar with the sports books which are in print and who 
seek a guide to find books which will !ill their needs. 
All ths books listed were in print as of' lfay, 1961. Each book 1a listed alpha-
beticalzy by author under the heading of' that sport to which it pertsins and under one 
or the following sub-headings& 
BIOORAPHY-autobiographiss and biographies of' famous people in ths sport; 
CAREER---books about vocations related to the sport; 
HlS'1'CRY~-books about !actual events in the past; 
HUMOR--books which include anecdotes, jokes, cartoons, etc.; 
TECHlf.IQUE/COACHIHl--how-to-do-it books, manuals !or students and books espe-
cialzy !or the coach printed since 1958; 
MISCELLANEOUS---dictionariss, encyclopedias, .rule books and other books which do 
not !it under one of' the other sub-headings. 
To illustrate& the book,First Bow and Arrow written by Carroll B. Colby, would be under 
the sports heading ARCHERY and under the sub-heading TECHN:IRUE/COACHIW. 
Headings are lilsted alphabeticalzy .from .Archery to Wrestling and the sub-headings 
are also listed alphabeticalzy. In those cases where a book covers more than one 
sport, it is placed under each sports heading that appl;qs. In addition to the alpha-
betical listing of' particular sports, there are special sections covering the subjects 
of' the o:cympics, Peysical Education and General Sports. The latter subject includes 
books which deal wi.th many sports and thus cannot be listed under one particular l!lporto 
• Included with author and title is the name of' the publishing house, date of' publi-
cation, and a short annotation which usually consists of' a few sentencel!l describing the 
(over) 
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content of the book. Where reviews are used for the annotation, the source am date 
are included at the end of the annotation. ~ 
Not all the books are suitable for grades seven through twelve. If the book is 
suitable for all grades, there is no special notation9 but if it should be used ~ 
seventh, eighth• and ninth graders or slow readers in the tenth and eleventh grades 9 
an asterisk (*) is placed direct:cy to the left of the name of the author. If the book 
is main:cy for tenth through twelth graders an4/or advanced readers in the eighth and 
ninth grades, two asterisks (**) are placed to the left of the authoris name. It is 
assumed that most of the books are of interest to both sexes; however. in same cases 
where a few books are especially suited for girls, a ~ has been placed to the left of 
the name of the author. 
To conserve space 9 the name of the publishing house has been abbreviated in this 
listing. .1 key to these abbreviations may be found in the PublisherDs Index on 
page vll. The abbreviations are listed alphabeticlil.ly together with the full name or 
the publishing house and its address. The key to the abbreviation of the source books 
is listed alphabetically in the Reference Index on page xiU together with the complete 
descriptive information. 
Examples 
MJeremiah9 Edward John. Ice Hockey• 2nd ed., Ronald9 1958. 
•A complete manual for coaches snd players. Skating, passing, play making, 
stick handling• tips and tricks, goal tending• etc ... are all taken up for both 
offensive and defensive play.• BBHS. 
E;Planations 
Grades lD-12. Author··•:__:Ti:t:l.e=:•:_ Edition. Publisher (index: publishers), Publication date. 
•Annotation-- ----..• Reference (indexs references). 
• 
• 
• 
.. v ... -
The second part is the Author Listing, arranged alphabetically. This listing is 
useful to discover the books which authors have written. The Author Listing has only 
the name of the author, the title of the book, and a key to where the book may be found 
in the Sports Listing~ The key uses two or three capital letters to signify the sport 
under which the book is listed, The capital letter following the dashes signifies the 
sub-heading under which the book mey be found. The key to all abbreviations in this 
section of the bibliography mey be found on page rv. , 
Example: 
Jeremiah, Edward John, Ice Hockey. IH-T. 
Explanation I 
Author, Title. Sports heading-sub-heading (type of book). 
--------------------------
• 
• 
~ Abbreviations 
~ 
Abelard 
Appleton 
.Arco 
ban. Press 
Assoc. Booksellers 
Atlantic 
Bal 
Bantam 
Barnes, A. s. 
Barnes & Noble 
Bartholomew 
Bloch 
Bobbs 
Borden 
Branford 
Bready 
British Bk. 
BrOIIll, •• c. 
Brown Book 
Bruce 
Burgess 
Carlton 
-vii~ 
PUBLISHER uS INIIKX 
. --· - - . 
Publishers . and Jddressea 
Aluerican Association for Health, J'eyaical Education and Recrea-
tion. 1201 - 16th Street, N.lt'., Washington, D.C. 
Abelard-Bchuman9 Ltd. 6 lt'eet S7th Street, Nn.York 19. 
Appleton-century--cro:rta. Inc. 3S West 32nd Street9 New 
York 1 • 
.Arco Publiehing Co. • Inc. 480 Lexington Avenue • New York 17 .. 
.ll!leociation ft'eas. 291 Broadway • New York 1. 
Al!leociated Bookl!lellers. l$82 East State Street. westport, 
Connecticut. 
Atlantic Kontblr Press. 34 Beacon Street, Boston 69 Mase. 
Ballantine Books Inc. lOl Fifth Avenue, New York 3. 
Bantam Books. 271 lladiaon Avenue, Nn York 1.6. 
A. s. Barnes & Co. ll Bast 36th Street, New York 16. 
Barnes & Noble Inc.. lOS Fifth Avenue, New York 3. 
Bartholomew Houseg Inc. 20$ Eaet 42nd Street, llew York 17. 
Bloch Publishing Co. 31 lt'eat 31st Street, Nn York 7. 
Bobbs-llerrill Co.~ Inc. 1720 East 38th Street, Indianapolis 6, 
Indiana. 
Borden Publil!lbing Co. 3071 ll&baah Avenue, Los .Angeles 63 9 
Calif. 
Chl!rles Io Branford Co. 7S Union Street, Newton Centre, Kaas. 
Bready Publishing Co. 698 Gladstone Avenue, Baltimore 109 11d. 
Britil!lb Book Centre, Inc. 122 East SSth Street, New York 22. 
lin. C. Brown Co. l3S South Locust, Dubuque, I011ao 
Br01111 Book Co. 239 Fourth Avenue. lin York 3. 
Bruce Publi11hing Co. 400 North Broadway, Kilwaukee 1 9 Wis. 
Burges11 Publishing Coo 426 South Sixth Street, Minneapolis l$9 
Kinn. 
Carlton Prees9 Inc. 84 Fifth Avenue, New York u. 
(over) 
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Chilton 
Christopher 
Citadel 
Comet Pre11s 
Cornerstone 
Coward 
Crowell 
Crown 
Dance 
Daye 
Dell 
Dietz 
Dodd 
Dorrance 
Doubleday 
Driver 
Duell 
Dutton 
Emerson 
Farrar, Strauss 
Fawcett 
Follett 
Friendship 
Funk 
Chilton Co. Book Division, 56th and Chestnut Streets, 
Philadelphia .39 • Pa. 
Christopher Publishing Houee. l.l40 Columbua Avenue, Boston 20, 
!lass. 
Citadel Press. 222 Park Avenue South, New York .3o 
Carlton Press, Inc. 84 Fifth Avenue, Hew York 11. 
Cornerstone Library Affiliated Publishers. 630 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, 20. (Paperback) 
Coward~Cann, Inc. 210 lladison Avenue. New York 16. 
Crest Books. 671fest 44th Street. New York .36, N.Y. (Paperback) 
Thomas Y. Crowell Co. 432 Park Avenue South, New York 16. 
Crown Publishers, :me. 419 Park Avenue South, New York 16. 
Dance Perspectives. 1801 East 26th Street, BrooklYn 29, New 
York. (Paperback) 
J·ohn Day Co. 210 lladison Avenue, New York 16. 
Sti!phen Daye Press. 1.31 East 2,3rd Street, New York 10. 
Dell Books. 7$0 Third Avenue, New York l7o 
Dietz Press, Inc. 109 Carry Street, Richmond 19, Va. 
Dodd, llead &. Co. 4.32 Park Avenue SouthD New York 16. 
Dorrance & Co., Inc. 171$ Walnut Street, Philadelphia .3, Pa. 
Doubleday & Co. Garden City, New Yorko 
H. Io Driver Co. 80.3 Jloygara Road. lladison 4, Wis. 
Duell, Sloan & Pearce• Inc. ll9 West 4oth Street• New York 18. 
E. P. Dutton & Co. .300 Park Avenue South• New York lOo 
Emerson Books, Inc. 2$1 West 19th Street, New York 11. 
Farrar. Straues and Cudahy9 Inc. 101 Fifth Avenue, New York .3. 
Fawcett Publications, Inco Fawcett Place, Greaa.ich9 Conn. 
• 
Follet Publishing Co. 1010 lfest Washington Boulevard. Chicago 1 •• 
n1. 
Friendship Press. 475 Riverside Drive, New York 21. 
Funk & 1Jagnalls Co. 1$.3 East 24th Street, Nn York 16. 
Oeis, Bernard 
• Greene 
Grosset 
Harcourt 
Harper 
Hastings 
Heinman 
Heller & Heller 
Hill & Wang 
Holiclq 
Holt. 
Horn Bko 
Houghton 
HumanUies 
Inter 
Iowa State 
Knopf' 
Lantern 
Lea 
Lippincott 
Litt~ 
Longmans 
• 
Lothrop 
llcGraw 
Random Houae 9 Inc. 457 lladiaon Avenue, New York 22. 
Stephen Greene Press. 120 Jfain Street9 Brattleboro, V'to 
Grosset & Dunlap. 227 East .Center Street. Kingsport» Tenn. 
Harcourt Brace and Co., Inc. 750 Third Avenue9 New York 17. 
Harper & Brothers. 49 East 33rd Street, ~ York 16. 
Hastings House9 Publishere, Inc. 1.51 East 50th Street. New 
York 22. 
w. s. Heinman. 400 Eaet 72nd Street, New York 21. 
Heller & Heller. 550 Riverside Drive• New York 27. 
Hill & Wang Inc. 303 Park Avenue South, New York 10. 
Holiclq House. 8 West 13th Street. New York llo 
Holt, Rinehart and Winllton• Inco 383 Jfadison Avenue, New 
York 17. 
Horn Book Inc. 585 Boylston Street. Boston 169 llasso 
Houghton lli.f'.f'lin Co. 2 Park Street. Boston 7, lfass. 
Humanities Press Inco 303 Park Avenue South. New York lOo 
International Publication Service. 507 Fi.f'th Avenue, Nn 
York 17. 
Iowa State University Press. Press Building• Ames. Iowa • 
.alfred .1. lt:nop.f', Inc. 501 Jladison Avenue 9 New York 22. 
Lantern Pren Inc. 257 Park Avenue South,New York 10. 
Lea & Febiger. Washington Square., Philadelphia 6• Pa. 
J. B. Lippincott Co. East Washington Square9 Philadelphia 5, 
Pa. 
Little• Brown and Co. 34 Beacon Street. Boston 6 9 llass. 
Longmane. Green & Co. 9 Inc. 119 West 4oth Street. New York 18. 
Lothrop 9 Lee and Shepard Co., Inc. 419 Park Avenue South, New York 16. 
JlcGraw-Hill Book Coo 9 Inco 330 West 42nd Street, New York 36. 
(over) 
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McKay 
Jlacmillan 
Jlaco 
Jlacrae 
Jleesner 
Morrow 
Mosby 
N-P 
Naylor 
Norton 
Oceana 
Ottenheimer 
Oxford u. P. 
Pacific Bks. 
Pen 
Permabooks 
Philosophical 
Pilot 
Pitman 
Platt 
Pocketbooks 
Prentice-Hall 
Putnam 
Pyramid 
Random 
Reilly & Lee 
David lkKay Co., Inc. 119 Weet 4oth Street, New York 18, 
llacmillan Co. 60 Fifth Averru~, New York ll. 
llaco Magazine Corp. 575 Lexington Avenue 9 New York 22. 
Macrae Smith Co. 225 South 15th Street9 Philadelphia 2• Pa. 
Julian Messner 9 Inc. 8 West 40th Street, New York 18, 
• 
William Morrow and Co • ., Inc. 425 Park Avenue South1 Nh York 16. 
C. V. llol!lby Co. 3207 Washington Boulevard9 St. Louis 3 • .llo. 
N-P Publications. 850 Hansen Way9 Palo .A.lto9 Calif. 
Naylor Co. 918 North St. Mary"s Street9 Sau Antonio 6• Tex. 
Oceana Publications. Inc, 80 Fourth Avenue 9 New York 3. 
ottenheimer Publishers9 Inc. 4805 Nelson Avenue• Baltimore 150 
Yd. 
Oxford University Press. 417 Fifth A'l"enue 9 New York 16. 
Pacific Books. Box 558, Palo Alto" Calif. 
Penguin Books Inro. 3300 Clipper :W.:U Road, Baltimore 111 Yd. 
(Paperback) 
Pocket Books 9 Inc. 630 Fifth Avenue~,, New York 10. (Paperback) 
Philsophical. Publishing Co. Beverzy Hall• Quakertown, Pa. 
Pilot Books. 42 Yest 33rd Street9 New YOlt"k 1. (Paperback) 
Pitman Publishing Corp. 2 West 45th Street9 New York 36. 
Platt and 1lunk Co. 200 Fifth A11'enue 9 New York 10. 
Pocket Books, Inc. 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20. (Paperback) 
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs 9 N. J. 
G. P. Putnam's Sons. 210 Madison Avenue9 New York 16. 
Pyramid Books. 444 Madison Avenue 9 New YoX'k 22. (Paperback) 
Random House, Inc. 457 lladison .lvenue9 New YOX'k 22o 
Reilly & Lee Co. 14 East Jackson Bouleward9 Chicago 4. D.l. 
• 
llepub1ic 
• Revell 
Ronald 
Ro7 Pub. 
S&S 
st. llartina 
Scribner 
Sierra 
Ski Bks. 
Stackpole 
Steck 
Stein 
Sterling 
Stravon 
Track & Field 
Transatlantic 
'l'lador 
Twayne 
u. or Chicago 
u. or ll'is Pr. 
u. s. Naval Inst. 
Van Nostrand 
• 
Vanguard 
Vantage 
Viking 
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Republic Book co. 104-16 Roosevelt Avenue, Flushing 68, New 
York. 
Fleming H. Revell Co. Westwood, N. J. 
Ronald Press Co. l5 East 26th Street, New York 10. 
Ra,r Publishers 30 East 74th Street, New York 21. 
Simon and Schuster, Inc. 630 Firth Avenue, !few York 20. 
St. 11artin1s Press, Iilc. 175 Firth Avenue, New York 10. 
Charles Scribner•s Sons. 591 Fitth Avenue, New York 17 o 
Sierra Club. Kills Tower, San Prancisco 4, Calif. 
Ski Book. Box 918, Big Bear Lake, Calif. 
Stackpole Co. Telegraph Press Building, C111eron and lelker 
Streets, Harrisburg, Pa. 
Steck Co. Box 16, Austin 61, Texas. 
Stein Publishing Honse. 526 South State Street, Chicago 5,Ill. 
Sterling Publishing Co., Iilc. 419 Fourth Av$uue, Nsw York 16. 
Stravon Publishers. '43 West 61st Street, Nsw York 23. 
Track & Field News, Inc. Box 296, Los Altos, Califo 
Transatlantic Arts, Inco Holl:ywood-by-the-6ea, Fla. 
Tudor Publillhing Co. Harlem Book Co., 220 Fourth Avenue, 
!few York 3. 
Twayne Publishers. 31 Union Square West, New York 3. 
University or Chicago Press. 5150 Ellis Avenue, Chicago 37, 
m. 
University of Wisconsin Press. 430 Sterling Court, Kadison 61 
Wis. 
United states Naval. Institute. Annapolis• lid. 
D. Van Nostrand Co. Inc. 120 Alexander Street, Princeton, N.J. 
Vanguard Press Inc. 424 Jladison Avenue, New York 11. 
Vantage Press, Inc. 120 West 31st Street, New York 1. 
Viking Press. 625 Jladison Avenue, New York 22. 
(over) 
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Walck 
Warne 
Washburn 
lllltts 
Westminster 
Whittlesey- Hause 
'll'll.shire Bk. Co. 
World Pub. 
Yale 
-xii-
Henry z. Walck. lOl Fifth Avenue, New York 3. 
Frederick Warne & Co., Inc. 210 Fifth Avenue, New York 10. 
Ives Washburn, Inc. ll9 West 4oth Street, New York 18. 
Franklin Watts, Inc. S75 :Lexington Avenue, New York 22. 
Westminster Preee. Witherspoon Building, Philadelphis 7, Pa. 
KcGraw-Hill. Book Co., Inc. 330 lrest 42hd Street, New York 36. 
Wilshire Book Co. 8721 Sunset Boulevard, H~ood 96, Calif'. 
World Publishing Co. 22Jl West lloth Street, Cleveland 2,0hio0 
A. A. Wyn, Inc. 23 West 47th Street, New York 36. 
Yale University Press. l49 York Street, New Haven ll, Conn. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
BAN 
BAO 
BBC 
BBFC 
BBHS 
BBJH 
BHS 
BOR 
BOY 
BPR 
BTA 
BWL 
BY 
CBE 
CH 
CRS 
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edited, edition, editor 
editors 
compiler 
paperback 
revised 
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ARC Archery 
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BAD Badminton 
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BOX Boxing 
DAN General Dancing 
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FEN Fencing 
FD Folk Dancing 
FH Field Hockey 
FID Figure Skating 
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GOL Golt 
GDl Gymnastics 
• HB Hlmdball 
m Ice Hocke)r 
LAC Lacrosse 
liD llodern Dance 
OLY O~ics 
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SB Softball 
SD Social Dance 
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soc Soccer 
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liRE Wrestling 
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B Biography 
c Career 
F Fiction 
H History 
Hu Hullor 
• )( li:1Bcellaneous 
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SPORTS LISTIW 
• 
ARCHERY 
FICTION 
Hill,. Howard,. 1t!.ld lidventure, stackpole, 1954. 
HJSTORY 
lilllrke, Btlmund H.,. History of .lll'cheq:• !lorrow,. 1957. 
Traces the part of archery in --ts cul.tura1 development of man .from its invention 
to its peaceful. role in modern sport. U June 1,. 1957. 
T:BCHNlQtJE(CO.ICHIBJ 
lilllrke,. Bdmund H.,. .lrchery Handbook, .&reo,. ]954,. 
History,. equipment,. and f'um!.amantal. to advanced teclmi.ques. LJ September 1,19 54>• 
Co1by, Carroll B.,Firat. B015 and lrrarf,> Coward, 1955. 
liliescribes targets, shootiilg stances,. shooting games, types or shooting,. scoring,. 
equipment, and hunting. BBJH. 
lllllff, James, lillJwa; and AtTow.s., 1facm1JJ an, l92'l. 
Iflformation on bow and arrow making and teclmique of shooting. 
Elmer, Robert P.,Target Jrcheq, Khopf,. 191\.6. 
Blstory,. types of eqUipment,. and teclmiques of shooting. 
Forbes,. 1lhomaa A., New Guide to Better .Aircheq, 2nd rev. ed.,. Stackpole, 1960. 
· Fundamenta1 teChil!Ci~s for novice. · . 
Hochman, Louis, The Complete J,rche~andbook, .&:reo, 1957. 
Techniques for beg:inner 8rid s ed arCher. Detail.ed instruction in hunting 
and fishing. BOR 
Hodgkin, 1.. E., Jrcher 1s Craft, Rona1d, 1951. 
Jlaking of archers! tackle and art of hunting. History and literature of archery. 
LJ Karch 1, 1954. 
Jaeger, Eloise, Arc!ifi• Sterling, 1961. 
Fundamenta1s an teclmiques. 
Perry, Wa1ter D., Bucks and Bows, Stackpole, 1954. 
Practica1 discussion of archery, types of bows, and target shooting. LJ Karch 1, 19! 
Pope, Saxton, Hunting with Bow and llrrow; Putnam, 1947. 
Instruction on eqUipment, shooting, and hunting principles.. BOR 
• 
Reichart, Natalie.and~G!ilJllen. ltil.&ll1• Arc~fifft Rons1d, 1940. 
»tuipment for target shooting, learn~ how to shoot,. competition and ipdoor 
archery. 
• Sig1er, Howard T., Pocket Fiel.d Guide to Arc»;?, Stackpole, 1960. 
Equipment and techiiiques. BPR Voi. 1, • 
(over) 
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lrhiffen, 1i.arry C'., Shooting the Bow, Bruce, 1946. 
Fundamental techniCiues for tbe beginner) hunting, and archery terms. BOO • 
lllSCELUNEOUS 
Hougham, Paul, Encyctuledia of Arche:£Zi, Barnes, A. s., 19.5'7. 
History, basic es,. archery rms, and techniques. LJ December 1, 19.5'8. 
Rhode, Robert J., comp., Rhode, 1960. 
An atlthoritative, the top scores in the international, 
national, and field tournaments from 1930 to 1960 with stories on IIIIIJlY of the out-
standing champions and their shooting techniques. BPR Vol. J., 19. 
BA1NINTON 
TEC!!!Qlj!UB/COACHml 
Davidson,· Kenneth and Leonore c. llu.ith, ~dnrinton, St.erling, 1961. 
1.5'0 photos show· flmd•m•ntals of sing es and doubles pl.a;y 1 serve 1 and strokes. 
• 
, and.Lealand ll.._.au,t~vson. . Winning B!Ciminton~ ll.onald, 19.5'3. 
Fund-ntal techniques, scoring, elemen~ tactics, and strategy. LJ Juns 11 19.5'4. 
BAIT AND FLY CASTml 
TECHNJQUE/COACHJm 
,l:therton, John,-~ and the Fish, Jlacmillan, 19.5'1. 
Techniques Ohi castilli, fly-t;yUlg, and tackle. LJ October 1.5', 19.5'1. 
Balfour-Kinnear,George Purvis Russell. ·F!b"ins Splmon. · 2nd.ed., llacmillan, 1948. 
Breard, Walter R., Jlodern Bait and win Cast~, Comet Press, 19.5'9. 
A guide to salt water and :tree water f s ing. BPR Vol. 1,(/2. 
Brooks, Joe, Complete Book of Fly Fishing, Barnas, A. s., 19.5'8. 
A manual on tackles, tiies, casts, game fish, etc. LJ June 1, 19.5'8. 
Burns, Eugene, Advanced ~Fishing, Stackpole, 19.5'4. 
New methods of cas~, deVices, and tactics. LJ June 19.5'3. 
Evanoff, Vlad, Modern Fishing Tackle, Barnes, A.s., 1961. 
Haw to select and use the various types or fishing equipment, fresh and salt 
water fishing, and changes in modern fishing equipment. LJ February 1, 1961. 
Gordon, Theodore, Complete F1y Fisherman, Scribner, 1947. 
Knight, John Alden, Modern F1y Casting, Putnam, 1942. 
Le Branche, George. 
19.5'2. • M. L., Dry Fly and Fast Tater, and SalmQn and the Dry F)y, Scribner,. 
Leonard, J. Edson. · Bait Rod Casting. ll9nald, .19.5'3. 
Techniques of casting with a bait rod for veteran or beginner. LJ llarch 1, 19.5'3. 
• 
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---......... -• Fly Rod Casting, Ronal.d, 19.53. 
Techniques of castillg with a r:cy- rod for veteran or beginner. LJ llarch l, 19.53• 
Macdonald, !lexander, On Becoming a ~Fisherman~ JkKa:y, 19.59. 
Equipment, tactics, and phil.osoPbY of fiBhilig.. LJ February 1, 19.59. 
Quick, James, Fimhing the Nymph, Ronald, 1960. 
lldvice on every phase or fishing the nymph for trout. LJ February l, 1960 .. 
__ ....., __ --· Trout Fuhing al!ld Tl.·ou:J; Flies., Barn"l!ll" A •. s •• 19.57. 
Ta&miques or casting and modern hi tying. LJ FeQrumry 1, 19.57. 
Ritz, Charles c •• .l Fly Fisherc s Lire. Hol.t, 19.59. 
Guide to tzy fiShing for sai11ion1 trout, and gra:yling; advice on methods md 
taclde with author's experiences~ comments on various national techniques. 
LJ June 1, 1960. . 
Schuyler, Keith.., Luresg The Guide to sPort Fishing, Stackpole, 19.55 
how to tie them. 
Thrutall, Richard F., On a Gentle J:rts Fishing, Transatlantic, 19.51. 
Van Fl.eet, Clark c •• Steelhead to a Fly, Atlantic, 19.54. 
lretzel, Charles x •• Practical F]y Fishing, Christopher, 194.5. 
Zarchy, Harry, Let 0 s Fish~> Knopf • 19.59. 
Ex«ellent book for beginners. Includes bait casting, fly fishing, spinning, 
various baits and lures. LJ llarch 1, 19.59. 
IIISCELLA.NEOUS 
Williams, Alfred c., Dictionary of Trout Fl.ies and of Fl.ies for Sea-Trout and Grayling, 
llacmillan9 1950. 
BIOGRAPHY 
• 
Archibald• Joe, Billy Martin Story. Messner, 19.59. 
Account of one of the most interesting and controversial pll.a:ye:rrs who achieved fame 
with the Yankees. BOY 19.59. 
-~-, Richie Ashburn Sto!:l• :Messner, 1960. 
Persistance 9 courage, and a driving desire to play baseball brought two National. 
League batting championships to the boy who refused to give up because he was too 
little to be a ballplayer. JL October 1.5, 1961. 
Berra, Yogi and Ed Fitzgerald, Y£Bf• DoubJLeday, 1961 • 
With humorous anecdotes, Yog ells of his chil.dhood9 recalls tense moments in 
world series games in which he played, and gives a realistic impression of the life 
of a baseball player. 
(over) 
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-Blood, Ted. The Sl>lendid Splinter. lb:podtion, 1960. 
Dillcussee how some prejudiced sportswriters slighted the capabilities 
estimated the potential of baseball player Ted W!!ll1 eme. BPR Vol l, //,7. 
*Bonner, 11ary Graham. Baseball Rookies Who Jlade Good• Knopf, 1954. 
Stories of forty outstaruiTng players. CI!S 1956. 
and under-
Brosnan, Jim. Loi' Season. Harper, 1.?60. 
WChronicle_ o a baseball season as nen by a major league pitcher from contract 
negqtiations to training camp, locker room and bull.pen." JL October 15, 1961. 
Campanella, Roy. It1 s Good To Be ~ve. Little, 1959. 
The Dodger catcher Is career iJid his fight to overcome his paralysis. 
Carrieri, Joe and z. Hollander. Prentice-Hall, 1955, 
Inside baseball personali stars, the excitement of the 
team' s pennant victories as experiencell by the bat boy who served the Yankees for 
five_years. BBJH. 
*Dillaggio1 Joe. Luc~ to be a Yankee. Grosset, 1946, 
Story of one o~he greatest baseball outfielders and hitters the game has ever 
lalown, lb:periences while playing in the major leagues and stories about some of 
baseball's greater personalities. BAD. 
Felker, Clay, Casey Stengel's Secret. Talker, 1961. 
The secrets of Casey Stengel's managing. 
Bartholomew, 1961, Goodman• Irving. Stan the llan Jlusia1, 
The baseball career of tbt man who 
six seasons. LJ January 15, 1961. 
had led the National League in hitting for 
Day, 1958. 
----·---. Lou Gehrig. A Quiet Hero. Putnam, 1942·. 
"The story of not oiilY a great b8llpla;yer but by the very pattern of his life 
became a symbol of courage and decency to millions who were not interested in 
baseball," BBHS. 
Hirshberg, Al. The Eddie Jlathews Story. Kessner, 1960. 
"Eddie, an able young man, destined to make his mark in the majors, though 
subject to mistakes of youth and the batting slumps which plague aey- player or 
team." LJ January 15 • 1961, 
-----. The. Jackie Jensen Story, Kessner, 1960. 
Series of ups and downs iD his baSeball career from Yankees to Senators to 
Red Sox. RCB 1960. 
-------. t Backi Red Schoendienst. Jlassner, 1961, 
"Despite the en oss o an eye, a cr pp shoulder, a bout with tubercu-
losis, Red overcame his physical handicaps and went on to become one of the out-
standing second basemen in the major leagues." LJ April 15, 1961. 
-
• 
Hornsby, Rogers. l(y Kind of Baseball. llcKay, 1953. • 
Story of a great hitterds managerial career, and advice to young players on 
techniques. LJ September 152 1955. 
• 
• 
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Hubler• Richard Gibson. Lou Gehrigg The Iron Horse o~ Baseball. Houghton, 1941. 
"Inning b,y inning. a New York janitor0s son becomes one of the ablest of all 
~irst basemen." v • 
Linn, Edward, Ted lf.illiams. The Big Kid. Bartholomew• 1961. 
•The highest-salaried baseball player o£ all time known ~or his monumental 
temper and his disdain ~or ~anl'l and sportswriters alike ••• in a biography which 
presents both sides o£ his character.• CH Fall, 1960~ 
Mann, Arthur. Branch Rickey. American in Action. Houghton, 1957. 
------------. Jackie Robinson Story, Grosset, 1956. 
Story o~ the share-cropper boy who became the batting champion o~ major league 
baseball. BAN. 
Mantle, Mickey and Ben Epsteillo .llicke~llantle St~. Holt• 1953. 
nstory o~ the Yankee boy wonder, which he~lls o~ the years of care~ul pre-
paration under his £ather's tutelage, his battle against osteomyeliti~and his 
achievement o~ Big League.success.w BAO. 
Mays, Willie and Charles Einstein. Born to Pll[f Ball2 Willy~~~· Own Story. 
Putnam. 1955. "The star o£ the Giants te s or hie boyhoo and youtbp:l.deas and 
habits• and a great deal about baseball and players.w BAN. 
Meany • Tom. Art~ul Dodgers. Rev. ed. 9 Barnes9 J..s •• 1954. 
Factual series of profiles on the Dodger players. 
•----...... Babe Ruth. GroBset. 1951.,. 
Anecdotes ~rom the player" s l:l.~e. beginning in his teens to the end o~ hiB 
career. v. 
----------. Baseball's Greatest Hitters. Barnes. A.s •• 1950. 
Collective biography o~ great players 
game. BAO. 
and tbeillr' Btrong points in playing the 
---------. Baseball's Greatest PitcherBo Barnes" A.s •• 1951. 
Brie~ biographies o~ outstanding major league pitchers since 1900. FRR. 
-----. Baseball's Greatest Players. Grosset, 1951. 
Short sketches and official records of players who represent a cross-section 
of baseball's stars since 1900. BBHSo 
-----~. llagni~icent Yankee~. Groeset-o 1951~ 
Sketches of the players who were proainen,t in the winning o£ Pennants md World 
Championships in 1949 9 19509 and 19.51. 
Piersall• James Anthony and Al Hirshberg~ Fear Strike111 Outp The Jim Piersall Story. 
Little 9 1955. WStory o~ a young man who su£~ered a mental breakdown9 but who 
~ought his way back to become a success~uJL big-league baseball player.• BBHS. 
Pope, Edwin. Baseball's Greatest KahegerBo Doubleday9 1960. 
"stories of eome great baseball managers as selected by a jury o~ sportswriterso• 
LJ February 1 9 1960 • 
Robinson, Ray, ed. Baseball Stars o~ 19§2. Pap •• Pyramid BO@k!l 9 1960. 
Articles by sportswriters about the most prominent players of the 1959 season. 
LJ January 15, 1960. 
------. Baseball St£s of 1961. Pap. 9 Pyramid Books 9 1961. (over) 
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Rosenthal, Harold. Baseball"s Best Managers. Bartholomew" 1961. 
Stories of the most famous managers of the past and present and an evaluation of 
their careers. !.1 oJa.nuary 15" 196lo • 
Roswell 0 Gene. Yo~ Berra Stor~. Messner, 1958. 
Story of a Ya ee player w o began as an unpromising rookie and now is the highest 
paid catcher in baseball. BBFC. 
Rowan, Carl and Jackie Robin:son. Wait Till Next Year. Random, 1960. 
Story of Jackie Robinson md exciting moments in baseball. LJ February 1, 1960. 
Ruth, Babe and Bob Consodine. Babe Ruth Story• Dutton. 1948. 
"A personal record of one of the world's great baseball players and the building 
of baseball to its place as America's number one sport.• Vo 
Ruth, Claire and Bill Slocum. Babe and I. Prentice-Hall, 1959. 
Story of Babe Ruth as a human being written by his wife. 
*Schoorp Gene. Bob Tw1":l'eyg Fireball Pitcher. Putnam,. 1959. 
--------. Casey Stengel! Baseball's Greatest :llanager. Rev. ed., Messner, 1961. 
•casey's career from the days when" as a high school athlete• he dreamed of 
becoming a stage comedian9 o ••• to the dramatic World Series of 1960 and Casey's 
resignation from the New York Yankees.n CH Spring, 1961. 
-----------. Christy Mathewsong Baseball's Greatest Pitche~. Messner, 1953. 
*------~. Jackie Robinson. Putnam9 1958. 
------. Joe DiMaggio• The Yankee Clipi!r. Messner• 1956. 
"Concentrating on DiMaggio's profession rather than personal l.ife • followe the 
outfielder•e difficulties and successes through his career.• BTA 1960. 
-------. Leo Durocher Story• Messner, 1955. 
"The ups and downs of the one-time Brooklyn Dodgers' and later New York Giants 1 
manager.• !.1 October 1 9 1955. 
--------. Lew Burdette. Putnam, 1960. 
Life of the famed pitcher of the Milwaukee 
Virginia mountainee>r,and career in baseball. 
Braves9 his beginnings as a West 
CH Spring, 1960 
*-- • Mickey Mantle of the Yankees. Putnam, 1959. 
•story of one of the all-time greats of baseball, his triumph over his humble 
beginnings and great physical sufferings."' BBJH. 
---. Pee Wee Reese Sta:ry. Meesner, 1956. 
Story of a star shortstop as well as an account of the greatest period in the 
hietory of the Brooklyn Dodgers. JBA 1957. 
*-----. Roy Campanella! Man of Courage. Putnam, 1959. 
• ••• the great Dodger catcher gives a candid view of his struggles to become a 
major-league baseball player9 ••• and his courageous fight against crippling 
injuries." CH Spring_, 1959. 
-. Stan :Musial StoPa;. Messner, 1955. 
Story of a poor boy who s~rted his career with the 
the sensation of the St. Louis Cardinals. 
high school team and became • 
• 
• 
-1 .. 
-----. Story of Ty Cobbg Baseball's Greatest Player. Messner, 1952. 
"Story of a courageous young man who set out to be a great baseball player and 
achieved his goal.~ v. 
o Ted Williams Sto~ Messner• 1954. 
•Account of one of basebBl~ greatest hitters and his colorful career.~ BAO. 
-- • Willie Mys, Modest Champion. Putnam, 1960. 
-Life story of the phenomenal center fielder for the San Francisco Giants. Mays 
has charmed fans, players, teammates with his personality just as he amazed them 
with his !Sensational ball playing." CH Spring, 1960. 
Shapiro, Milton. Gil Hodges S~. Messner .• 1960. 
•The Dodgers' power hittingl'irst baseman hae earned himeelf a reputation not 
only as one of today's great baseball players, but also as one of the nicest g~ 
in the game." JL February 15, 1961. 
--------. Hank Aaron ~tV' Messner, 1961. 
"The story of the; stare e M:i.lwaukee Brave"• considered by the expert., to 
be one of the greatest natural hitteri!l of all time."' CH Spring, l96lo 
----·---. Jackie Robinson of the Brooklyn Dodgers, Mesener, 1957. 
"A mature biograpby of the man who broke the color line in baseball and 
brought new drama to the game.• BOY 1957. 
-----. Mel Ott Story. Messner, 1959. 
Story of a great fielder, hitter0 manager of the Giants, and radio announcer 
until his death in 19.~8. RCB 1960. 
------- • Phil Rizzuto Story. Messner, 1959. 
Outstanding Yankee i!lhortstop. BTA 1960~ 
--------. Roy C!lllpanella Story. llessner, 1958. 
One of baseball's greatest catchers and his faith9 fortitude,and honesty. 
CH Fal.l, 19.58. 
--------. Sal Maglie Story. Kessner, 1957. 
"Pitcher Maglie 0s history from boyhood to stardom as a remarkable comeback 
pitcher for Dodgers in 1956 •••• Confl.ict in late teens between coll.ege and a job, 
and the ins and outs of profesdonal bal!eball.w CH Spring, 1960. 
------, Warren Stahn Story. Messner, 1958. 
Brilliant pitcher of he Milwaukee Braves. BTA 1959. 
-~- • Willie May!! Sto!Z• Messner, 1960. 
•lll. phases of llay':s career. Youth in a mill town, fear11 and frlu!trations u 
a teen-age profe!lsional player, his position in the limelight and the harrowing 
pressures which follow.• ROB 1960. 
*Smith, Robert Miller. Heroee of Baeeball. World Pub. • 1953. 
Stories of fifty men whO made baseball history. 
Stern, Bill. Bill Stern's Favorite Baseball Stories. Doubleday9 1950 • 
•An entertaining collection of brief anecdotes of baseballOs great a1d those 
associated with the game.ill LJ November l., 1950. 
Treat, Roger. 1falter JohneonB King of the Pitcher!!. Me11ener, 1948. 
"Biography of a farm"boy who wanted to PlaY baseball and worked hard to become 
the wor1d 08 ideal pitcher.~ V. (over) 
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Trimble 9 Joe. Yogi Berra. Grosset9 1954. 
Story of the Yankee catcher who won the :Most Valuable Player .bard in the 
National League in 1951. FRRo • 
*Young, Dick. Roy Campanella. Grosset, 1954. 
CAREERS 
Rosenthal9 Harold9 ed. BaBeball ill Their BUilinen. Rand0111~ 1952. 
iiTen different job:e in ba:seball are discussed as to imp.illrtance, training, and 
characteristics needed to do the work.~ BAO. 
FICTION 
Allison, Bob and Frank Eo Hill. Kid Who Batted 1000.. Doubleday, 1951 .. 
~C0111edy about a farm boy who drew 299 consecutive walks in the .American League 
because he could foul any ball thrown to him." BWL. 
*Archibald, Joseph. Bonus Kid. Macrae, 1959. 
~When the fortunes of a pennant drive bring a young bonus pitcher together with 
a manager he believes deliberately injured his fathar 9 he is forced to face facts 
and resolve his mental state." CRS. 
*-----------------. Catcher 0 B Choice. Hacrae 9 1958. A natural baseball catcher lackB the spark or will to win ball games. He later 
:eucceeds in the major leagues and gains self confidence. HBJH. 
-----~~·-~. Circua Catch. Macrae.i 1957. 
A major league baseball player frustrates an unsportsmanlike attempt to attack 
Babe Ruthhs home run x·ecordo CRS 1958. 
-----------. Double Play Rookie, llacrae9 1955. 
•One of the best 2nd basemen in minor leagues doesn't realize until almost too 
late that money isn't. so important." CRS 1956. 
--------~. First Base Huatler. :Macrae, 1960. 
"Author describes frustration"• doubt~!! of firBt year ballplu;,yer in the minor 
leagues.• RCB 1959. 
--~--- a Ful.l Co·Wllt. Macrae~ 19.56. 
A pitcher undaunted by a bad arm and an unscrupulolll! manager. JBA 1957. 
~----~--~-. Outfield Orphan. lfacrae 9 1961. ~Big league baBeball and~egro outfielder who has some prejudices to over-
come--most of all his own." CH Spring9 1961. 
Bishop• Curti!! Ho ~anjo Hittel!". SteckD 1951. 
WStoey of Ricky, the most exciting baseball. find in many a year.• FRR. 
*Bonner 9 :Mary Graham. Base Stealer. Knopf, 1951. 
A boy plays with the Poli.ce Athletic League Team during a summer in New York 
City. FRR. 
Bowen. Robert Sydney. Infield Spark. Lothrop, 1954. • 
2nd baseman Jerry Tate"s comeback. JL August 1.59 1954. 
*------------~. Million Dollar Rookie. Lothrop, 1961. 
Heir to a multi911:!.llion dollar buainees joins a team under an assumed name. 
• 
• 
-----------. Pennant Fever. Lothrop, 1960. 
Star infielder and manager of a minor league team rejects a major league offer 
because he prefers to st~ with his own team. and with the players who depend 
on him for spiritual leadership. 
*--------o Player :llanager. Lothrop• l95Z. 
-----------· Triple Pla;y. Lothrop, 1959. 
"With lese than one season°s experience in the minora. a young 2nd baseman is 
brought up by the major league team. In 8}lite of pressure md blukmail, he is 
able to perform an unassisted triple play to win the final game.w JL Karch 15,1959. 
Cummings• Parke 9 ed. Baseball Stories! From Backlot to Little Le~ueo Hill and 
Wang, 1959. Stories and sketchem by outstanding writers. B 1959. 
*Daley. Arthur. Inside Baseball. Grosset, 1951. 
-Davies, Valentine. It Happens Every Spring. Farrar. Straus, 19.56. 
Story of a poor research fellow in chemistry and his attempts to at,tain a 
professorship, but who gets side-tracked into a baseball career because of hia 
pitching skill. 
*Decker, Duane w. Big Stretch. :llorrow. 1952. 
"Stretch comes back to the Blue Sox, but has to overcome attitude of teammates 
whose batboy he had recently been.• JL August 15. 1952. 
* • Catcher from Double-A. :llorrow, 1950. 
Story of a young man whose fear of making mistakes almost ruined hUI baseball 
career. BBJHo 
- ----. Fast :llan on a Pivot. :llorrow, 1951. 
Story of a steady but not flisfiY baseball player who ia getting his last chance 
at the major leagues. FRR. 
------. Hit and Run. :llorrow, 1949. 
•A big league baseball novel centering around a player who was small• fast 9 
and trucul.ent. His size and temper made trouble for him until. a Negro taught 
him about baseball and teamwork.• BAO. 
-------. Long Ball to Left Field. :llorrow• 1958~ 
•Story of a man determined to be a pitcher • but after spending more time on 
the farm club than with the team, sees that he was just the hard-hitting out~ 
fielder that the team needed.• CH Fall• 1958. 
------. llister Shortstop• :llorrow, 1954. 
"Andy comes very clLose to breaking into the Blue sox. but somehow he can't quite 
make it-not until he learna that it takes even more than abi.lity and determination." 
BBC. 
* o Showboat Southpaw. :llorrow. 1960. 
"Showboat Sloat learns the importance of brains as well as brawn after ruining 
his pitching arm with fast bal. ls in his first fullL g- in the maj ore. 
JL October 15• 1960 • 
--------. Starting Pitche:-o :llorrow, 1948. 
A baseball player has the courage to come back after a disabling injury. v. 
(over) 
41----·----. Switch Hitter. llorrow. 1953. 
"A bi'illiant but rellious rookie is of no use to himself or hill team until he 
lo11e11 the chip off'his shoulder.• BBJllo • 
*---- o Third~Base Rookie. llorrow, 1959. 
Unwilling to accept retirement from active pl~9 an older player almost black-
mail!! a young fellow with a refonn school record. ROB 1960 
*Emery9 Ru11sell Gu;y. Action at Third. :llacrae9 1957 o 
"Third baseman JobffiiY Hylaild becomes a boy manager midway in the season, defie11 
all percentages and brings a second division te11111 to a world's champ.ionship." 
RCB 1957. 
*---- • Hy-land of the Hawks. Jlacraeg 1955. 
Johnn;y Hyland wins his way back to major league Hawks by developing his hitting 
and catching inlltead of pitching. cas. 
Fitzgeral.d. Ed. Yankee Rookie. Groe11et, 1959. 
"Marty has at laet reached hill goal of playing with the Yankee11, but ill suddenly 
sent to Kansas city for more seasoning. How he etruggle11 back to acceptance qy hie 
teammates is the basic plot.• BWL. 
*P'lood9 Richard T. Fighting Shortato~o Houghton9 1954. 
"Eddie"e love of baseball somet!1mes conflicts with hill responsibilities at 
home, but he manages to help his mother and spark hill team to win.• RCB l954o 
--- • Fighting Southpaw. Grosset, 1954. 
A 11tudent mueician who previOusly had shown no interest in athletics becomes a 
star baseball pl~er for Radford Academy. YR. 
*Friendlich, Dick. Backstop Ace. Westminster. 1961. 
Major league catcher copes with the erratic nature and pitching of a bonue 
rookie, whoee father hangs around :iLl the time. JL lfarch 15, 19610 
--------. Baron of the Bullpen. Weetminster9 1955. 
Success doesn't come until Jim overcomes hie feeling of disgrace for having 
committed a serious error. BBHS. 
*-------------=--. Cleanup Hitter. Westminster, 1956. 
A minor leaguer realizes that he must learn to pl~ to win for the team and 
not for himself. CRS 1959o 
-----------· • Leadoff llano Westminster, 1959. 
"Major-league outfielder, Willie 9 realizes that jeering from fana and sports-
writere won't be stopped qy a belligerent attitude." CRS. 
*Gartner, John. .lee Pitcher. Dodd9 1953. 
The problems of each member of the team and especially the pitcher are told frCIII 
the coach'll point of view. JL October 15, 19?3· 
I 
11Hark1ns, Philip. Double Pla~ Hollday9 l95lo 
11A Bronx 11emi-pro ballp yer discovers that rough playing and tough talking 
did not win him fr·iendl!l in a l!lmall town. • FRR. 
-----·---~o Southpaw from San Francisco. llorrow, 1948. 
~A nervous young pitcher faces his first game at the Polo Grounds, sees what 
failure woul.d mean 9 and overcomee his obstacles." BIL. 
• 
• 
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*Hayes, Florence. Skid. Houghton, 1948. 
Skid, a Negro~ from Georgia, finds a place for himself in his new Connecticut 
environment through his love for baseball and his ability to play a good game • 
Hirshberg, Al.o Batte!:fnfor lladison High. Litthg 1955. 
"The Drake twins their Sr. year of high school when Madison High really ha8 
a chance for the city championship in baseball." JBA. 
--------. Varsity Double Plq. Littl.e, 1956. 
Story laid on Yale campus gives detailed pictures of a college athlete's life. 
GBR. 
*Jackson, Caar;y Paul. ~en B~n. Hastings, 1961. 
Rookie pitcher fa~he ue problems before he wins the pennant for his team. 
JL Karch 15, 1961. 
-----------. Hillbgq Pitcher. McGraw, 1956. 
Tennessee boy moves t~ a big norlJiern city high school. 
---------. World Series Rookie. Hastings, 1960. 
A Rookie almost upset a world series by talking too much. CH Spring, 1960. 
Keating, Lawrence. Senior Challenge. lfel!tminster, 1959. 
Jack dbcovers th&t creating good spirit in a new high school ien't easy, and 
a new baseball coach adds to his problems. CRS. 
Lee, Wayne c. Sll!ing Backstop. Dodd, 1957. 
•Against anrican Leg!~ Junior baseball background, Mike battles all the way 
from district to the National Championship.• RCB 1957. 
Leonard, Burgess. Rook!.e Fights Back. Lippincott, 1954. 
"A brash young redhead cannot hit the long ball, but he is a terror on the 
basepaths and makes up in enthusiasm what he lacks in size." RCB 1954. 
-- --. Rookie Southpaw. Lippincott, 1951, 
~A bonus rookie encounters problema when he is challenged in attempts to 
prove his worth.• YR. 
-------. Second Seaso:r. Jinx. Lippincott, 1953. 
"Clem, sensational freshman rookie, overcomes the jinx that almost ended hill 
baseball career.~ GBR. 
---- -· Stretch Bolton'IS Rookies. Lippincott, 1961. 
Stretch Bolton's ingenuity and drive create a winning spirit among a team of 
rookies. BPR Vol. 2, fl' 3o 
tl-------. Stretr~h Bolton Comes Back. Lippincott, 1958. 
Stretch Bolton, once a rookie sensation of the year, feared his baseball was 
ended when he was fired as manager a year after a spinal injury ruined his arm. 
McCormick, Wilfred. Automatic Strike. McKay, 1960. 
"Rock;y finds hilDseli forced to justify his ideals of sportsmanship and 
re-awaken his team's faith against the idea that luck counts more than hard 
• spirit and playing." CH Spring, 1960. 
*-----------------.. Bases Loaded. Grosset, 1957. 
The high school team is now in the American League 
havmg umpire trouble. JL March 15, 19 57 o 
Sectional Tournament and ia 
(over) 
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-----------. Big Ninth. Grosset, 1960. 
•A young pitcher discovers, the hard wa:y, the meaning and importance of team- • 
work in baseball.• CH Fall, 1958. 
* • The Bluffer. llcKay, 1961. 
•Bronc and his teammates journey to Montreal to meet the baseball champions of 
Canada.•· CH Spring, 1961. 
*·------. Fielder's Choice. Putnam, 1949 and Grosset, 1956. 
-------. Grand Slam Homer. Putnam, 1951 and Grosset, 1958. 
---- • Hot Corner. llcKa:y, 1958. 
•The coach's problem with an orphan boy fran a large city is more meaningful. 
than winning a game or a championship." RCB 1958. 
•-- • The Last Putout. Putnam, 1960. 
"When the U.S. American Legion baseball champions from New Mexico clash with 
the top junior baseball club !rem Jfexico, there is plenty or action on the field 
and orr.•• CH Spring, 1960. 
---- • Legion Tourney. Grosset, 1956. 
Bronc Burnett pitched hiS team to the state championship. BY 1956. 
--------. Man on the Bench. llcKa:y, 1955. 
"A former star in high school comes back to his home tawn as coach and takes a 
hand at improving his school's poor sportsmanship.• BBC. 
---------. One O'clock Hitter. Putnam, 1960. 
"When the team travels to Mexico, they find themselves unfairly overmatched with 
an older team. A personal feud among themselves rises and is settled during a 
tense game.• CH Spring, 1960. 
-
---------· Proud Champions. llcKa:y, 1959. 
A team's unusual pride iliiis coach leads to trouble with town officials. 
Rocky and his team learn that winning the championship is only the least of their 
problems. CH Spring, 1959. 
----------. Three-Two Pitch. Putnam, 1948 and Grosset, 1956. 
Mann, Arthur. Bob 'lhitea Bonus Pla;rer. llcka:y, 1952. 
---· Bob llhites Farm Club Player• llcKay, 1952. 
---. Bob llhites Spring Terror. llcl:a:y, 1953. 
*Kiers, Earl Schenk. Monkey Shines. World Pub., 1951. 
•A precocious bunch or youngsters organize a Little League team and enlist 
the aid of an ex-big leaguer as coach and a monkey as mascot.• 
JL January 15, 1952. 
Molen, Sam. Take Two and Hit to Right. Dorrance, 1959. 
*Moore, Joseph A. Hot Shot at Third. Duell, 1958. 
Young baseball pla:yerfi s struggle to move from the minor to major leagues. • 
• 
• 
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Offit, Sidney. ThE) Boy Who !on the World Series. Lothrop, 1960, 
"Every boy who plays baseball secretli dreams of winning a World Series, and 
Lou, practicing for a year pitching on his father's farm, found that winning is 
not a11 a matter of 1uck.n· CH Spring1 1960 • 
*<>1gin, Joseph. Batteg Feud. Houghton, 1959. 
Dexter insists on plaY'fng baseball in his homet01111 Babe Ruth League in spite 
of his lame leg and makes good. CRS. 
*Owen1 Frank, ed. Teen-Age Baseball Stories. Grosset, 1949. 
Scholz, Jackson v. Base ~ler. Morrow, 1955. 
"Cliff Connor had notblng to start with except a pair of speeqy legs and a 
stout heart, but he was determined to make baseball his career.• BBHS. 
--- • Batter U,2o Morrow, 1946. 
"When Karty decided on baseball as a career1 he did so against the advice of 
his brother who believed Karty lacked the patience and stamina to make good." FRR. 
-------. Bench Boss. Morrow, 1958. 
"A smart second baseman in the major leagues becomes a minor league manager and 
discovers he still has plenty to learn about baseball and people.~ CH Fall,1958. 
--------. Deep Short. Morrow, 1952. 
----------------. Fielder From Nowhere. Morrow, 1948. 
A story which presents problems and success of a rookie breaking into baseball. 
BAO. 
*---------. K~stone Kelley. Morrow, 1950. 
A bonus player f ds the brg!lloney which he has been paid is too heavy a 
responsibility. JL September 15, 1955. 
--- • Man in a Cageo Morrow, 1957. 
Action on the diamond and circus thrills. 
--- • Perfect Game. llorrow, 1959. 
Success comes too soon for a rookie pitcher and turns his head. RCB 1960. 
-------. Soldiers at Bat. llorrow, 1942. 
"A young boy with great baseball talent is called into the army where he becomes 
one of the best ballplayers.~ BWL. 
*Thomas, David, ed. Teen-age Stories of the Diamond.. Grosset, 1954. 
Collection of baseb81l stories written by top juvenile sportswriters~ GBR. 
*Thurman, AJ-tllur R. lloney Pitcher. McKay, 1952. 
Development of a rookie into a confident big leaguer. JL August 15, 1952'. 
Tunis, John Roberts. Highpockets. Morrow, 1948. 
Major league player learns he must work with the team. BBHs. 
--------. Keystone Kids. Harcourt, 1943. 
Baseball team fights discrimination among its members. RL • 
-------------. Kid Comes Back. Morrow, 1946. 
"Because of an injury suffered in the war, many people thought Roy would never 
be on the team again. This story shows his determination to play again."' FRRo 
(over) 
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----,-----. Kid From Tomkinsville. Harcourt, 1940. 
Training and excitement of a big league player's life from small town team to ~~~~.~- • 
*-----------. Rookie of the Year. Harcourt, 1940. 
"A youthful manager makes goOd after many struggles to weld together the 
players into an integrated9 hard-fighting team.• FRR. 
*--------------· Schoolboy Johnson. Korrow, 1958. 
"A tempermental, erratic rookie pitcher develops into a star player and helps 
the Dodgers win the pennant."' BBJH. 
------------. World Series. Harcourt, 1941. 
Shows the seriousness with which Series is played and the effect of each play 
on the players and managers. BBC. 
----- • Yo~ Razzle. Morrow, 1949. 
A boy battles his f~er iri big and small league gamaa. FRR. 
*Verral, Charles Spain. King of the Diamond. Crowell, 1955. 
•story of Pierre Beaumont, a crack young sports star,and his efforts to hold 
a baseball team together and drive it on to the championship.• ~ 
*-- -. lli~hty lien of Baseball. Dutton, 1955. 
Story of an all-star eam. Shows how each star becomes tops in his position. 
*Waldman, Frank. Lucky Bat,~. World Pub., 1956. 
Inside story of a bat ooy' s life. JBA 1957. 
Wallace, Fr111cis. Big League Rookie. Westminster, 1950. 
•Young Luke Coss, rookie from a coal-mining town, goes through spring training 
with a major league team and finally learns he has made the team without having 
to play in minor leagues." JL .l.ugust 1, 1950. 
Wallop, Douglas. The Year the Yankees Lost the Pennant. Pocket Books, 1959. 
"A baseball fantaay in which a long loy81 fan of the Senators tells of the 
operations of the Devil himself as a ballplayer whO brought about the down-
fall of the champs." RL. 
*Webster, Joe. Rookie from Junction Flats. Farrar,Straus, 1952. 
A rookie comes to play left field for the St. Louis Browns. JL August 15, 1952. 
Young, I. S. A Hit and a Kiss. Follett, 1959. 
High school life and baseball. 
HISTORY 
Allen, Lee. National League Stoff• Hill and Wang, 1961. 
Story of 85 years of baseba • colorful players and managers, early history of 
the game, organization of the league, famous games and great plays of the paet. 
LJ February 1 9 1961. 
Barber, Red. The Rhubarb Patch. S & S, 1954. 
History, pLij"ers, and records of the Brooklyn Dodgers. LJ October 15, 1954. • 
Bready, James H. The Home Tealil! A Full Century of Baseball in Baltimore,l859-l959. 
Bready Pub. Co. 
• 
• 
Brown9 Warren. Chicago White Sox. Putnam, 1952. 
Story of the team. P'RR • 
Buchanan, Lamont. World Series and Highlights of Baseball. Dutton9 1951. 
Illustrated history of baseball. tRR. 
Carmichael• John P. r Greatest Day in Baseball. Grosset, l95lG 
Stars of basebal tell their own experiences. B.lO. 
-15-
Condon, Dave. The Chicago White Sox. Coward, 1960. 
"A higbl¥ personalized history of the White Sox up until 1959 when the games that 
led to the pennant and the games of the World Series are review,edo1t LJ lla;r 15,1960. 
-
Danzig, Allison and Joseph Reichler. Histog of Baseball. Prentice-Hall, 19$9. 
Great players, teams, and managers. B A 1960. 
Davis, Mac. Lore and Legends of Baseball. Lantern, 1953. 
Great baseball legends of all t:ime• origins of many stories, fables, and 
miracles. LJ March 19 1953. 
John. Rev; ed., Hastings, 1959. 
Fitzgerald, Ed. American LeaKe. Rev;, ed., Grosset, 1959. 
C~lete histories of b clubs. 
--------. National League. Rev. ed., Grosset. 1959. 
Histories of all the ball clubs in the National League. 
Graham, Frank. New York Yankeesg An Infonnal History. New and rev. ed., Putnam,l958. 
Origins of the Yankees_, men who made the team famous, and players who 
contributed to its prestige. 
Groat, Richard. Pittsburgh Pirates. Coward, 1961. 
Rise of the Pirates to the World Championship. LJ February l, 1961. 
*Hodges, Russ. Baseball Complete. Grosset, 1953. 
Brief chapters on a variety of baseball topics. 
•Holzman, Robert s. General ~'~Baseball" Doubleday. Longmans, 1955. 
"Story of Abner Doubleday and his connection with baseball's earliest be-
ginnings." JBA. 
Lieb, Frederick Go Baltimore Orioles. Putnam, 1959. 
Story o£ team. P'RR, 
:McGuire, Dan. San Francisco Forty-Niners. Coward, 1960. 
History of the West Coast Teame LJ June l, 1960. 
Margulies, Leo. Baseball Round Up. Platt, 1948 • 
:Meany9 Tom. :Most Baseball! A '!'!rent -Year Collection of the B t Articles of a 
Nationally Known Sportswriter. Barnes, A.S., ecalls many baseball 
celebrities and also those of other sports. 
(over) 
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-----,. Yankee Story. Dutton, 1960. 
How a baseball dynasty is built, maintained and operated. Studies of managers 
and players. LJ February 1, 1960. • 
Offit, Sidney, ed. Best from Baseball 1la_&!zine. Putnam, 1956. 
"A selection of articles from Basebali Magazine from 1908 to 1956. Same ~ 
athletes and sportswriters about great pla,yers and thrilling pla:ys."' 
LJ January 1, 1957. 
Reichler, Joseph and Ben Olan. Baseball's Unforgettable Games. Ronald, 1960. 
"Stories and box scores of lOO famous games judged by the authors to be the 
most unforgettable in the history of the sport.• LJ January 1, 1960. 
Seymour, Harold. Baseballs The EarJ.y Years. Oxford, 1960. 
"ln the first of two volumes, which will form the history of the game, the 
author traces baseball from the first ballgame at Valley Forge during the 
Revolution until the formation of the two present major leagues in 1903." 
LJ February 1 9 1960. 
Shoemaker, Robert H. Best in Baseball. Rev. ed. 9 Crowell, 1959. 
"A short history of the national game from 1905 to the present told through 
the lives of many famous baseball players."' BBC~ 
*Smith, Ken. Baseball's Hall of Fame. Grosset, 1954. 
History of the game traced through the grandest characters. 
Smith, Robert. Baseball in America. Holt9 1961. 
History from origin in 1845 to the present. LJ February 1, 1961. 
Z:immerman, Paul E. Los An~eles Dodgers. Coward, 1960. 
World Series games, f1nanciBI success, big business in running a first league 
team, high spots of Brooklyn era, sketches of leading figures as well as 
executives. RCB 1960. 
Davia, Jfac. Teen-Age Baseball Jokes and Legenda. Grosset• 1959. 
Garagiola, Joe. Baseball is a Funn;r Game. l.ippincott, 1960. 
"What goes on in a clubhouse, the clugout, what catcher says to pitcher, etc., 
written by a .former major league catcher." LJ February 1, 1960. 
Lardner, Ring lr. You Know Me, 11; a Busher's Letters. Scribner, 1960. 
•Experiences of a professional basebail player told in his humorously illiter-
ate letters to a pal.• BBFC. 
Plimpton, George. Out of 1ly League, Harper, 1961. 
"Author describes in hilarious style how he, an average weekend athlete,pitched 
against an all-star aggregation of major league baseball players in Yankee 
stadium.• LJ February 1, 1961. 
Stanley, Dave, ad. Treasury of Baseball Humor. Lantern, 1957. 
"Crack columnists, reporters, and short story writers add luster in humorous 
style to America's favorite aport•" LJ March 15, 1957. • 
• 
• 
TECHNIQUE/COACH~ 
Allen9 Archie. Handbook of Baseball Drills. Prentice-Hall• 1.959 • 
Dri1ls for offensive and defensive plays. 
Allen9 Ethan. Baseball Play and Stratesz. Ronald, 1959. 
Comprehell8ive guide for coaches, prayers, and fans. BTA 1960. 
~17= 
------. Winning Baseball. Rev. ed •• Ronald, 1956. 
Graphic presentation of technical aspects of baseball. LJ Februar.y l• 1956. 
*-----. Baseball Techniques mustrated. Ronald9 1951. 
Especially for the beginner arid Inexperienced coach. BBJH. 
Anderson• Clary. Kake the Team in Baseball. Grosset. 1960. 
"First in a series of fi)(aJCe the Team* sports books, it begins by encouraging 
a boy to evaluate his own capabilities and limitations, then gives detailed 
illBtructions on fundamentals. Attention is given to proper attitudes9 behavior, 
sportsmanship, and school spirit. Identifies some major league stars who have 
overcome handicaps.• CH Spring, 1960. 
*Antonacci, Robert J, Baseball for Young Champions. McGraw, 1956. 
Explicit directions for pl&Yfcig oaseball: 
Buchanan9 Lamont. Pictorial Baseball Instructor. Dutton, 1954. 
"40 magic rules to help one play aqy position better.• FRRo 
Campanis 9 n. Dodttrsu We,y to Pla;y Baseball. Dutton. 1954. 
Coaching on a phases of the game from pitching to management. LJ June l,l954o 
*Cooke, David c. Better Baseball for Boys. Dodd, 1959. 
Fundamentals. 
Coombs, John Wesley. Baseball8 Individual Plq and Team Strategy. ~d ed.,Prentice-
Hall9 1951. Every phase of game iB included with official scores, rules 9 
organization and management. BBHS. 
*Digby, George. Baseball for Boys. Follett, 1960. 
*Feller9 Bob. Pitching to Win. Grosset, 1952. 
Explains how to throw every kind of pitch. BBJH. 
Fral.ey9 Oscar and Charles Yerkow. How to Play Championship Baseball. Hill and 
Wang, 1954. "Continuous action photographs cover every detail of pl~ing 
technique." LJ February 159 1954. 
Goat. Carol Richard. Skill on the Diamond. Brown• W.C. 9 1954. 
Jessee, Daniel Edward. Baseball. Ronald9 1939. 
Fundamentals • 
Kuenn9 Harvey and Jim Smilgoff. Bi~ Le~e Batting Secrets. Prentice-Hall, 1958. 
Art and science of batting. B4:r 99. 
(over) 
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Lai, William T. Championship Baseballs From Little League to Big League• Prentice-
Hall, 1954. Sound techniques am tactics for the coach and player. 
Jlack, Connie. From Sandlot to Big League• Rev. ed. 9 Jrnop£, 1960. 
-ur. Baseb8ll discusses 811 phase• of the game and discusses what it takes to 
be a major leaguer and how to get there." BBJHo 
**Maml• .Arthur. How to Pla,y Winning Baseball. Grosset, l959o 
FUndamentals. BBHS. 
• 
Richards, Paul.. Kodern Basebal.l Strategy. Prentice-Hall, 1955. 
Techniques, strategy and psychology of every aspect of baseball. LJ June 1,1955. 
Rosenburg, John K. Baseball for B~. Oceana, 1960. 
Fundamentals and techniques. B 1960. 
HSmilgoff, Jim. Winning High School Baseball. Prentice-Hall, 1956. 
"Instructions on how to coach and play every individual., team offensive and 
defensive skill.• LJ May 15~ 1956. 
Sports nlustrated, eds. Sports nlustrated Book o:f Baseball. Lippincott, 1960. 
Outstanding professional plaYers give advice on fundamentaJ.s. LJ February 1,196o. 
Trimble, Jesse Carl. Play Baseball Boys. Carlton, 1957. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Cummings, Parke. Dictionary of Baseball with the Official Rul.es. RonaJ.d, 1950. 
Defines baseb&.il terms of the sports page ill addition to official. terms, gives 
all major league and AAA teams, and has explanations for keeping scare cards. 
LJ June 1, 1950. 
Einstein, Charles. Fireside Book of Baseball. S & s, 1956. 
Baseball collection which includes i'iction, autobiog;rapey, history, verse, and 
news reporting. LJ August, 1956. 
---- ·----. Second Firesids Book o:f Baseballo S & S, 1958. 
Stories, articles. poems, and letters about the game. LJ October 1, 1958. 
*Jacobs, George. Baseball rules in Pictures. Grosset, 1957. 
Meany, Tom. J!ajor League Baseball .lnnuslo Pap., Grosset, 1960. 
Pratt, John Lowell and DonaJ.d Schiffer. The 1961 !ajor League Baseball Handbook. 
Giant Cardinal Pocket Books. Rules, teams, players, records, etc. 
LJ .l'aJIU&ey' 15. 1961. 
Schwed, Fred Jr •. How to Watch a Basebal.l Game. Harper, 1957. 
Shows spectator how to get more fun out of the game. LJ February 1, 1957 • 
Simmons, Henry. So You Think You Know Baseball. Fncett, 1960. 
•A collection of baseball qUizzes and problems taken :from the Saturday Even~ 
Post-series." LJ January 15, 1960. 
Smith, Robert. Baseball. S & S, 1947 o 
Strategy, origin, history~ biographies,and stories o:f baseball. • 
• 
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'l'urk:l.h, Hy and Sherley c. Thompson. Of:ficial Encyclopedia of' Baseball. 2nd rev.ed.~ 
Barnes, 'A.s., 1959. Includes historicil records, facts, statistics, and 
biographies through the 1959 season. BBBS • 
BIOORAPHY 
Cousy, Robert and Al Hirshberg. Basketball is ! L:i:fe. Prentice-Hall, l958· 
Story o:f Bob Couey's climb to the top to tli position of All-American 
basketball ace and star of' the World Championship team, the Boston Caltics. 
Mokr.;y-1 Bill. Basketball Stars of 1960. Pyramid, 1960. 
"Personal stories and performance records of the game's top p~ers.• 
LJ October l, 1960. 
FICTION 
*.Ayars, J8111es S. Basketball Comes to Lonesome Point. Viking, 1952. 
"With nothing but one basketbalL and grim determination on the part of the 
8th and 9th graders, a team was f'ormed1 rules learned, equipment procured, and 
the whole village was drawn into the excitement.• Horn Book. 
Bishop, Curtis. Dribble Up. Steck, 1956. 
*-----. The Playmaker. Steck, 1960. 
"Recently discharged f'rom the Air Force, Craig enrolls at Jr. COllege to up-
grade h:i.s academic average and to secure a basketball. scho1arship. His determina-
tion blinds h:i.m to the values of' sportsmanship, cooperation and af':fection !or 
his peers and coach.• LJ January 151 1961.. 
Brier, Howard M. Backboard Magic. Random, 1949. 
Burgoyne, Leon E. 
•The story o! 
almost ruins his 
Jack Davis, Forward. Holt, 1953. 
a natural born athlete who re:fuses 
team."' BBHS .• 
to keep training rules and 
-- ---· state Ch!ita. Holt, 1951. 
Story o:f a high school~ate championship basketball team. FRR. 
Carson, John. Coach Nobody Liked, The. Farrar, Straus, 1960. 
"Sid's :father wants him to become a basketball star at any price while the new 
coach is more concerned with the character o! h:i.s team than their g1ory. Sid has 
to make a decision in the conflict whiCh leads to a better understanding between 
him and his !'ather." CH Spring, 1960. 
---·-· Jl'loorburns. Farrar, Straus, 1957. 
A young 11tar athlete f'rom the wrong 11ide of' the track11 f'ighta f'or the friendship 
of' his basketba11 teammates. CRS 1958. 
-----. Twen~-Third street CrU8aders. Farrar,Straus, 1958. 
"Integrity rep ces delinquency when a gang of' street rovers combine e!:forte 
• to become a winning basketball team.• BBFC 1960. 
(over) 
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-~~Cox, William Robert. Five Were Chosen., Dodd, 1956. 
"'l'o a fanner All Allierican, the job of basketball coach at a small new college 
is just a stopgap until he recovers from an injury and can get back into pro- • 
fessional basketball. However, by the time he has recruited and trained a squad, 
he has been won over to coaching as a career.• BBJH. 
Douglas, Gilbert. Bulldo~ Attitude. Crowell, 1957. 
"A small town basket:ail star moves to a big city and finds it tough going 
getting accepted at the new schoolo" RCB 1957. 
Emery, Russell Guy. Rebound. !lacrae, 1955. 
•Basketball and West Point activities form the background for the story of 
Harry and the year he learns to cope with a height of 6•7rt and an inferiority 
complex."' CRS 1956. 
,-----. Warren of West Point. !lacrae, 1950. 
"A West Point plebe has difficult times fitting himself to the Academy' e ways, 
but new friends and new found skill at basketball completes the job." FRR. 
Frick, Constance H. Five !gainst The Odds. Harcourt, 1955. 
"A basketball star stricken with poUo finally realizes he can still mean a lot 
to the team, the school, and his family.• JBA. 
------ • Tourney Team. Harcourt, l9S4. 
A sophomore 1n high school is kicked off the team for dirty playing but 
eventually learns respect. BBHS. 
Friendlich. Dick. Wal'l'ior Forward. Westminster, 1950. 
"A Jr. is beaten out for a starting position by a sophomore and warms the 
bench most of the season until the championship game When he becomes a hero~BWL. 
*Furman• Josh. Teen-age Basketball Stories. Grosset, 1949. 
Collection of basketball stories. FRR. 
Gartner, John. Gager's Challenge• Dodd, 1954. 
"Coach Rock Taylor takes over basketball and a personality problem in the case 
of the star player." BBHS. 
Heuman• William. Backcourt Kan. Dodd, 1960. 
"5'11" Richie overcame two obstaclesj his small size and a hostile coach, to 
win for himself a place on a professional basketball team.• JL October 15, 1960., 
*------. Fighting Fiveo Morrow, 1950. 
•Humorous story of a basketball team from a poor little college coached by the 
town garbage collector. The team wins a national tournament in Madison Square 
Garden." FRR. 
Jackson, Caary Paul. Basketball Clown. Whittlesey, 1956. 
*----------. Bud Plays Junior High Basketball. Hastings, 1959. 
*------- . Freshman Forward. Whittlesey, 1959. 
"To his surprise, Randy, a freshman, is selected as a starter on the high school. 
team. All goes well until Randy loses sight of the fact that he must pley- for the 
team and not for himself." CH Spring, 1959. 
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*'Keating, Lawrence s. Freshman BackstG:. Weetainster, 19 57. 
•Bat tle of a college boy, to rema on the basketbal). squad among a group of 
six-footers, thus retaining his athletic scholarship until the baseball season 
• arrives." JL October 15, 1957. 
• 
•Keith, Harold. Pair of Cattains. Crowell, 1951. 
Story or high school asketball. FBR. 
Leonard, Burgess. Phantom of the Foul Linaso Lippincott, 1952. 
"Kickey Barton, turned down by tb8 b{g basketball colleges by his lack of 
height goes to a small college and proves that height isn't everything in basket-
ball.• JL October 15, 1952. 
*Lochlons, Colin. Stretch Smith llakes a Basket. Crowell, 1949. 
Longstreth, Thomas. Showdown. Vacm11J an, 1950. 
•A boy whose one dream was to pl.a,y on the varsity basketball team and who al.so 
thought of his future career. One day he was faced with the question of choosing 
between the two." BWL. 
*JicCormick, llil.fred. Too llany Forwards. Kcia;y, 1960. 
When the regular coach of the hiih school. team is kUl.ed in an accident, Rocky 
takes over his position at mid-season, and finds his new role quite chal.l.enging. 
BPR Vol.. l., #12. 
*1lacKellar, William. Team That Wouldn't Quit. llcGraw, 1956. 
"A story centered around Captaiil-llason whose team faces serious troubl.e when 
his best pl.ayers turn in their uniforms.• JBA 1956, 
*Keader, Stephen W, Sparkpl.U~ of the Hornets. Harcourt, l.953o 
"Though Pee 'fee Carsonad stalTed on a midget l.eague team in the city, he was 
really too small to make the high school. baslcetbal.l team. However, the school. 
enrollment was not l.arge, and because the team needed every possibl.e pl.a,yer, 
Pee Wee got his chance.• BBC. 
*Ol.gin, Joseph. Backcourt Atom. Houghton, 1960. 
Story of a bOy too short to win a pl.ace on the team, but, because he never gives 
up, becomes a val.uable backcourt member on the squad. CH Spring, 1960. 
* 
---· Backcourt Rival.s. Dutton, 1955. 
Olson, Gene. Bal.l Hawks. Westminster, 1960. 
"A former Philadelphia basketball coach finds himsel.f resented as an outsider 
in Oregon. He captures the respect and loyal. ty of tl'e townspeople whUe moulding 
a fighting though losing team." JL October 15, 1960. 
*- . Tall One. Dodd, 1956. 
"Kike• over 71 tall.,wants acceptance as a person as well as an athlete, and 
his coach tries to help. Racial. prejudice and the frantic struggle of a amaJ.l. 
high school' a basketbal.l team to win a state championship add to the troubl.es 
of the coach.• BAN. 
Tunis, John R. Go Team Go. Korrow, 1954. 
"The varsity basketbal.l. team was disqual.ified for a crucial. game by charges of 
gambling. However, the !l team proved their ability to bring victory.n BBHS. 
-----. Yea, Wildcats. Harcourt, 1944. 
"· •• exploitation of a town by a few unscrupulous men,n l'RR. 
(over) 
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*Verral• Charles Spain. Chamiion of the Court.,. Crowell, 1954. 
A French canadian boy p ays basketball for high school, but he has to contend 
with a problem ch:U.d, the star of the team, whom he befriends and straightens out. • 
BBC. 
Cf Walden, Amelia E. A Boy to Remember. Westminster, 1960. 
- •Iaty goes to the midilest to live with her grandparents who are well-to-do 
farmers, Adjustment • sports, and love are all treat. ed." JL October 15, 1960. 
11 • G:trl. caued Bank. llorrow, 1951. 
"The heroine, a h!gb school eter in basketball, has her troubles with a new 
coach, a jealous teammate and a first romance. Her character develops as aha 
meets these trials.• JL September 15, 1951. 
Cf ----. it:Sister llike. llcGraw, 1956. 
- Basketball, al's adjus'6ilent to a beautiful sister, and the feeling of' the 
need to make herself' over. JL October 15, 1956. 
Wilcox9 Dono Basketball Stsr. Little, 1955. 
"Bow Coach Kendrick and Betty help Ernie, a star player, to see things straight 
about himself' in this story of college basketball. GBR. 
HISTORY 
Weyand, .Alexander K. Calvalcade of Basketball. Jlacmillan, 1960. 
Describes invention of' basketbiil, traces its development, and records accom-
plishments of teams and pl~ers. LJ October 1, 1960. 
Zinkof'f, Dave and Edgsr WilliaJDilo Go Kan2 Gos Around The World with the Harlem 
Globe Trotters. Pyramid, 1960. ~This is the official story of' the unofi'icial 
ambassadors of' good will who sold Jmerica the world over•"' CBE. 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
*Anderson, Forrest and Tylsr Micoleau. Basketball Techniques Illustrated. Ronald, 
1952. Information on various skills required of each player,and techniques 
of oi'fense and dei'ense. BBJH. 
**Bachman, Carl C. Basketball !'or High School Players and Coaches. Brown, 1955. 
**Bee, Clair F. and Ken Norton. Bee Norton Basketball Series. 2nd ed., Ronald, 
1959. These i'ive volumes present an excellsnt coverage of basketball. 
Vol. ls Basketball Fundamentals and Technims. 
Vol.. 2s IndividUai and Team Basketbal.i Dr e. 
Vol. 31 Kan-to::uan bBfeDSe and Ittaek. 
Vol.. 4s Science of Coaching. 
Vol.. 5s Zone Defense and Attack. 
Bee, Cl.air, ed. W:l.nnin Basketball Pl. s Americaas Foremost Coaches. Ronal.d, 
1950. Collection of' 300 championship plays by 7 coaches. Each play is dia-
gramed and i'ully analyzed. • 
*Cooke, David Coxa. Better Basketblil l. !'or Boys. Dodd., 1960. 
Basic information on proper techniques !'or shooting, passing, and dribbl.ing. 
BPR Vol.. 1, #10. 
• 
• 
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**Esposito, Michael. How to Coach Better Fast Break Basketball. Prentice-Hall, 1959. 
**Evans, Joel. Basketball's Shuffle Oi'fense. Prentice-Hall, 1960 • 
Hobson, Howard Andrew. Basketball lllustrated. Ronald, 1948. 
n ••• a how to do it book, •• h' L1 September 15, 1955. 
Holman, Nat. Holman on Basketball. Crown, 1950. 
Simple fundamentals, all kinds of techniques and plays, defense and of'fense. 
**Julian, Alvin F. Bread and Butter Basketball. Prentice-Hall, 1960. 
•The head basketball coach at Dartmouth offers advice on haw to develop and 
coach a championship basketball team.~ BPR Vol 2, #1. 
G L!lllll'ence, Helen B. and Grace I.Fox. Basketball for Girls and Women. McGrn, 1954. 
- Technique, tactics, and brief' history of girls' basketball. BBHS. 
**Loef'fler, Ken. Ken Loef'f'ler on Basketball. Prentice-Hell, 1956. 
Author's methods of coaching basketball. Every phase of game covered. BBHS. 
McGuire, Franko Defensive Basketblil.l. Prentice-Hall, 1959. 
"Devoted to presentation of defensive fundamentals, skills, and techniques and 
development of defensive style of play adaptable to meet any attack through use 
of' variations.- LJ July 1, 1959. 
--------------. Offensive Basketball. Prentice-Hall, 1958. 
•covers principles andpi'iilosophies behind training plans to develop individual 
attack and team play.• LJ £ebruary 1, 1959. 
G Meissner, Wilhelmina E. and Elizabeth Y. Meyers. Basketbal. l for Girls. Rev. ed., 
- Ronald, 1950. Basic principles, evolution of rUles, equipment, fundamentals 
and techniques of plays. 
Murphy, Charles c. Basketball. Ronald, 1946. 
Basic fundamentals, individual and team play, and drills. 
Orsborn, Chuck and Marshal K. McClelland. Basketball for Boys. Follett, 1960. 
Fundamentals, offensive and defensive play, diet, body care, and mentlil. atti-
tude. BPR Vol 1, #8. 
G Papatsos, Cal. ed. Selected Basketball Articles. AAHPER, 1953. 
- Collection of articles by leading authorities from the Sports Guides to help 
in all phases of basketball. 
**Pinholster, Garland F. Encyclopedia of Basketball Drills. Prentice-Hall, 1958. 
Drills on every phase of game from pre-season conditioning to tactical 
situation drills. LJ October 1, 1958. 
Rupp, Adolph Fred. Coach and Fan. 
2nd. ed., Prentice 
*Schiffer, Donald. First Book of Basketball. Watts, 1959. 
Rules, strategy, skills, and techniques • BOR. 
v. Five Association of America. Basketball. Rev. ed., u. S. Naval Inst., 1950. 
Fundamentals and class organization. 
(over) 
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**Vanatta, Bob. Coaching Pattern Plq Basketball. Prentice-Hall, 19.59. 
Combines fast break with various offensive patterns of play. 
**Watts, St8lley. Developing an Offensive Attack in B!Jketball. Prentice-Hall, 19.59 •• 
**Wilkes, Glenn. Winning Basketball Stra~. Prentice-Hall, 1959. 
Game situations coveririg offensive~ defensive play, e\c. LJ October 1, 1959. 
:MISCELLANEOUS 
**Hucatola, John P. Officiating Basketball. Republic, 1959. 
BOIILDn 
TECHHJ.QUE/CO.ACHlNG . 
Carter, Don. Ten Secrets of Bowling. Viking, 1958. 
Day, Ned. How to Bowl Better. Arco, 1960. 
InstruCtion from stance to strike. LJ lfarch l.S, 1960. 
Falcaro, Joe and Murray Goodman. Bowling for AU. 3rd. ed•, Ronald, 1957. 
Every phase of game is covered. ll.so, organization and conduct of teams, 
leagues, and tournaments, official rules and regulations. 
Fazio, Buzz. Bowl~ to Win. Grosset, 1955. 
FundamentalS, (:iividual and team play. LJ Jul;y, 1955. 
Fraley, Oscar and Charles Yerkow. Complete Handbook of Bo!ling. Prentice-Hall, 1958. 
Fundamentals. BOR. 
Gubitz, MYron. The Pro's Bowling Handbook. Jrco, 1961. 
"How to improve game by correcting stm ce and mastering the difficult break-
for beginner to expert." LJ February 1, 1961. 
ltalman, Victor. Ji1I.F Guide to Natural Bowling. Pocketbooks, 1959. 
For beginner to advanced bowler. 
Kidwell, K. and P. Smith. Bowling Anal;yzed. Brown, '1'. c., 1961. 
Lewis, Howard J • Cmlete Guide to Better Bowli.ng. Random, 1957 • 
Fundamentals, tory, equfPIIient, and a-g!O'Ssary. 
llcllahon, Janie and llurra;y Goodman. llodern Bowling Tec~ues. Ronald, 1958. 
Fundamentals, advice to women bowlers, young and ~anced bowlers. 
Perry, Rufus. Key to Better Bowling. ottenheimer, 1959. 
• 
• 
• 
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Sparando, Toey. High Score Bowling. Sterling, 1960. 
Taylor, Dawson. Secret of Bowling Strikes. Barnes, A.S., 1960 • 
"Bowling techniquee- · with· hhe action, physics, and physiology involved." 
LJ October 1, 1960. 
Weinberg, Jack. Duckpin Bowling. Ronal.d, 1954. 
Every aspect of game from techniques to world records. LJ October 1, 1954. 
G Wene, Sylvia. Woman's Bowl~ Guide. McKay, 1959. 
- Techniques, leagues, equpment, scoring, and bowling fashions. BOR. 
lfilman, Joe. Better Bowling. Ronald, 1953. 
Etiquette, basic regulations, fundamentals, spot pin and line bowling for be-
ginners to advanced bowlers. BBHS. 
BOXING 
BIOORAPHY 
-Armstrong, Henry. Gloves~ Glory, and God: an Autobiofliaphy. Revell, 1956. 
"Armstrong held at t e same time three world bOX g cliampionships. Story 
of rise from poverty to riches and back again and his sudden converison. He 
is now a minister." LJ January 1, 1957. 
Dempsey, Jack. Jack Dempsey Sto!l• S & s., 1959. 
A heavyweight champion telLs of battling against poverty, handling by his 
promoters, and experiences in championship ring. LJ ~ 15, 1960. 
Durant, John. Heavyweight Champions. Hasting, 1960. 
n ••• history of the sport from the days of the bare-knuckle fighters to the 
present in England and America. Brief story of each famous boxer with complete 
statistics •"' CH Spring, 1960. 
Goldstein, Ruby as told to Frank Graham. Third Van in the Ring. Funk, 1959 • 
•story of his climb from a broken fighting career to his position as the ring's 
number one referee." LJ October 1 1 1959. 
Graziano, Rocey and Rowland Barber. Somebo~ Ul There Likes Me. Pocket Books,l959o 
"Life of a man who was a gangster and mazy rellabilitated himself and became 
a boxer." LJ March 1, 1955. 
Hirshberg, Al and Sammy Aaronson. As High As .!l.y Heart. Coward, 1957. 
"Story of Sammy Aaronson, the former fighter and fight manager and his personal. 
crusade against juvenile deliquency.n LJ October 1, 1956. 
:lla.nn, Arthur and Floyd Patterson. I Never Pray to Win. Bernard Geis, 1961. 
"Chronicles Patterson's early years of poverty to his present success.• 
LJ February 1, 1961. 
Miller, Jlargery. Joe Louis: American. New ed., HUl and Wang, 1951 .. 
"The story of Joe Louis from the day when the young Alabama cotton picker 
determined to win the battle against poverty to the losing of his title of 
world champion.• FRR. 
(over) 
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Moore, Archie and Robert Condon. The Archie lloore Story• McGraw, 1960. 
"The autobiography of the former worldUs heavyweight boxing champion." 
LJ February 1, 1960. 
-116choor, Gene. Jack Dempsy story. llessner, 1954 .. 
"Story of the greatest heavyweight ch11111pion in the history of boxing. Jack 
Dempsy, the lloramon youngster who battled his way out of poverty to becqme the 
champion at 24." RCB 1954. 
FICTION 
*Harkins • Phillip. Knockout. Holiday • 1950. 
•Ted, tired of beiili beaten up by the neighborhood tough guy, learns to box in 
self-defense and eventually meets his old street enemy in the finals of the Golden 
Gloves Tournament." BBJHo 
**Heinz, W.C. The Professional. Harper, 1958. 
•It was Frank Huihe's assignment to write a magazine article about the middle-
weight challenger and follow him from home to the training camp until the moment 
of the title fight.• BTA 1960. 
**O'Rourke• Franko Last Roundo Morrow, 1956. 
A young natura! fighter was managed by an honest manager 9 made money and be-
came famous. 
**-Ribalow, Harold u. ed. World0 s Greatest Boxing Stories. Twayne, 195~. 
18 boxing stories by well krtown writers including Hemingway. Lardner, Rmzyon, 
etc. LJ September 1, 1953. 
*Stoutenburg, Adrian. In This Corner. Westminster 9 19 57. 
"~udo versus boxing in a showdown bout." BTl 1959o 
Waldman• Franko The Challenger. World Pubo, 1955. 
"A youth lookiiig for work drifts into the training camp of the heavyweight 
champion. Establishing himself' as the challenger• his determination carries him 
ever forward despite the hostility of the men behind the scenes of the prize 
II 
ring. JBA. 
HISTORY 
**Fleischer, Nato Fifty Years at Ringside. Fleet. 1958. 
" ••• boxing reporter of international fame knows intimately boxing and boxers 
of the past 50 years. Inside information on important events and picturesque 
personalities." LJ January 15, 1959. 
-------. Heavyweight @nionshipo Rev. ed., Putnam, 1961., 
History of boxing from 1 9 o present. LJ February 19 1961. 
----=,. P1.ctorial History of Boxing. Citadel, 1959. 
History of boxing from 18309 and great fighters of all divisions. BTA 1960. 
Liebling, Albert Joseph. Sweet Science. Viking, 1956. 
• 
Boxers, managers 9 seconds, handlers, great arenas, and bouts from 1951 to 1955. 
BTP 1957. • 
Stern, Bill. Favorite Boxing Stories. Pocket Books, 1949. 
• 
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TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
Clarke 1 Richard E. Amateur Boxing • Assoc. Booksellers, 1955. 
--------o Boxing for Boy8• Assoc. Booksellers, 1955. 
-Haislet, Edwin L. Boxing. Ronald, 1940. 
Fundamental position, hitting, blows and blocks, footwork, defense, attack, 
ringcraft, and training. BBHS. 
Hankinson, John Trevor and Richard G. B. Faulkner. Boxing0 Jlacmillan, 1952:. 
La Fonde, Edmund R. and Julius Menandez. Better Boxinf• 
"Describes the training facilities necessary forhe 
for ear~ conditioning and explains competition outlets 
BOR. 
Ronald, 1959. 
sport, outlines a program 
open to amateur boxers." 
McGovern, Terry et al. How to Box, Bag Punching, and Muscle Building. Stein. 
Marciano, Rocky and Charley Goldman. Roc!cy Marciano's Book of Boxing and Body 
Building. Prentice-Hall, 1957. 
-v. Five Association of America. Boxing. Rev. ed., U.S. Naval Inst., 1950. 
"Covers boxing in every phase, history, methods and procedures, facilities, 
conditioning, punches, ring science, officiating and lesson plans." BCR. 
**Walsh, John J. Boxing Simplified. Brown Book, 1951. 
Equipment, conditioning, fundamentals, and boxing as a community recreation 
project. LJ March 1, 1951. 
IWICliD 
General 
FICTION 
Plotz, Helen. Untune the S!cys Poems of Music and the Dance. Crowell, 1957. 
*Woody, Regina. Student Dancer. Houghton, 1951. 
"Janet, facing defeat, struggles to become a dancer. 
and practice and gives hints as to a variety of careers 
world of today." V. 
Story stresses routine 
offered b,y the dance 
*Woody, Regina. Young Dancer's Career Book. Dutton, 1958. 
"A guide to careers in dancing covering all aspects of the art with brief bio-
graphical sketches.11 BBJH. 
HISTORY 
• Berk, Fred. Jewish Dance. Exposition, 1960. 
(over) 
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llarks, Joseph E. III. America Learns to Dance. Exposition, 1957. 
Jlserloo, Joost A. ll. Dances l"rom Ritual to Rock. and Roll-B~et to Ballroom. 
Chilton, 1960. IIJ:nmines a variety of d&Dce liid rbitbilic f'Ol'llll u 1 a UDiver-
sal means of' communion and communication!• Oriental, religious dances,.dances 
associated with magic and social rites, and contemporary ballroom dancing." 
JL October 15, 1960. 
Sachs, Curt. World History of' the Dance. Norton, 1957. 
Classification and hiStory of dance themes, f01'1118, steps from antiquity through 
the 20th century, origins and symbolic meanings of' various religions, war, and 
social dances of' the ages. 
Terry, ll'alter. The Dance in America. Harper, 1956. 
•Presents a panorama of' all types and periods of' .lmerican dancing from colonial 
times to the present. Also discusses modern use of dance in motion pictures, 
stage shows, television, and education. Biographical sketches of' f'amoua dancers.• 
BT.l 1957 o 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
Sorell, Walter, ed. Dance Has~ Faces. World P'llb., 1957. 
"Sorrell has chosen the au ore ?or the many essays on all phases of' dance such 
as Ruth St.Denis, Doris Humphrey, Balanchine, etc.• LJ December 1, 1957. 
Turner, ~jery. Dance Handbook. Prentice-Hall, 1959. 
"An orientation to 111 forms of' dance taught in today 1s schools. Emphasizes 
fundamental skills in forms from folk dancing through modern. W BCR. 
Ballet 
BIOORAPHY 
• 
*Atkinson, llargaret F. and )(a;y !Jillman. Dancers of the Balleta Biogr~es,Knopf,l955. 
Biographical data including training, career, ll1gll1Jibts, perso ity, ana 
offstage life about some 40 ballet dancers of' today. BBJH. 
Buckle, Richard. ia Soklova. llacmillan, 
1961. •The story of H da gs w o u a ova became the principle 
character dancer of the Tiiaghilev Ballet•" LJ February 1 1 1961. 
Crosland, llargaret. Ballet Carnival. Arco, 1956. 
Biographies of' li4 men and women in ballet, stories of 161 ballets, and many 
ballet terms. LJ February 1, 1956. 
Crowle, Pigeon. Enter the Ballerina. Pitman, 1955. 
7 famous balleriliis in theii childhood. LJ June 1, 1955. 
Fisher, Hugh. llargot FonteiT. 2nd ed., llacmillan, 1957. 
Account of foremost bal erina of the Royal Ballet. 
------. .Alicia llarkova. llacmillan, 1954. 
---. Ballerinas of Sadler's Wells. Jfacmillan, 1954. 
• 
• 
• 
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*Franks, Arthur H. Girls Book of Ballet. Roy Pub.' 1961. 
Individual ballet stories, training, 
JL October 15, 1956 • 
and lives of outstanding ballerinas. 
---·----. Pavlova (1881-1931). Jtacmillan, 19.56. 
Great Russian ballerina. LJ June 1 1 1954. 
**Grey, Beryl. Red Curtain Up. Dodd, 1959. 
"The first Western ballerina to have danced at the Bolshoi theater in Moscow 
givee a day-by-day account of her experiences there and, also, with companies in 
Kiev and Leningrad.'' LJ July 1, 1959. 
Karsavina, Tamara. Theatre Street. Dutton, 1961. 
"Autobiography of a RussLUI prima ballerina, the partner of Nijinsky in the 
Russian Ballet in the early 1900' e.n LJ January 15, 1961. 
McConnell, JaneT. Famous•Ballet Dancers. 'Crowell, 1955. 
"Biographical sketches of 15 out-standing ballet dancers, telling what started 
them on their careers, how they achieved success, and their unique contributions 
to ballet." BAO. 
*Malvern, Gladys. Dancing Star> the Stolt of Anna Pavlova. Messner, 1942. 
Great artist, iilteresting personal ty, and account of the global world of 
stage and-ballet. BBJH. 
Hl!oore, Lillian, ed. Russian Ballet Master: Memoirs Of Marius Peti a. Macmillan, 
1958. "Petipa, or over 0 years he d1ctator of the ssian ballet, tells 
of his travels and justifies his thc~ries of dance." LJ October 1, 1958. 
Muir, Jane. Famous Dancers. Dodd, 1956. 
Account of the lives of 11 outstanding ballet dancers. 
Selby-Lowndes, Joan. Blue Train! The Story of Anton Dolin. Abelard• 1958. 
" ••• More than a success story of one great dancer through all the stages of his 
development, it presents a picture of the personalities and progress of ballet in 
the first two decades of the 20th century." CH Fall, 1958. 
Swinson, Cyril. Great Ballerinas of Today• Macmillan, 1961 
Brief biographies of 12 famous ballerinas. LJ February 1, 1961. 
-------. Six Dancers of Sadler's Wells. Macmillan, 1957. 
--------. Sveltlana Beriosova. Macmillan, 1957. 
" ••• one of todayis most talented prima ballerinas." LJ March 1, 1957. 
Terry, Walter. Star Performance. Doubleday, 1954. 
"Biographies of some 40 bSllerinas from Catherine de Medici to Alicia Markova 
and Margot Fonteyn. Also, chronological arrangement and connected narrative 
produce a history of the development of the ballerina's art.n LJ December 15,1954. 
CAREERS 
**DeMille, Agnes George. Dance to the Piper. Little, 1952. 
11A success story in which the author tells of the time, money, courage, and 
physical effort it takes to become a dancer and choreographer." Vo 
Mara, Thalia. So You !!jnt to be a Ballet Dancer. Pitman, 1959. 
Tells what qualities the aspiring dancer must possess. CRSo (over) 
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FICTION 
Blanton, Catherine. Hold Fast to Your Dre111111, Jleesner, 19.5'.5'. • 
•The struggles of a colored girl who has to combat prejudice in order to achieve 
her dream to become a ballet dm cer." H. 
*Capon, Naomi. Dancers of Tomorrow. Harcourt, 19.5'7 o 
"Ann Blake 1 s 7 years of stUdY at the Royal Ballet School in London present 
an interesting picture of the training and life of the student dancer." BBJH. 
*Choate, Florence, Fast Turns. Lippincott, 19.5'2. 
n •• shows constant practice necessary for one show and the lack of security 
in this type of work. n JL October 1.5', 19.5'2. 
HGodden, Rumer. Candle for St. Jude. Viking, 19.5'6. 
Professional dancers return for the .5'0th performance of an exhibition ballet at 
their ballet school. Backstage are found the jealousies, tragedies, loves and 
success of the dancers. BBHS. 
Headly, Elizabeth. Take a Call, Topsy. Grosset, 19.5'4. 
Shows the hard work that goes into the training of a ballerina. BI.O. 
Hill, Lorna. Castanets for Caroline. Holt, 19.5'6. 
Story about a girl stUd;\Ting at Sadler's Wells. JL October 1.5', 19.5'6. 
----. Dream of Sadler's Yells. Holt, 19.5'.5'. 
"How Veronica lJeSton's ambition to become a ballet dancer materializes." BBHS. 
----.. Jlasquerade at the !allet._ .• Holt1 19.5'7. 
"Two English girls, one who loves ballet··lmd' one who loves horses, change 
places." JL October 1.5', 19.5'7. 
·----. Veronica at Sadler's Wells. Holt, 19.5'7. 
"True-to-life happenings at the famous ballet school in London." BBHS. 
Malvern, Gladys. Gloria, Ballet Dancer. Jfesaner, 1946. 
"A girl suffering from stage fright gives up dancing but later returns to it 
after finding a part time job to help pa;r her expenses." V. 
----------· Holqwood Star. Jfessner, 19.5'3. 
Gloria's experiences in Hollywood as leading laqy in The Pavlova Storz. TGP. 
--- ---. Prima Ballerina. llesaner, 19.5'1. 
Story of Glorials rise to stardom, and her· experiences with a ballet 
company on tour. v. 
*llarie, Jeanne. OPera Ballerina. Dodd, 19.5'8. 
n ••• a true picture 18 presented of the hard work and training that are pre-
requisites to success in ballet." BBJH. 
*-----. Yankee Ballerina. Dodd, 1941. 
"Sylvia Allen dreams of fame in Russian ballet, but tours the country with a 
group in an effort to make American ballet popular before she realizes her drearn.nv •• 
Roseftheim, Lucile G. Dane~ Heart. Kessner, 19.5'1. 
"Story of a young gii"S ambitions to become a ballet dancer, and how they came 
true when she wins over &.disapproving aunt, and1by sacrifices and perseverance, 
overcomes the obstacles along the way.w BAO. 
• 
• 
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Sprague, Rosemary. Dancing for a Diamo11d Star. Walck, 1959. 
•Based on the life of the 18th cent1117 French ballerina, this historical novel 
portrays a career romance conflict.• JLB 1960 • 
Streatfield, Noel. Ballet Shoes. Random, 1937. 
Story of 3 children who lived in London and studied for careers on the stage. 
Inside story of stage life from the viewpoint of the child actress. BIL. 
Ure, Jean. Ballet Dance for Two. Watts, 1960. 
A boy wanted to dance more than anything else in the world, Good picture of 
teamwork and training that goes into ballet. JL October 15, 1960. 
*Woody, Regina. Ballet in the Barn. Farrar, Straus, 1952. 
Ballet at Martha's VIneyard, school and family life. LJ October 15, 1952. 
*--- • Dancing for Joy. Dutton, 1959. 
•Gay and amusing account of an .American girl's success in a ballet career in 
Paris before W.W.I.n BOY 1959. 
Wyndham, Lee. Ballet Teacher, Messner, 1956. 
"Nora, injured in an accident finde her dancing career ended. Teaching in a 
small ballet school in her hometown gives her a new attitude toward dancing and 
promises romance.• JL February 15, 1957. 
------. Dance to 1o!.v Measure. Messner, 1958. 
Shelley's trainiiig and trials at Theater .A.rts High School. B'l'A 1959. 
*-------. Slipper Under Glass. Longmans, 1952. 
"Combination. of ballet and boy and girl relationships.• JL October 15, 1952. 
HISTORY 
Audsley, James. Book of Ballet. Rev. ed., Warne, 1960. 
History, famous dancers, ballets themselves, and biographies. BOY 1960. 
Balanchine, George. Balanchine 's Complete Stories of the Great Ballets. Doubleday, 
1954. Summaries of ballets, history and appreciation of ballet, chronology 
of famous events since the 15th century, and advice on ballet for children and as 
a careero 
Bocharnikova1 Elena and Mikhail Gabovich. Bolshoi Ballet Staf1na Heller, 1959. 
"History of the comp811Y am training of its dancers. G Ulanova writes 
about herself and her performances.• LJ November 15, 1959. 
Clarke, )(ary, Sadler's Wells Ballet; a History and an Appreciation, J4acmillan, 1955. 
"Author stresses the human side of the endeavor which should interest the young 
ballet student. Describes the growth of this dance organization and its tours,n 
LJ December l, 1955. 
Cohen, Selma Jeanne. .American Ballet Theatre. Dance, 1961. 
De Valois, Ninette. Come Dance With !lea a Memoir,l819-l956. World Pub., 1957. 
"Autobiography lilich is rea~ more the chronicle of a compaey, the Sadler 
Wells, than the personal story of Ninette, one of its founders.• BTA 1961 • 
Fisher, Hugh, Sto~ of the Sadler's Wells Ballet. .ll.acmillan, 1954. 
25 years with he ballet, lives of the dancers, their background and their 
portr~~Yals, 
(over) 
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Grigoriev, S,L, The Diaghilev Ballets 1909-1929. Penguin, 1960, 
"Drawing on the 'logs' of the Ballet!s ~ seasons,creates a portrait of the • 
artistic period and of Diaghilev,n LJ March 1, 1960, 
Guest, Ivo. The Dancer's Heritage. Macmillan, 1961. 
History from Renaissance to present. LJ February 1, 1961. 
Hallg Fernau. World Dance. Wyn9 1954. ~~Emphasis on ballet from its origins to the present.n LJ February 15, 1954. 
Haskell, Arnold L. 
---------,. 
National Ballets A History and Manifesto. Macmillan, 1947. 
Picture History Q£ Ballet. Macmillan, 1954. 
Lawson, Joan. Classical Ballet 1 It!!!! sty1e and technique. Vacm1 1l am, 1961. 
"Records the principles of classical ballet steps common to French, RUBsian, 
Italian and American schools as developed by the great ballet masters." 
BPR Vol. 2, #4. 
Maynard9 Olga. The American Ballet. Macrae, 1960. 
"Review of ballet in America with emphasis on recent happenings. 1lajor compa-
nies, choreographers9 and ballet schools are discussed." LJ March 15, 1960. 
-------. Ballet Companion. Kacrae, 1957. 
History of 4 popular ballets, biogra~hies of dancers, choreographers, and com-
posers, and a brief history of ballet. BBHS. 
Williamson, Audrey. Ballet of Three Decades. Macmillan, 1959. 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
Ambrose, Kay. Ballet-student's Primer. Knopf, 1954. 
"This offers a device to students and parents whether they view ballet as vital 
to their lives or an interesting hobb,y. Covering field of instruction from costume 
to stage manners 9 and gives a sharp view of ballet from point of technique." GBR. 
*Draper, Nancy. Ballet for Beginners. Knopf, 1951. 
Basic ballet positions, practice !lllthods9 and how a ballet is created. 
Fletcher, Beale. How to linprove Your Ballet Dancing, Barnes, A.s., 1959. 
Handbook on techniques~ profession8i a&ncers, choreographers and instructors. 
LJ February 1 9 1959. 
Franks, Arthur H. Beginner's Book of Dance and Ballet. Sterling, 1958 • 
*Freeman, Mae Blacker. Fun With Ballet. Random, 1952. 
Movements, exercises, practicing• and methods most generally used in training of 
beginners. 
Gray, Felicit,y. Ballet for Beginners. Pitman• 1952. 
Basic steps and movements.!> functions of various dm cers, and explanation of how 
a ballet is born. TGP 
-Karsavina, Tamara. Ballet Techni~ue, Macmillan, 1956. • 
•Shows dancer how the basic echnical and artistic problems of art can be cor-
rected." LJ October 1 9 1956. 
• 
• 
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Kirstein, Lincoln. Classic Ballet; Basic Technique and Terminology• Knopf, 1952. 
All positions, steps, and movements, history 111d g~ossary. Basic book for 
teachers and students • 
-!~~lara, Thalia. On Your Toes. Doub~eday1 ~957. 
"An aux~lary practice book for the serious ballet student's first exercises.• 
BOY 1959. 
Sparger, Celia. Beginning Ballet. Pitman, 1952. 
SWinson, Oyr~. Guide Book to the Ballet. Kacmillu, 1961. 
History, technique, and traditions. BPR Vol 2, #3. 
JIISCEJ.I.l..NEOUS 
Cohen, Selma J.,ed. Dictio~ of Modern Ballet. Tudor, 1959. 
"Reference work on Btl Ph88es of the dance world. Covers ballet, ethnic dance, 
modern dance, stories, costumes decors, and biographies of choreographers and dan-
cers from all over the world." LJ Octobsr ~. 1959. 
**Crowle, Pigeon. Come to the Ballet. Pi tmlll 1 1957. 
"An appreciation of ballet with a discussion of al.l that goes into the making of 
a ballet.• LJ October 1, 1957. 
Haskel.l, Arnold L. Ballet Annual 19601 a Record and Yearbook of the Ballet. 14th 
issue., Jfacmillan, 1960. •use~ reference work. Coverage is international. 
with emphasis on Britain and United States. Covers major companies, dancers and 
deta~s about new productions.• LJ ~ l, 1960. 
---• How to Enjoy Ballet. llorrow, 1951. 
What is ballet, its music, its drama, its future,and terms used in ballet. 
Lido, Serge, ed. Ballet 8. ll&cm~, l.959. 
Record of bll.let events all over the world during the last yeu. 
----. Ballet 9. Macmillan, ~960. 
Record of ballet events all over the worldo 
Terry, Walter. Balleta A New Gtd.de to the Uveliest Art. Dell, 1959. 
History, adVice on how to watCh and enjoy ballet, and descriptions of more 
than 30 ballets. 
W~son, G.B.L. Dictionary of Ballet. Pengtd.n, 1961. 
Folk and Square Dancing 
-Duggan, Anne s. et al. Teaching of Folk Dance. Ronald, 1948. 
Flood, Jessie B. and Cornelia F. Putney. Square Dance, U. s. J.. Brown, w.c., 1955. 
Fax, Grace I. •nd Katherine G. Merrillo Folk Dancing. 2nd ed., Ronald, l957o 
-!~Gowing, Gene. Square Dancing for Everyone. Grosset, 1957 • 
---. Square Dancers' Gtd.de. Crown, 1957. 
(over) 
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**Hunt, Paul and Charlotte .Andenrood. Ql:lieb Roundsa The Round and Folk Dance Teacher. 
Harper, 1955. Suggested recordirtgs for two step, polka, schottiche, gavotte, 
and mazurka, and instruction for_ these dances. BBHS. • 
•- -------____;.~-. E ht Yards of Calic a uare Dance Fun for 
Eve~one. Harper, 1952. •A .· comple wi h dance descriptions, 
histor~ notes and a bit of local color.• BBBS. 
and How to Teach and Call Them. Ronald, 
g, program p g, records, history 
**11c:Nair, Ralph J. Square Dance. Doubleday, 1951. 
Action in each a&nee is explained, i'lmdamentals, music, and dress. BIL. 
:Maddocks, Durward. Swing Your Partnersa 1 Guide to llodern Country l!8Dcing. 
Daye S., 1950. 
llodern Dance 
BIOORAPHY 
Astaire, Fred. Ste~s in Time. Harper, 1959. 
His more than 0 yea-s in show business. BTl 1960. 
Shawn, Ted with Poole Gray. One Thousand and One Nig!lt Stands. Doubleday, 1960. 
Autobiography of the founder of Jacob's Pillow, the first dance festivli. site 
in America and of his wife Ruth 11'. Denis. Outlines hight points of his career. 
LJ October 19 1960, 
Terry, Walter. Tbe Legacy of Isadora Duncan and Ruth St. Denis. Dance, 1960. 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
Lockhart, Aileen. llodern Dance, BJ;ld,ilyt and Teaching Lessons. Brown, w.c., 1951. 
Shurr G. and R, -D. Yocum. llodern Dlu!.¢! 0 llonald, 1949. 
MTurner, llargery J. llodern Dance for High. School and College. Prentice-Hall, 1957. 
Wessel, Janet 1. llovement Fundamentals! Figure, Form, Fun. Prentice-Hall, 1957. 
Winearis, Jane. llodern Dance: The Joos-Leeder Method. Humanities, 1958. 
Social Dance 
BIOORAPHY 
llurray, Kathryn with Betty Hoffman. 1fy Husband, .Arthur 11urra;y. S & s, 1960. 
"An informal biography of the American dancing teacher as told by his wife." 
LJ February 1, 1960. 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
Fletcher, Beale. How to Improve Your Social Dancing. Barnes, A.S., 1956. 
• 
• 
• 
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Hart, Doris. Ballroom Dancing1 The Finest of all Hobbies. Vantage. 
Hoetetler, t.wrence A. Talk Your Wa.v to Better Dancillg. Rev. ed., Rona;Jd., 1952. 
Emphasizes for beginner the sociil, pbiBiC&l, ana aeethetic advantages of 
correct ballroom dancing. 
**llurrq, Arthur. How to Become a Good Dancer. Rev. ed., S & S, 1959. 
S:lmple and elementary to deta1Lid descriptions ot every popular modern step. 
Ballroom etiquette. BBHS. 
Parson, Thomae E. .Bow to Dance. Rev. ad., Barnes and Noble, 1956. 
**White, Betty. Bej% White's Dancing llade :z· Rev. ed., llcliay", 1958. 
All popular ces, decoratiOns, and r reshments. BOR. 
•• • Betty White's Latin-A'Jnerican Dance Book. JlcKay, 1958 • 
.All the popular dilices from tatin Llerica. 
•~ . • Bettins1fhite 1s Teen-Age Dance Book. Rev. ad., JlcKay, 1958., and 
Perm., 1961. tructions for all types of dances. BBHS. 
Tright, Anita Peters. 
"Guide to modern 
February 1, 1958. 
FICTION 
How To Dance. Doubledq, 1958. 
socl&i dancliig containing the newest dances." LJ 
FEIICDIG 
Sabatini, Rafael. In The Shadow of the Guillotine! Vol. 1, Scaramouche; and 
Vol. 2, The Jlarquis of Carabas. Hoiiihton, 1956. Novels de&iliig with a fenci.Dg 
master or the FreliCh Revolution. 
HIS'!' baY 
Aylard, JIIDI8s DeVine. En~sh Kaster-At-Al'ms from the Tllelfth to the Twentieth Centmz. Humanities~956. 
'l'ECBlliQUE/COACHiliG 
BealDI!ont, Cbrll'les Louis de. Fengml Ancient Art and Jlodern ~ort. Barnes, 
1960. Encyclopedis of and e to fenciiig for noVice an expert. LJ 
February 1, 1960. 
.LS., 
----------. Fencing Technique in Pictures. Jlacmillan, 1955. 
Basic positions and movements. J.J February 1, 1955. 
Bernhard, l<'rederica and 11rs. Vernon Edwards. How To Fence. Brown, w. c. 
Castello, J. llartinez. Theory of Fencing. Scribner, 1959. 
Fundamentals, history, theories, practice and fundamentals of foil, sabre, and 
sword fencing! Rules; conventions, and theory and practice of dueling • 
Crosnier, Roger. Fencing With The Epee. Barnes, A.S., 1957. 
Theory and tecliiliq:ues • LJ. June 1, 19 51. 
(over) 
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-------. Fen<lling With The Foil. Barnes, A.s •• 1955. 
-----~. Fen<~ing With The Sabre. Barnes, A.s •• 1955. 
Deladrier9 Clovis. llodern Fencing. u. s. Naval. Inst., 1948. 
Garret, Jlaxwell A. FencinJ• sterling, l96lo 
Fundamentals ofi'oii enc:l..ngo 
Terrane, Leonardo F. Right and Left Hand Fencing. Dodd, 1959. 
Lessons in the use of the fofi and saber, emphasizing the importance of fencing 
with both the right and l.eft hand. LJ June 1 9 1959. 
**Vince9 Joseph. Fencinf• Ronald9 l931o 
History, equipmen • and fundamental. skills in the use of the foil 9 epee, and 
sabre. BBHS. 
FICTION 
Walden, Amelia E. Victory for Jill. llorraw, 1953. 
~Jill9 the product of a wealthy private school, finds the necessary adjustment 
to life in a public high school somewhat baffling. Antagonistic classmates, a 
jealous teammate 9 and homesickness threaten her happiness.• JL December 15, 1953. 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
Lees, Josephine T. and Betty Shellenberger. Fiel.d Hockey. Ronal.d, 1957. 
Fundamentals of complete game. 
llilford, David s. Hockey Pracrtice and Tactics. Longmzs, 1950. 
Newhof, Caryl, ed. and Lacrosse Articles. AABPER, 1955. 
Collection of 
Samways 9 Muriel. Hockey for Girls. Assoc. Booksellers, 1955. 
FOOTBALL 
BIOORAPHY 
**Blaik, Earl H. w~th T:!m Cohane. You !lave to P~ the Price! The Red Blaik StSifj_ 
Holt9 1960. Fol'11ler coach of Dartmouth ail 'Test' Poiiit tellS about foot 
and many teame he coached. JL October 15, 1960. 
**Grange, Harold and Ira Morton. Red Grange Stog• Putman, 1953. 
"The story of the galloping ghost of foot. all.• CBE. 
• 
*Lovelace, Delos Wheeler. Rockne of Notre Dame. Putnam, 1931. • 
"Rockne9s complete story •••• His immigration from Norway, ba,yhood in Chicago, 
days as a great Notre Dame end, early years of coaching, the development of the 
four Horsemen and his tragic death in 1931.• BBJH. 
• 
• 
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Pope, Edwin. Football's Greatest Coachea. Rev. 8d.,. Xciq, 19S6. 
•Brief biographies of 30 leadliig. coaches as selected b;y sports editors and 
colllllllliats covering the past 75 yeal'll. Recalla leading plqera md famous playa. II> 
LJ November 15, 1956. · 
lfesSIIer, 195:.!. 
a great footb& 1 plqer.• 
Shoemaker, Robert H. Famous Football ~ere. Cl-owell, 1953. 
Brief. sketches, flllllOUII Piiiii and oobJi experiences of hmous stal'llo BOO. 
Smith, Don. 'l'he Frank Gifford Storz. Putnam, 196o. 
"'Frank's trials and errorsthrougJl high school., college and tbe professional 
ranks, where the emphasis is more on winning and ~~&t'8r'ial coa!orts. HoweTer, 
Frm k recalls the words of Bob Jlathia8 that the playing itsel! is more :baportmt 
than the win." JL Februa17 15, 1961. 
Wallace, Francis. J.tnute Rockne. :Doubleday, 1960. 
Coach of the Kotrs Dame foot~ team. L1 June 1, 1960,. 
FICTION ' 
Archibald, Joseph. Backf'ield Twiu. Jracrae, 1960 • 
.A. pair of identicli twins ~armo. nise well on the footb&l.l. field, but, in classes, 
they haft very different attit'Mes. One takes college s,riou.II]J, the other ' 
doesn 1t. JL October 15, 1960. 
-------. Block That Iick. Jracrae, 1953. 
".1.1 was playing college football under the shadow or his father's reputation. 
He developed an abUity to punt 81ld place-kick that gave him a place of his own 
in Jlunroe history." L1 October 15, 1953. 
----·--· Falc0118 to the Fiaht. lfacrae, 1959. 
"Action on the foothill He!d, rei&ti0118hips with teu and coach help Jim., a 
highly sensitive individual to le«rn about h1mselt and about the prestige, tra-
ditions, philosopey, and satisfactions to be gained at the .A.1r Force .l.c&deJIIY• 
RCB 1959. 
-- • Fight Team F~t. Jlacrae, 1958. 
"Jim enters college as his. aher had done before him, but when he signs up for 
football, he bec011.es aware of the snob ilystEIIl which rull8 the telllll and coach. Jim. 
defies the tradition and fighte for fair competition on and off the :f'ield.o" 
CH Fall• 1959. 
• Fightin~ Coach. Macrae, 1954. 
"In a small college su denii gone football wild, a young coach risks hill career 
b;y refusing to compromise the ethics and values of amateur football for box office 
assets and public prestige.• BBHS. 
--- • Fullback Fur;r. Kacrae, 1955. 
Gil1s search for his own measure of courage and ability. 
-----. Go Navy Go. Jlacrae, 1956 • 
Jim. makes enemies on and off the football field before he learns to participate 
in the true Navy spirit. JCB 
(oTer) 
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-------. Hold That Lineo lf&crae9 1950.' 
•A powerful and popular tackle at college baa no school apirit. After he • 
graduates and plays professional football, he finally realizes what he missed in 
college life.• GBR 
*-----. Jlister Sl.~shot •. llacrae~ 1957~ · . · · 
il])an· JIIIU!ion9 kiiown as a ptiahbutton tu&:btebackLandJ:·rol:~ceht:l:r passer in 
college, joins the professional ranks to prove he can think and act for himself'.n 
RCB l95.k . . 
-------. Rebel Halfback. Westminster. 1947. 
Story about f'ootbill anti a dominating college fraternity. PRR. 
. . 
--- • Touchdown Gl~. Westminster. 1949• 
IIEf'f'ect Of' SUbsidized f'oo all On the te811l Of' a 8Jilall COllege and on the 
idealistic young fullback in particullll".ll LJ Karch 1 9 1950. 
. . 
*Be•• Clair. Ten Seconds to Play• Grosset, 1955. 
"Chip Hilton joliis the athletic staff' at a boya' IIUJIIIII8l' camp and runs into a 
football problem.w JBAo 
---------. Triple-Threat Trouble. Grosset. 1960. 
"Chip Hilton, star quarterback and captain of' the State University football 
team, encounters trouble on the gridiron when two sophomores become more inter-
eeted in personal glory than in team play." BPJl Vol. 1 9 {I 4. 
. . 
*Biahop. Curtia. Fighting Quarterback. Steck, 1954. 
"An ex-Marine, discharged traa aervice in Korea becauae he 11ae under age, re-
turns to school and football.• CBS 1956. 
--- o Football Fevero Steck9 1952. 
Story of a father's intereat in his son as a football star. GBR. 
* ----. .Goal to Goo Steck9 1955. 
Tells about football and 11101118 boys' reactions to the giiiiD.e and to each other. 
---. Halftime-Hero. Steck, 1956. 
"A football team helped Hal struggle out of his role ae half-time hero and 
create his own personality •. " GBR. 
*---- • Hero at Halfback. Steck, 1953. 
"The story of a football plliYer who learned to be a real hero by several hard 
knocks.• GBR. 
*------~. Saturday Heroes. Steck• 1951. 
"Story of Larry 9 professional football player and what happened when two great 
teams and two great coaches met." GBR. 
*-------. Sideline Quarterback. Lippincott. 1960. 
"Corgan belittled his teammates at high school during his first year there as a 4lt 
transfer student. Coach Warren then a~ked him to help out in football practice 
sessions j. how he did so 9 and at the sme time matured and resolved his personal 
difficulties provide interesting reading." LJ January 159 1961. 
• 
• 
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Brier, Howard. Phantom Backfield. Random, 1948. 
Story of a high echool backfield combination which wu broken up because their 
school was closed. BAO • 
Cox, William R. GTid:l.ron Duel. Dodd, 1959. 
A star of stage and screen proves he can play a leading role also on the foot-
ball field. CH Spring, 1959. 
Douglas, Gilbert. Hard to Tackle. Crowell, 1956. 
"Monroe High's football team tackles race prejudice and emergee a better team, 
school, and community." BBPC 1960. 
*l"enner, Pbirllis, camp. l:ick-Df'f. Xilopf, 1960. 
Collection of football etoriea. JL October 15, 1960. 
*ll'rancie, H. D. Double Reverse. Doubleday, 1958. 
"A coach introduces the double-ing formation during hie f:l.ret season and welda 
a winning cambination together for a championship team.• CH l"all, 1958. 
*ll'riendlich, Dick. Gridiorn Crwsader. Westminster, 1958. 
"A college foothill coaCh discovers that big league football creatu ~ pree-
aures and is forced to make a decision between victory and ~ortemanehip before 
the Rose Bowl Contest." CH P'el.l, 1958. 
---.. Left End Scott. Westminster, 1955. 
Story about college foothill. CRS 1956. 
--- • Line Smasher. Westminster, 1952. 
Two fine football players are friends until a dieagreem.ent between them puta 
them off the:l.r game. 
•Furman, Josh. Teen-Age Gridiron Stories. Grosset, 1950. 
Short stories. 
Gartner, John. Rock Taylor, Football Coach. Dodd, 1952. 
Problema, temptations, and satiefactions of a coach's life. BBHS. 
Gaul.t, William Campbell. Bruce Benedict HVfback. Dutton, 1957. 
"Story of a scholarly boy who approaches football intellectually until he 1e 
caught in the emotion of a conference championship battle.• RCB 1957. 
---- • Kr. li'ullbaclc. Dutton, 1953. 
"Difference• in standards between two colleges and differences in scholastic 
and personal go ale between two chwu 1 outetanding athletea 1 are highlighted." CBE. 
--- ""-• Kr. Quarterback. Dutton, 1955. 
"A midwestern quarterback acceptB a echolarship at Eastern with misgivings be-
cause he ie fearful. of encountering eocial snobbery. There he le arne something 
about Ivy League football and the democratic spirit." JBA • 
. 
Gollomb, Joeeph. U~t City Hig!l. Harcourt, 1945. 
11! maal.l. town goes to City High and b quite upset when he eeee Negroes and 
JfiWs Bitting apart from other students at a football game. llhat he doee about th1e 
makee a good story." BIL • 
(over) 
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Grange• Hllrold (Red). !' Favor:l.te Football storiu. BarDea, A.S., 19.5.5. 
Fact and i"ictioll! 11 olrie11 11elected from writing• of well-known aport. reporter• 
and abort ll'tory viter·•· BT.A. 19.56. • 
•HIIJ'Idna, Philip. lllreakawfuBack. llorrow, 19.59. 
Football action and e 1iii" a f'ir11t-rate prep achool. JLB 1960. 
-------. Son of the Coach. Holidq, 19.50. 
ttQU, a f'ootb8ll plaier on bi8 f'ather 1a tea.haa trouble underat&Adizlc the wa;r 
hill father co ache• the team and hill peraonlll teellrl& toward hill." BIL • 
. 
•Heuaan, Willie. Lett End Lu:ll.ilettio Steck, 19.56 
Football proVicfea the oppoii'iiin1ty for rivaley between two boye to change to 
te-ork. BBFC. 
--------· Second String Here. Steck, 19.59. 
"Stoey or a b07 at prep rtChoolwho aacriticed hill coveted pl.aoe on the football 
tea to eave a friend. w I.J Oc"t.ober l, 19.59. 
Jackaon, Ca&l7 Paul. AU-..Conf'erence Tackle. Crowell, 1947 • 
.A. Jln England boy playa football at university of' Jlichigan. BBHS. 
-- • Bud Baker, T Quarterback. Hastings 9 1960. 
"Bud, a new studeitat 'ltiver High,1'1iide hi:uelt in a cat and dog fight with last 
year's star for the quarterback position on the football team.• JL October 1.5, 1960. 
* --~. ~ ~ JllJl11ior High Football. Hastings, 19.57. 
"The 11toey of' a ba,y who plays f'oot'bail on a town inte-hool league teaa plus 
an actual. touch f'ootba:.!JL manual ·dth instructioru~ and diagrams of' playa.• 
JL October 1.5, 19.51. 
•- ----·---. Ro~:~e Bowl ..lll-.&urican. Crowell, 1949 • 
.Adventures of the University of' :lli.chigan teaa iXli its cawpetition f'or the Rose 
Bowl game. FRR. 
---------~. Stu Kicker. Whittlesey. 19.5.5. 
•Ron Jensen, star'lc1Cker of the high school football team, wants to plq tha 
whole game, not just go iJn f'ol!' kicking duties•"· JB.l. 
Leonard, Burgess. 01ae Kalil Backfield. Lippincott, 19.53. 
Story of' college football• campus life, state politics and the building of' a 
te11111. BBHS. 
-- -. Vial'.Oll'l Paaa. Lippincott, 19.50. 
"When Dutch Rupert came to ths college to coach a succesa.t'ul football teaa, it 
soon became apparent that he had brought hie trBIIIP athletes with hill to do the 
job. Last year's captain f'ought against thi!l imrasion of professional athletes 
but there were m~ times when the battle seemed lost.•. LJ March l, 19.50. 
•Longstreth, Jlorris. Jlichel of Ilr'Ollll!food. llaCJ!!il1 an, 19 59 • 
•stor:r of Iro1111o0d prep school wlih an unusual French student ae a leading 
character. His two enthueiaBIIIS are !lapoleon and football, and he Ullee both to 
make a place f'or ~elf at school.• JLB 1960. 
JlcCormick, Wilfred. TM ~ggelr a.-. JlcKay, 19.56. 
l:oulee High's footba.J, team goes to Yankee Stadi11111 to cOJPpeta f'ar the football 
championship with the NN y,~·rk !ll':!ampio!!l8 while undergoing a seri!le of psychological 
tests. The "bigger g8ll!~w !Is tlriwlph over self. JL Jan111117 1.5, 1.9.59. 
• 
• 
*McCormick, Til.fred. Capt:ive Coach. McKay» 1956. 
"I:ntilllate glimpse of thti gripping probl.ems an aa:meat yoU!Ig coach meete in his 
dealings with a schoo1 football team.w CRS 1958. 
---~----. F:be Yards to Gl.ory. llclrq• l.959o 
•The new first striiiii quarterbackseamingcy has a squalid background which 
prejudices the COJIII!!!mity against himo Rocky defends the 11e11comer' s rights after 
a care.t'ul investigation of al.Udgad charges. Tol.erance and sportsmanship are 
emphasized.• RCB 1960. 
*-·--~--·-· Y.ll;ying!ackle. Putnam. 1949 and Grossat9 1958. 
A Bronc Burnett l'OOtbill story. 
---- --~. guirok Kick_. Putnam, 1.951 and Grosset9 l.959 • 
.l Bronc Burnett football story • 
.....,_,_ ~~""mo Stmgar in tbs Bacld'iel.do JlcKq 9 19600 
Broxac Bumett gets a chance to prove his football ability in pla;ying a kl8;y 
backfiel.d position on a Sugar Bawl game. BPR Vol. ~ # l2o 
Jlaclellar9 William. Kickoff. llcGrllll~t -1955. 
"Angus9 who came from Gl.allgaw, Scotl.and was a good soccer pl.~ and coul.d hold 
his own at rugby9 but he knew littl.e or nothing about the fine points of football.,• 
JBAo 
Matt9 Christopher. Wing T J!'ull.badc. 'Watts9 1960. 
11Barnie9 11!1 Italim boy from the wrong side of tawn9 discovered it was Mt eaq 
to gain a position on the high school. varsity football squad and even more dif'fi-
cul.t to win the acceptance of his teammates.• Jr. October 159 l.960o 
. 
Mill.holl.and9 Rq. Lucky Shoes. Dcnlbleds;y9 l.956o 
WBy re:f'nlling to pass up a high school. course that will prepare him for his ca~ 
reer9 Andy automatically demotes himsel.f to the sCl'Ub team and sacrit'ices his last 
chance to win a varsity l.etter. His spirit and wil.l.ingness to do anything he is 
asked make a good team a challpionship one.w' JL March 159 l9.57o 
*Oiren9 Frank, edo Teen=Age Football Stories. Grosset, 1958. 
Collection of .t'ootbali stories. 
*Paul.son9 Jacko Side Line Victo!Z• Westminster. 1957. 
~~~'JeiTY's high 11chool football team's standing was in serious jeopardy until 
he helped mend a rti't between the coach and some pl.s;yers.ill CRS :1.958. 
Porter. Karko "!!er~~. S & S9 1.960~ 
ill As quarter ac fo~ s high schooJI.. football team, Tin Radl.ey finds himself in 
a precarious situation llhen outside pressures are exerted to call the pl.ays in a 
certain way.i<l BPR Vol. 1 9 #l2.. 
~l> ll;ad., llillat Poi:lat Yilial"~o Du.ell9 -1956e 
Test Point tradition 8ildootbatl. JL October 159 l.9,56o 
*Renick9 Jlaricmo Yo~ Jlr>. Fo2tbal.lo Scri1Der9 l.957o 
• •A _mystery tha emphasizea good sportsnumship and IIUggest:lons for pl~ the 
game. 11 CRS 1958. 
(over) 
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*Schola • .Vaok:l!lon Vol.ney. Fii.gl:!t~haneeo Jlorrow9 1956. 
J:l.m Carter returns to hl.i!l Lter u football coach md struggles to buUd 
an ueelJ..ent teillllo BBJflo • 
- o FoC~tballl. Rebel. Jlorrow9 1960. 
A :frei!lbllllln attapted to biidC the professional recruiting methods of the Un.i~ 
varsity's football, :syl!ltem by founding a noi7F<>f'f'icial. te8111 with the help of' some 
busineSIIDHllll ?f' the ta~m. Jlro!ll=Of'f'icial teams at other universitas were also 
organized and a sehedule of ~a developed. .l1. October 159 1960. 
*-- • God to Go. Korrow9 1945. 
A .football. star enters tile laval. Aca.deJIGr to please hl.s father. .lf'ter several. 
months 0 !Struggl.e 9 he learns the lesson o.f' cooperation and .fair play f'rCIIIl tbe lia"'Y 
teillllo ,FRR. 
- ---- ~. Jo~ Kin!i Quarterback. Jlorrow9 l949o 
lll.ldventure :in the woodiiiern es 1iftJl football in all its aspects9 college, 
high scllool9 and professional.. It was resource.f'ul quick th1nki'lg Johml;y King who 
rescued his fathel!' from bll$:l.ness extinction and hl.s tellllllll&tes f'rca .football f'ail'-
ureott FRRo 
*- • One Kim Teillllo Jlorrow9 195.3. 
"A football. story that i:s dif'terent9 as the hero had to be coaxed9 flattered"' 
and even tricked :l.nto l!laving the football future of' I.a1rtoD Collegeoil. GBRo 
Th1l1"1111Xl9 A.R. Q_oal. in Sight. Jlcltq 9 1953 o 
Tlmis 9 Johml Robert. m. .blerieano B'arcwrt9 1942. 
A bay- ~a!ll8f'erl!l f'rom privata to public hl.gh school aDd beccmes the leader of' 
the f'ootba1l. Willli 11'~. he provras his 'lm!'t.h. BBHSo 
Va=al9 Charllall Spa:lL!m. ~ '!!D] ng Q1ll&rlerbaek. crowell9 1.960. 
Story about ~Dclv"~ ea1:illl0nt9 a :seliiar at Pineville High9 and hl.s problems at 
h011e 9 schoo:1L9 md OEI thr~~ footbalill f'iel.d., JL October 159 l960o 
*ll'ellman9 1lanly" Wade. Third String Centelr. ll'uhbum9 1960o 
WStory about the woes and woi-rie:s of a .football :star who has t.Toubl.e adjusting 
to hl.s first yeilll' WJl\ <Gollege.w BPR Vol 1 9 #10e 
HJBTORY 
HBoobaxum9 Liunont. Sto:ry of Footb~0 Vanguard9 ll952o 
DJLul!ltrated histoey or foo'IEll • BBHS. 
ftCohaneD Tim. YU.e Football S~o Putnam9 195l.o 
WFulJ. leniith hil!lto:ey of .f'OO;bw,u at Yale 9 eari>huizing the III8IV' important con-
tributions of Yale to the dewellopment of the g811189 with some account of its ori-
gin in .blerica.w lkl' Nowembel!'9 l95JL. 
Danzig9 Allison, •• l!'J~~~ar~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l!c~~rrld~ eoacheJB. P be-= 
g:iJM with the fil"st mtercoolleg:!.ate glllll8 in 1869. Discousse:s great t88111119 <IJOIIIihU11 
a:ad plqers in detail and oonaiders h0111 the gil!llll has eV'Olved through the years. • 
LJ June 19 195?. 
King9 Joeo lt:llisid<ll Pl."<!:l Football. :l>r<antice=Ha:ll9 1958. 
Stacy of the grO!fib. o:f' profel!lteional. football and the 1111m behind it. 
JL,lJ ~tober :lL9 1958e 
• 
• 
HRiger, Robert and Tex lfaul.e. 
!meriea. S & s, 1960 • 
Pros 1 A Documentary o:f Professional Football in 
History, .analysis, and guide to professional :football. 
Smi th0 Don. New York Giants. Coward9 '1960. ~story of the professional team which rose :from a meager beginning in 1925 to 
became one o:f the powers in the National :football league. Information on individ-
ual am team records :from 1925=1959.oo LJ June 1, 1960. 
stern9 Bill.. Bill Sternua Favorite Football Stories. Doubleday, 1958o 
Anecdotes about foo~bali. 
**Weyand. Alexander v:. Saga of .American Football. 1869-1955'• J!:acmillan, 1955. 
TECHNIQUE/COACHJID 
Allen0 George. Complete Book of Winning Football Drills. Prentic-Hall1 1959. 
Drills :for 81.1 the football :fundamentals. . 
*Antonacci., Robert. J. and Je:o.a Barz'. Football :for Young Champioll.!l,o l4cGro, 19.58. 
Brief' biator,y0 rules. :formationa9 instructioxllii fundamenta:I techniques, posi-
tions, scores9 and records. 
**Bateman, John F. and P. Governal.i. Football Fundamentals (Basic Strategy and Teach-
ing Jlethods). JlcGraw. 1957. Administration o:f game • .fundamenm:r:rensive 
and defensive plays and :formations and techniques. 
Bonder0 Jim B. Funcla'llentals of the T Formation. Brcnm, w. c.. 1.956. 
HBryant, Paul. Buildif! a Championshi~ootb81.1 Team. Prentice-Hall~ 1960. 
Offensive and de ~naive tactics coaChing strategy. ~T October 1, 1960. 
**Camerer. Dave. !_inning Football. Pl.sys. Ronald, 19.54. 
Favorite pllzy's of same :famous college football coaches diagr&llllled and explained. 
Covers every type of offense in :football. LJ June 15, 1954. 
Coner~. Charlie and Tom :Memy. Fo:MIIard Pass; A Handbook for P"1hBf Coach and Fan2 
Dutton. 1960. "A han.dbook on the art of the passiiii game 1 its aspects 
with particular emphasis on the T and split-T attack~tth a sp~cia1 chapter on 
pass receiving." :tJ October 1• 1960o 
*Cooke, David C. Better Football. for Boys. Dodd, 1958. 
Fundamentals of blocking, tackiiilg9 line and backfield position play. 
JL November 15, 1958. 
Curtice, Jack C. The Passing Game in Football. Ronald., 1961. 
Fundamentals, play patterns and strategy of forward passing. BPR Vol, 2,(/3. 
Dodd, Robert R. Bobby Dodd on Football. Prentice-Hall, 1954. 
History, coaching• fundamental offense and defense" kicking game, organization, 
public relations, training and the spectator. LJ June 1,, 1955. 
Duncan, Raymond Oscar. Six-Man Football.. Rev. ed., Ronald9 1954. 
Basic fundamentals of every play for both player md coach. BBHS • 
**Elvan, George. The Split T i.n High School Football. Prenti<Oe·-Hall, 1954. 
Excellent guide for any high !!lchool. team adopting the split T. 
(oval") 
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Faurot, Don. Football! Secrets of ~ Split "Til Formation. Prentice-Hall, 19.50. 
Games Jlechanics and Strate • Prentice-Hall,l960. Fuoss, Donald, E. Co lete Kick 
Techniqul!ls m dfw,damelll\talLs. O::ltober 1, 19 9. • 
• Quarterback Generalship and Strat~. Prentice-Hall, 1958. 
How to teach the strategies i5d generalship o? grade quarterbacking. 
LJ February l• 1958. 
Grombach, John V, Touch Football. Ronald, 1958. 
Brief h1Btory9 fundament81s, strategy, tactics, and rules. BOR. 
*Holgate, James G. Fundamental Football. Ronald, 1958. 
Basic >1kills. Bell. 
**Howard• Lou T. The llodern Short Punt. Prentice-Hall, 1957. 
Spiritual.9 emotional, and techilical aspects of football coacbillg. 
Jones, Gomer T. llodern Defensive Football. Prentice-Hall9 1957. 
Basic fundamentalS and specific types of defensive p~. 
Killinger, William G. Football. Ronald9 1939. 
*Kuharich, Joe. Football for Boys. Follett, 1961. 
**llather, Charles~ Winning High School Football. Prentice-Hall, 1958. 
A modem approach to the coaching of high school football by a successful 
high school coach. 
*Moore, James W. and Tyler Kicoleau. Football Techniques Illustrated. lionald, 19.51. 
Fundamental.& in all phases of the game. BBJH. 
**Olivar, Jordan. Offensive Football. liona1d1 1958. 
"The WBelly Seriesw, s1m1]aw tO the split T formation, tries to isolate a de-
fender and then put him on ths spot forcing him to coJIIDiit himaelt through use of 
a fake." LJ January lL 0 19.59. 
Pelfrey• R. and Steve Owens. Paasing Game. Brown, w.c •• 1956. 
*Schiffer, Donald. First Book of Football. Watts, 1958. 
Techniques. pen81ties 9 pi8is, formations, m d strategy. BOR. 
Sports Illustrated. Sports nlustrated Book of Football. Lippincott, 1960. 
•Instructions on quarterbacking, pass catchiiig, place kicking, and line play, 
and instructions on how to watch a game. • LJ October 1, 1960. 
**Unruh, otto Do How to Coach Winning Football. Prentice-Hall, 1960. 
Techniques aiid ways tO develop to tlie fUll.eat extent the pqchological, soc1-
ological9 and spiritual qualities of the athlete. BPR Vol 1, I 8. 
the pass 
**Waldorf, Iqnn Osbert. This Game o:f Football. JlcGraw, 1952. 
Practical text :far pliij'er ana coach. Elllphaaizes :football is a game and should 
be p~ed :for enjoyment. LJ November 1 9 1952. 
• 
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KISCEIJ.ABEOUS 
• 
Caldwell, Charles w. Modern Football. :for the Spectator. Lippincott, 1953. 
Football. strategy. :formations, and f'undamenta1s :for the :fan and player. CBE • 
**<ll.aasen, Harold and Steve Bodar, eds. Ronald EncTClopedia of Football. Ronald,l960. 
Volume of statistics with emphasis on college game. HistQr7, records of 
college, professional, and high school football.. LJ NoVIIIIIber l, 1960. 
**Killer, Richard I. Truth about Big-Time Football.. Jlorrow, 1953. 
"A sharp critici11111 of eY118 associ&ted with college :football, rigging of grades 
and athletic scholarships. .A.lso points out those who haves ought to improve the 
game and presents many suggestions to make :football of educational value." 
LJ Jamw.")" l; 1954. 
Schiffer, Donald, ed. ~late Guide to Professional Football. Grosset, 1960. 
Facts, :figures. sChedUles, short biographies of many top players, refer-
ees' signals and everything to aid one 1s enjoyment of the game. 
Treat, Ro~er. Encyclopedia of' Professional Football. Rev. ed., Barnes, A.S., 1959. 
History, players, coaches, teams, all-star games, and statistics. BTA 1960. 
BIOORAPHY 
Jones, Robert (Bobby) Tyre Jr. Golf is lf;r Game. Doubleday, 1960. 
WThe story of the author's years of competition, his work teaching golf, de-
signing clubs, and organizing the Augusta National Golf Course and Kaster Golf 
Tournament it sponsors." LJ October 1, 1960. 
Zaharias, lllldred Didrikson. This Life I've Led; lf;r Autobiograpb;r. Barnes, A. s., 
1955. "The true story of the Babe's remarkable sports career, romance, mar-
riage, and an account of her determined struggle to overcome a serious cancer 
operation in 1953." BBJH 1956. 
FICTION 
Haines, Donald Hamilton. Triple !hreat. Holt, 1933. 
A sports ~tory containing incidents about golf, football, school life and good 
sportsmanship. BA.O. 
HISTORY 
• 
**Browning, Robert. A Histoz of Golf; the Royal and Ancient Game. Dutton, 1955. 
A detailed and comple e S1ll'V8y of thiiBPort from lis beginnings in the early 
15th century in Scotland down to the present. LJ January 1, 1956. 
**Cousins, Geoffrey. Golf'ers at Law. Knopf', 1959. 
WExamines how the RUles of Golf' were evolved, developed, and influenced by 
national and international forces and modified by official decisions." 
LJ February 1, 1959 • 
Flaherty, Tomo The 11asterss the S~ of Gol:f1 s Greatest Tournament. Holt, 1961 • 
.A. year by year account :from 193to 1960, . plays dramatically described togeth-
er with statistics of each game. LJ April 1, 1961. ( ) 
over 
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Wind, Herbert Warren. 
s & s. 1956. 
Story of .American Golft It. Ch!!lpions ;nd Ch!!lllpionsh!J?!. 
Dunn, Seymour. Complete Golf Joke Book. Stravon, 1952. 
"Collection of beSt golf humor plus humorous autobiographical anecdotes from 
the author's 60 years of teaching golf to kings and presidential candidates." 
LJ June 1, 1952. 
Gross, Kilton. Eighteen Holes inJ. Head. JrcGraw, 1959. 
For anyone who his pl~ed g • 
Herold, Don. Love that Golfs It Can Be Better Than You 'l'h1Dko Barnes, A.S., 1952. 
"A light hearted treatment of a serious subject. LOts of laughs with good 
advice." LJ June 1, 1953. 
Houghton, George. Confessions of a Golf Addict. s.& S, 1959. 
"Short sketches• some of historleai fiivor,. mostly based on hia own experiences 
on mail)" courses in England." LJ February 1, 1959. 
James, Joe. Iill It Before It Koves. Barnes, A.s., 1961 
H111110rous hints on golf aiid cartoons.. LJ ll'ebrwry 11 1961. 
Jlarshall, Keith B. Golf Galore. Barnes, .t.s., 1960. 
"Collection of golf stories combining humor, professional tips and golf lore as 
well as behind-the-scenes reports of the big golf matches. • LJ October 1, 1960. 
Stanly~ Dt.ve• '- Treas&·-of Golf Huii€lrJ>;~_t1:!l"'"'~'P.r1-:l949. : : , !. ':.· • 
Wind, Herbert Warren. On the Tour with ~Spr~. S & S, 1960. 
"A humorous golf story about a young o pr~ itting the big playing circuit 
for the first time." BPR Vo:n.. l, II B. 
TECHNlQUE/COACHml 
Armour, T0111111,1. How to Plq Your Best Golf .Ill the Time. S & s, 1953. 
" ••• specific yet easily understandable iiii'onaation on hoe to see the ball, how 
most golfers ruin their game, how to go around in 30 putts, and the easy way to 
get out of a sand trap."' LJ September ~. 1953. 
-----. Round of Golf with T~ Armour. S & s, 19.5'9. 
Shot-by-shot chronicle of a tiPiC round; the basic philosophy is the impor-
tance of thinking your way around the course. LJ February l, 19.5'9. 
Berg, Patricia and Jlark J. Cox. Golf Illustrated. Ronald, 1950. 
"The book is designed as a textbook of golf for teachers and pupils alike, and 
as such it has the qualities of a good textbook and shows the pupils not only what 
to learn, but how and when to learn it." RL. 
Boomer, Percy. On Learning Golf. Knopf, 1946. 
Fnndamentals of golf ewing, · golfing heal. th, keeping eye on ball, rh;vthm, power 1 
temperament, and golf analyses. 
Boros, Julius. How to Pl~ar Golf. Prentice-Hall, 19.5'3. 
Techniques. LJ Sep er 1, 19.5'3. . 
• 
• 
Camerer, Dave. Improve Your Golf'. Random, 1958. 
A selection :from writln~ by top professionals on different aepects~sychology, 
• fundamentaLs» and putting. LJ April"' 1958. 
• 
Orogen. Corinne Almyra. Golf' Fundamentals for Students and Teachers. H-P Publi-
cations, Palo Alto,Californii. 1961. 
Crcmie, Bob. Hew A!lgles on Putting. Reilly & Lee, 1960. 
**Dante, Joe and Leonard El:U.ot. .AnatOIIIY of the Golf Swing. .McGraw• 1961. 
Study of the elements of a gooctgOll swing. lJ Feoruuy 11 1961. 
Dante, Jim et al. Nine Bad Shot. of Golf' and What to do about them. Cornerstone, 
1961. The nine shots are slicing, hooking, topping, smothering, pulling, push-
ing• skying, sclaffing and sbanking. LJ June 15, 1.961.. 
*Evans. Chick. Golf for Boys and Girb. Winsor Press. 1.954. 
Author accompaniee two young tr!ende through the various boles of golf. Basic 
1'1mdamental technique8 with lore9 background, and etiquette of the game. BOR. 
Fine, Benjamin. P'iDe llethod of Golf'. FiDe lletbod of' Golf, Box 102, Skokie, minois. 
1958. 
Finsterwald, Dow and Larry Robinson. Funciamental.s of Gol.f. Ronald, 1961. 
10 fundamental lessons from begimler to expert. 
Ford, Doug. How I Play Inside Golf. Prentice-Hall, 1960. 
Book for goiferaibo llave some experience, offering wa;ys to improve score aDd 
not copy n:l.ng of noted players but develop own style, study each hoJl.eo, and select 
proper club. LJ February l., 1960. 
-----. Start Golf Young. Sterling, 1955. 
Wll'ritten especially for youngsters 12 and up, it tells how to pla;y from an.y 
position, under al.l ionditions, on a.ny kind of terrain, and is illustrated with 
photos and drawings. BBJH. 
Fral.ey9 Oscar and Charlea Yerkow. Golf in Action. Hill and Wang, 1952. 
Shows how great golfers play important shots. LJ February 15, 1954. 
Galvano, Phil. Secrets of Accurate Putting 111d Chipping. Prentice-Hall• 1957. 
Instructions on short iron game, putting, proper spin, grip9 reading the 
greens. LJ February 1, 1957. 
Gaskill, Willard. GoU at a Glance. Arco. 1958. 
"Simple humoroUB drawings designed to enable the beginner and average golter to 
learn the fundamentals of the golf' swing." LJ February" l• 1958. 
Gottlieb• Harr,y. Golf' for Southpaws. Hill. & Wang, 1953. 
Treats problems of left handers and gives advice which would be useful far a.ny 
pla;yer. LJ September 1, 1953. 
Heise, Jack. How You Can Pla;r Better Golf' Using Self-Igpnosis. Wilshire, 1961. 
•A.i.ms to teach the golfer haw to develop an automatic• perfect. related swing 
that is free from tension." LJ October l• 1960. 
Hogan9 Ben. 
Barnes. 
Ben Ho 111 's Five Lessons of the llodern Fund1111entals of' Golf'. 
.s •• 19 1. Excellent book on golf for beginners. 
(over) 
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--~--. Improve YoW' Golf. MacoD 1958. 
----~o Power Golf. BarnesD A.s •• 1948 and Pocket BookiS 9 1959. 
Ben Hogan explains tor both the novice and expert the techniques that made him ~ 
a great gol.fer. 
Jones, l!l!'nest and David Eisenberg. S!!ing the Clubhead and Cut Your Score. Dodd• 
1952. Author expla:ins importance of swing in goli and how perfection in the 
art may be attained. LJ September 1 9 1952. 
Tension 
~· he gane. 
Mayer, Dick. How to Think and Swing Like a Golf C!lampion. Crowell9 1958. 
Step-b,y-step lessons. 
:Middlecoff 9 Carey. Advanced Golf. Prentice•Hall9 19 51. 
The how and the wiii of ali the fundamentals plus the refinements and strategy. 
LJ June 1. 1951. 
--· Cary :U:iddlecoff's Complete Master Guide to Golfo 
1959. Covers completely practically everything a golfer should 
LJ October 1 9 1960. 
llorrison9 Alex J o New Wa;y to Better Golf • S & S9 1933. 
Fundamental. techniques and exercises. 
Murrq9 Henry Arthur. Golf' Secret. Emerson. 1954. 
Left shoulder is the anchor~ Showsgolf. from new angle. 
Prentice-Hall, 
know. 
--~·--~-~. Jlorre Galt' Secreta. Emerson. 1955. 
Dr. Jlurrq appliefi knowledge of anatomy to technique of grip 9 stanoe9 putting, 
etc. LJ lrarch 1 9 1.955. 
Palmer, Arnold. Arnold Pamer's Golf Books Hit it Hard. Ronald9 1961. 
Author coveJr:s game from tee to green. LJ February 1 9 l96l.o 
Platte, Jules and Herb Graffis. Better Golf through Better Practice. Prentice-
Hall• 1958. !I!First golf guide devoted solely to practice; analyzes every 
profitable phase o.f warm-up 9 experimental and habit forming practice routines.• 
LJ June l.9 1958. 
Prain9 Eric; Murrq. A Key to Better Golf'. Jlacmillan, 1941. 
Price, Charles9 ed. Golf' Magazine's Pro Pointers and Stroke Savers. Harper, 1960. 
Hints,9 suggestions9 tricks of'. the trade given by 58 stars of' the golf' worldo 
LJ June 1,, 1960. 
Ramsey, Lon w. ~ecrets of Winning Golf Jlatchess A Guide to Strategy and Tactics for 
the Competitive Amateur GolLfer. Pilots 196o. 
Rappoport9 Milt. Ohu No·~~A Gol! Duffer's Handbook. S & S" 1956. 
".Author has tackled the problem of cutting down so-called lost shots in logical 
order" starting on the greens where many of them can be eliminated and working 
back through the short game where the next greatest number can be shaved.• ~ 
LJ February 1 9 1.956. 
-49~ 
Rees, Dai, Dai Rees on Golf, Barnee, A,S,, 1959. 
A guide tO the iliiprovement of golf teclmiquea, etressing golf as an individual 
• game, LJ February 1, 1960, 
• 
Revolta, Jolu!ey and Charles B, Cleveland. Jobn!v Revolta 1s Short Cuts to Better 
Golf, Rev, ed,, Crowell, 1956, .An outline of lessons. LJ February 1, 1957. 
Robinson, Larry, Golf Secrets of the Pros, Arco, 1956. 
Kethods for game iliiProvement from famous golfers. 
Sarazen, Gene et al, Golf Clinic, Prentice-Hall, 1949. 
Discussion of different phases of the game by golf pros. 
Scott, Tom, comp, Golf with the ~erts. Barnes, A.S., 1960, 
An anthology b;r the leadillg pa,yers of the game, each contributing his advice 
on a specialized aspect of golf, LJ October 1, 1960, 
Snead, Sam, How to Hit a Golf Ball. Doubleda,y, 1950. 
--. How to Pla;y Golf, Doubleday, 1946, 
FundamentalS, course etiquette and glossary of golf terms, 
---·-· Natural Golf, Barnes, A.S., 1953, 
"Emphasizes development of a tsclmique that iB natural to the individual in-
stead of recommending copying someone else's style.• LJ November 1, 1953. 
---------,, Sam Snead on Golf. Prentice-Hall, 1961, 
Shows how to Sliing illto a relaxed game am lower scores. LJ February 11 1961, 
Sports mustrated, ed, Tips from the Top, Prentice-Hall, 1956, 
A seJection of articles written by leading professionals for "Sports mus-
trated" magazine. LJ October 1, 1955. 
Suggs, Louise et al. Golf for Women. Doubleday, 1960, 
Treatment of golf from a woman's point of view, LJ September. 1, 1960. 
Toski, Bob, Beginner's Guide to Golf. Grosset, 1955. 
Elementary pamphlet iritrOdUcillg beginnere to the game, LJ June 1, 1955. 
JIJ5CET.UJiEOUS 
Gibson, Nevin. ~clopedia of Golf. Barnes, A.S., 1958. 
Hietory of go with official all-t:ime records of u. S, and Britieh champion-
ships, national, state, associations, etc, Brief biographies of famous gclters, 
LJ January 15, 1959. 
Stanley, Dave and George Ross. Golfer's OWn Book. Lantarn, 1.955. 
Anthology of golf terms, rUles, tecbiiiques, fiction, humor, and cartoons. 
LJ January l, 195"(. 
Wind, Herbert W, C;r.;tlete Golfer. S 8t S, 1954, 
Stories, instru~ion, humor, cartoons, reminiscences, history, and biogra-
phies, LJ February 1, 1955 • 
(over) 
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TBCHNlQUEJCOACH~ 
Bickerdike9 Percy. BrJLdg:e Ladder and Rope Climbing. Assoc. Booksellers~ 1957. 
•Burns, Ted and Tyler :llicoleau. Tumbling Techniques mustrahd. Ronald~ 1957. 
Basic individual tumbling tedmiques. 
Fi.scher9 Hugo and Dea!l! Shll1i'boldo Indirtdual and Dual Stunts. Burgeas9 l950o 
Visual presentation ~r individUal and dual stunts. 
HHorne, Virgin!a !.ea. St=ta and Tumbling f'or Girl.B. Ronald, 1943. 
Textbook for high e(;hool 8iil college. 
LaPorte,, Wi:Ui.am R. and Al Re1rmer. The Tumbling lfanual. Prentice-Hall9 1946. 
Teclmiques and method5 or tumbling,"" progression and safety teclmiques and their 
relation to equipment" ir.stru•c;tor:s and performers. 
Loken, Newton c. and Robert. Jo Willoughby. COI!IJllete Book of ~ios. Prentice-
Hall, 1959. Covers entire field of gymnastics with emphasis on fundamental 
and intermediate atunta fo:r men and women. BOR. 
llcCl0119 loyrd Levi and Donald Nelson Anderson. Ply ~tics. .Appleton, 1940. 
Oymnastics involving novelty, rhythm and action. anged in graded form to 
more complex stunts,, !l!tunte w:ltb. springboards and with apparatus. etc. 
~-~-~-c~· ~ .. --. Tun/:1~ :rll.uatrated. Ronald9 1931. 
illustrated explanation of mll!lY tumbling mows. 
HJloney, llargie. PE·ofes!Slonal Guide to Tumbling and Acrobati<C; Dand .. ng. Exposition, 
1958. 
:lloascrop9 Alf:rlll<da et, al. ~atu<J Activities for Girl!So BWl'gess9 1952. 
Explanation of te:rlll:ao prepuatory exercises, use of mats" introduction to 
nul ta" box 9 horae·" bu cl< • e" ~. 
HRodllell9 Pete:r·. ~stlt:"'g h'<!;~easive Practice and :llodelr'l!l Coa~ :&nerson9 
1959. "':llal!llual :stresae~ wo)!"k.lmg!!! of boey in movement and expla boqy processes 
relevant t.t. a p!ll"ticular act.ivi1:y, incJ.udes potentia1a for skill of performance and 
enjoyment o.f physical activit:ies.oo t.J October 1 9 1959. 
Ruf.f.o 'lfe:sley K. Gymnaat:~cs;:_ BegiiJmer to Coi!!IPetit~. Brown9 W.C.,, 1959. 
Seypula9 Geo:t"ge. Tumbling and Balancing .for All. Browm9 w.c., 195?. 
V~Five Association of America. (!~sties and 'l'umbl~. u.s. Nava:n. Iru!tituts9 
1959. Information oll1 .a:a phases of gymnastics. H:lstory9 f'acilitieB 0 equip-
ment9 principles of tea";hing,, safety methods 9 nomenclature and activities. 
Activities include gym11aatic apparatus, climbing9 ba1ancing and twnbl:lng9 aud 
trampoline activite~. BOR. 
Weat.9 Wilbur Do G_ymnast ":s Handbook. PrenticemHall.n 1957. 
SimplUied discussion 1n logical and clear nomenclature. 
• 
• 
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HllJDBALt 
• '.l'ECHlUQUE/COA!2illlG 
• 
Phillips, Bernath Bugene. Handballs Ita ~and ~-t. Ronald, 19$7. 
Pr:l.mariq for the p1~oV1ce or 8#8 aDd IDst:rUctor. Identifies, u-
plains and illustrates the :f'undaaenta1 sldl.la and practices. :sea. 
li'ICTIOJJ 
'l'raq, Dou. SecOIId lB. . Wae1ainater, 1.9 S4 • 
SUspended :trca univerait, for chllatinc on ua~~, a grid:l.rOD star goes to a 
aull college where l.aoroeae helps h1a fo firld hilllael.f. CIS 1.956. 
i'l!X:HliJQlJ!/COJCHIIIl 
BCJ7d, llargaret. J.acroaae. Barnee, A.S., 1.9$9. 
History, development, equipment and playing teclmiques. LJ October 1, 1.9$9. 
llon-ill, lrilliaa Jrelao. Lacrosse. Ronald, 1.9$2. 
Brief history • :f'und._iitala and techniques. 
lr Nnhof, Caeyl, ed. Selected J'ield Hockez and Lacrosse .Articl.as. .&AHPBR, 19$5. 
- Collection of lelldillg articles by outstandlDg authorities compiled to help the 
player, teacher, coach and official. 
OLYIIPlC <WillS 
FICTIOlf 
lralker, Davi.d Harr,r. Geordie. Houghton, 1.9$0. 
"The story ot the young Scot f'rca the Higbl.mda who took a mail. order st.r811fr1;11 
course and won the Ol.Jmpic shotput but niiTIIl" forgot the girl ot the glen back 
home.• BIL. 
HISTORY 
.l'bi'ahaae, Harold ll. XVII O]J!piad, Rome, 1960. Int. Pub. Service, 1960 • 
. . 
BruDdage, Avery. O~ic Games, 1960. Barnes, .a..s., 1960. 
SoU'venir albUIIIlih 250 monochr0111e photographs. Description and record ot 
OlJmpic events held at Squaw Valley and Rome. LJ October 1 1 1960. 
Durant, John. f~1s;t ot the O]J!picss from .Ancient Times to the Present. 
Haatinge1 9 • sh-backll of the g~~~~es in ancient t:lllles, the beg:lnn1ng!l at 
moderD ~ics, stories of performers and highlights. LJ October l., 1.960 • 
. -neran, John md .Arthur Daley. Stoi{nof' the 2eic Gamesa 776B.c. to 1.960 A.D. 
Rev. ed., Lippincott, 1961. iiitroduc :ry chapter, lf.ii liiciint Dqei, 
precedes the account ot the modern O]Jrmpics which had their. revival in .A.the:aa in 
1896. The highlights o! successive 11111eta since are brought out with an appendix 
of champions and records which include the ~ic G11111es of 1.960." BBHS. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
EDUCATION LIBRARY 
(over) 
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u.s. Olympic Committee9 ed. Hammondn s Book of Olympic Sports. Hammond, 1960. 
Complete records of the Olympics. 
Weyand, Alexander K. Ol!ympic Paieant. :Macmillan, 1952. • 
History of the modern Olymp c games from 1896 to the Oslo WiQter games in 1952. 
Includes records of official winners, scores,and tables showing the number of 
championships won by each countr,r. 
Duncan, llargaret 11. and Ralph H. Johnson. Introduction to Pb;ysical Education. Health 
Education and Recreation. Prentice-Hail. 1954. 
Duncan, Raymond Oscar. Introduction to ~ical Education. Ronald• 1960. · 
"For student preparing for a career pnysical education. Explains objectives 
and underlying philosophy of·pnysical education and discusses its relationship to 
health education, recreation, athletics and other related fields.n Also, discusses 
career possibilities in field. BPR Vol. l, # 10. 
Jelll\Y, John H. Physical Education. Helil. th Education ani Recreation. Kacmillan, 
1961. "Intended to aid in the selection and orientation of young people for 
training in.ph,ysical education ani related areas.• BPR Vol. 29 I 4. 
-
J ohneon • Granville B. et al, Your Career in Ph,ysical Education. Harper • 19 51. 
Murray, Ruth L. and Delia P. Hussey. From Student to Teacher in Physical Education. 
Prentice-Hall9 1949. 
HJSTORY 
Leonard, Fred E. ~story of Physical Education. 3rd ed. 9 Lea, 1941. 
Rice, l!Gunett A. et al. Brief History of Physical Education. Ronaid, 1953. 
Van Dalen, Deobold B. et al. WaJ~·],d History of Physical Education. Prentice-Hall, 
1953. 
RIFLERY 
HJSTORY 
Sharpe, Philip B. Rifle in Ame~. Rev. ed., Funk9 1958. 
'l'ECHBlQUE/COACHING 
Cary, Lucian. Guns and Shooting. .Arco, 1960, 
Marksmanship, hili1ting9 and manufacture of firearms and ammunition. 
LJ February 1 9 1960. 
Chapel9 Charles E. .Art of Shooting. Barnes, .l.S., 1960. 
Historical review, techniques of using revolver, rifle and pisto~and selection 
of weapon. LJ October 19 1960. 
• 
• 
• 
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*·--------. !l£l's Book of Rifles. Coward, 1948. 
ALL phases of 2~ialiber rif!e shooting9 history, National Rifle Association 
targets and awards, Boy Scout Badge, and hunting. Safety and supervision are 
emphasized. BPO. 
----------------. 
Field, Skeet, and Trap Shooting. Barnes, A.S., 1949. 
*Colby, Carroll B. First Rifl.e (How to Shoot it Straight and Use it Safe].y). 
Coward, 1954. ~'~What the amateur rifleman should know for good shooting, good 
fun and safety. Various rifles are discussed, slings are described, and targets 
and scoring are discussed." BOR. 
Craige, John Houston. Practical Book of .American Guns. World Pub., 1950. 
Story of American rifles, shotguns and pistols with emphasis on target shooting 
and hunting. 
Janes, Edward c. .A. Boy and His Chu?:• Barnes, A.S., 1951. 
Information for the beginner on. guns, riflet~, and hunting. FRR. 
Jennings, Mika. .~t~·i:.ir!:[o Dodd• l959o 
Johnson, Melvin M. Jr. Practi~;:al Marksmanship. Morrow, 1945. 
O'Connor, Jack. Complete Book of Rifles and Shotguns. Harper, 1961. 
Parmelee, Claude. How to be a C~ack Shot with Rifle and Shotgun• Chilton, 1950. 
"Emphasis on mOV:Iilg targets with practice in throWing and shooting tin cans to 
small game, fowl. deer, bea>:", and skeet shooting." FRRo 
Sharpe, Philip B. f:0£1PJ.ete Gtd.de to Hanclloading. Jrd ed., Funk, 1952. 
Smith, Walter H. B. Book of ru.fJ.es. 2nd ed., Stackpole, 1960. 
Treatment of all types of mi.iHary and sporting rifl.es and cartridges--des-
criptions of weapons, including operation and identification. LJ June l, 1960. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Stebbins, H. M. Rifles! A Modern Encyclopedia. Stackpole, 1958. 
Models, design, ammunitior .. , caliber., uses and history. 
SKATING~-GENERAL 
FICTION 
*.Renick, Marion L. Skatir.g Today. Scribner• 1945. 
Humorous story of ica hockey and figure skating. 
HISTORY 
Brown, Nigel. Ice Skatiil.g: A Histo!X• Barnes, A.S. 1959. 
Traces histozy of skating through the centuries 
skates to the recent great personalities of figure 
starting with the first wood 
skating. LJ November 15,1959. 
Richardson, Thomas Dow. Ice Skatin~. Branford• 1957. 
"A history of ice skating from primitive ~tmes and its development and organi-
zation as an athletic sport of an excit1.ng nature." LJ December 1, 1957. 
(over) 
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:J.I'IDUBB 
FICTION 
*Barrett, Sarah Louise. Silver Blades. Dodd, 1950. • 
Ho~ faces the problem of illloosing between college am a skating career. FRR. 
*Clayton, Barbara. ll'lmll:, 1960. 
"11arty ll'uller to make friends in high school. Fin&~, 
overcoming her distaste for sports, sP.e made friends at the ice skating club and 
found satisfaction and tan.• JL Karch 15, 1960. 
Sherburne, Zoa. Ballerina on Skates. Jlorrow, 1961 
•In spite of her unusu81 height, ltaren works her wq up frCIIIl the chorus line in 
the ice show to become one of its stars.• LJ October 1, 1961. 
streatfield, Noel. Skating Shoes. Random, 1951. 
"The story of L&lla, sey little English girl, who loves skating and is being 
trained as a professional skater by her mother, and of Lalla's friendship with the 
spindly legged Harriet, whom she meets at the skating rink."- m. 
TECHNIQUE/COJCHING 
Jones, Earnest. Elements of Figure Skating• JIB.cmillan, 1952. 
*Lussi, G.and ll. Ri.charde. Championship !'iF• Skating. Ronald, 1951. 
Directions for learning the basic strokes, progressive steps, and advanced 
figures performed in competitive skating. m. 
Owen, Jlaribel Vincent. Fun of Figure Skattiit Harper, 1960. 
How to purchase skates, boots and Cio g, 9 school figures described, free 
• style jumps, spins and dance steps. Basic skating motions. LJ January 1, 1961. 
Richardson, Thomas Dow. Girls' Book of Skating. Roy Pub., 1960. 
Instruction for beginner ice skater in figure skating and free skating. Infor-
mation on equipment, cOJIIPBtition skating and career in the field.. 
JL Karch 15, 1960. 
Scott, Barbara Ann and )(ichael Kirby. SkatM:f for Behinners. ltnopf, 
Basic principles of ice skating, ice b et and gure skating. 
skating and behind-the-scenes story of an ice show. BBHS. 
FICTION 
Flood, Ri.chard. Penalty Shot. Houghton, 1955. 
1953. 
History or 
"A prep school hockey story in which the third string goalie helps his te8111 wiD 
a crucial game and the star goalie learns the meaning of honesty." RCB 1955. 
*Harkins, Philip. Center Ice. Holldq, 1952. 
Story of professionai ice hockey. BAD. 
*------. Lightning on Ice. llorrow, 1946. 
A boy starts h18Career on th8 neighborhood pond and succeeds in professional 
hockey. HBJH. · • 
• 
• 
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*Jackson, Caary Paul. Puck Grabber. Whittlesey, 1957. 
"The problEIIIs of a hockey team captain with lots of actual playing excitement." 
JL October 15, 1957. 
Porter, Mark. Slas~ Blades. S & s, 1.960. 
The boys of DiiOro High School who like to play ice hockey fulfill their am-
bition to form a hockey team. Their problems were to find a coach, rink, end the 
necessary money. 
*Young, Scott. Bit on Defense. Little, 1953. 
"A young Po sh refugee makes a,place for himself in his new Canadian home 
where he has acquired a passion for hockey and has worked up a place for his high 
school team." RL. 
*------------. Scrubs on Skates. Little, 1952. 
"Story of a high school hockey team ltlich with only one experienced player 
manages to reach the city play-offs through sheer drive and spirit." BBFC. 
TECHN:IQUE/COACHING 
ii*Jeremiah, Edward John. Ice Hockey. 2nd ed,, Ronald, 1958. 
"A complete manual for coaches and players. Skating, passing, play making, 
stick handling, tips and tricks, goal tending, etc., are all taken up for both 
offensive and defensive play." BBHS. 
Patrick, Iqnn md Leo Monahan. Let's Play Hockey, St. Martins, 1957. 
Fundamentals and fine points. 
**Percival, Lloyd. Hockey Handbook. Rev. ed., Barnes, A.S. 1961. 
Fundamentli. and advanced skills for offensive and defensive plays. 
SKill«l 
BIOGRAPHY 
Fairlie, Gerard, 
Barnes, A.s. 
P'li ht Without of Hannes Schneider. 
19 • 
Keitlin, Tomi with Norman Loeenz. Farewell to Fear. Random, 1960. 
Story of a blind woman who overcame her handicap and won an international ski-
ing contest. LJ June 1, 1960. 
*Stoutenburg, Adrien and Laura N. Baker. 
Biography of the Norwegian emigrant 
father of American skiing. CRS 1958. 
FICTION 
Snowshoe Thompson. Scribner, 1957. 
to the United States who is known as the 
*Bird, Dorothy !laywood. Granite Harbor. Vacmillan, 1944. 
story of skiing, winter sport~and the usual activities of high school bqys and 
girls is centered around a girl who has just recovered from a serious accidentJr.RR • 
(over} 
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Q Cavanna, Betty. Angel on Skis. Morrow, 1957. 
"Angela Dodge is forced by family circumstances to live in Vermont and takes up 
skiing as a challenge. Romance on the slopes, a Swiss instructor, closer fami~ 
relationships, winter carnival at Dartmouth, and a gradual maturity combine to de- • 
velop Angela's personality." JL October 15, 1957. 
G ----. Passport to Romance. Morrow, 1955. 
Judy was 15 when she went to school in Switzerland. At first, she was scy with 
her schoolmates and homesick, but an interest in skiing and friendship with an 
American boy of her own age helped her to have a happy year. 
i!Girvan, Helen. Hidden Pond. Dutton• 1951. 
A girl from the *States" goes to live in French Canada and acquires a strong 
interest in music and winter sports. FRR. 
G Hancock, Francis Dean. AnRels on Skis. Avalon, 1959. 
- Career and romance. CH Spring, 1959. 
G L'Engle, Madeleine. And Both Were Young. Lothrop, 1949. 
- Story of a sey, unhappy American girl placed in a Swiss boarding school. With 
the help of an understanding teacher and the friendship of a French boy with 
greater problems than hers 9 she final~ realizes her potentialities. 
QHJlcLelland, Isabel. Ski Cabin. Holt, 1958. 
"In British Columbia, there was all the life of ski weekends, but it wasn't 
until a special boy arrived from New Zealand that Eileen shared in the run.•-
JBA 1958. 
:Miller, Helen llarkley. Ski Fast, Ski Long. Doubleday, 1960. 
A sey f'arm boy develops into a member of the top ranking ski team during his 
Freshman year at college in Idaho. BOY 1960. 
*Philbrook, Clement E. Hickory Wings. llacmillan, 1951. 
Boy's prep school skiing story. !'RR. 
-------------. Skimeister. llacmillan, 1955. 
A story of college life culminating in Steve Butler's try for the Dartmouth 
ski team, the Dartmouth Carnival, and the competition for the Skimeister Tropey. 
Stanford, Dono Ski Town. Funk, 1958. 
"Gives a behind-the-scenes look at the boys and girls who work their way in one 
of the world's most absorbing sports in Colorado.n CH Fall, 1958. 
Stapp, Arthur D. Escape on Skis. Jlorrow, 1949. 
"A skiing trip to Mount Ranier National Park leads three boys to an encounter 
with a dangerous criminal." BAO. 
Thomson, Peter. Ski Ranger. Dodd, 1958. 
High Sierra adventure and a search for a lost plane. 
G Walden, Amelia Elizabeth. Gateway. Morrow, 1946. 
- Skiing and a ski meet. PRR. 
G------------. Skymountain. Morrow, 1950. 
Robin's reason for choosing a Vermont college was to indulge her love for ski-
ing, but she found, also, a new set of ideals. Combines thrill of mountain skiing 
with the charm of college life. LJ December 1, 1950. • 
• 
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TECHNIQUE/ COACHlNG 
Austrian Association of Professional Ski Teachers. New Official Austrian Ski 
System. Barnes 9 A.S. 1958. iOJ'irst edition in Ellglish of iiiPortant work on 
ski instruction from walking to wedezyn turns.• LJ January 1, 1959. 
Bass, Howard. llagic of Skiing. Brill ford, 1959. 
Instruction manuaL LJ October 1 9 1959. 
**Bourdon9 Robert. Modern Skiing. Lippincott, 1953. 
"The methods .• pleasures9 and rewards of skiing are so well stated in this prac-
tical guide by an expert skier that the enthusiast will find new horizons of ex-
citement opened to him.w CBE. 
Bracken.o W.R. Handbook on Ski~~· Branford,, 1960. 
For both the novice and advanced skier. Includes equipment, safety precau-
tions 9 and slalom racing. BPR Vol. 1.9 # 7. 
Bradley9 David et alo 
"A guide for the 
the beginner to the 
1960. 
Expert Skiing. Holt, 1960. 
skier which covers the sport 
technical intricacies of the 
from recreational techniques for 
Olympic aspirant." LJ June 1 1 
Brower., David R. llanual of Ski. Mountaineering. Rev. ed. ·' Sierra. 194 7 • 
*Brown9 Conrad. Skiing foll:' Begizm_!!!. Scribner, 1951. 
"Everything from the snow~plow to high speed turns is demonstrated in photo-
graphs and explained stepc"by-step in the form of captions. Equipment and clothing 
are covered." BBJH. 
Freund9 Francesco and Fulvio Campiotti. Natural Skiing. llcKay9 1960. 
The new techniques as developed in the It&iian ski schools. LJ October 1, 
~~. . 
Georg, Hans. Modern Ski mtems. 
Evaluates merits of al. types 
Hastings 9 1954o 
of :skiing and shows how to master them. 
LJ January 1. 1955. 
Harper 9 Frank. Skiing Natural.qo H:l.ll and Wang, 1949. 
Hutter9 Clemens M. !edelym the New Austrian Sk~ Technique. Doubleday9 1960. 
The component parts of turning the skis have een ciassilied into distinct 
steps so that the learner can move from beginning technique to racing as time and 
talent permit. l.J October 1, 1960. 
Iselin9 Fred and A. r.. Spectorsk;J'o New Invitation to Skiing. Rev. ed., S & S,l958. 
For begirmer9 intermediate and expert. BBHS. 
Kramer9 Franz. Ski the New W&• Sterling9 1959. 
The new Austrian way of skiing. CH Fall, 1958. 
Lunn9 Peter. Skiing Primer. 2nd rev. ed. 9 Transatlantic9 1951. 
• llicoleau9 Tyler. Power Skiing illustrated. Ronald9 1949. 
A step-by~tep analysis and demonstration of the elementary• intermediate and 
advanced skills which lead to powerful and controlled high speed expert skiing. 
(over) 
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O'Raar, Johnny. Skiing mustrated. Barnes, A. S. 1956. 
Instruction is based Oil Canadien Ski Syatem. LJ February 1, 19 58. 
Pfeiffer, J. Douglas. Skiing with Pfeiffer. Ski BkB., 1958. 
Polasek, Ollie. Skiing. Barnes, .L s. 1960. 
Guide to the latest aodern internationally accepted techniques of skiing. 
Equipment, wearing apparel, ski positions, and wedel;yn. LJ October 11 1960. 
Prager, Walter. Skiing. Rev. ed., Ronald, 195. 
Fundamentals, slalom techniques, and competitive skiing. LJ November 1, 1951. 
Sports mustrated. Sports nlustrated Book of sugng• Lippincott, 1960. 
"Manual on the shortsw:tllg teclliiique, compris an entire course of instructioa 
from pre-season exercises to on-the-slope coaching." LJ October 11 1960. 
JIISCELLANEOUS 
Riddell, James. Ski Runs of Austria. British Bk., 1958. 
Describes the runs, sports events, and personalities. 
--------------. Ski Runs of Switzerland. British Bk., 1957. 
SOCCER 
FICTION 
Mackellar, William. A Goal :for OTeg. McKa;v", 1958. 
Story about a boy's struggle to regain con:fidence in himself when he loses part 
of his foot in an accident. He is sure his sports career is finished, but aa 
understanding coach helps him to llllk e a comeback. CH Fall, 1958. 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
Q Cox, Keturah, ed. Selected Soccer-Speedball Articles. .uHPER, 1957. 
DiClemente, F. F. Soccer mustrated. Ronald, 1955. 
Fundamentals, tecbiliques, offensive and defensive plqs. BBHS. 
Loftus-Tottenham, Henry. Your Book o:f Soccer. Transatlantic, 1958. 
Introductory book. 
V-Five Association of America. Soccer. Rev. ed., DRited States Naval Institute, 
1950. 
SOFTBALL 
FICriON 
-~Renick, Marion L. Dooleys Play Ball. Scribner, 1949. 
• 
TECHNJQUE/COACHJNG • 
Q Kneer, Marian. Selected So:ftball Articles. AAHPER1 1956. 
• 
• 
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G Mitchell, Viola. Softball for Girls. 3rd edo 9 Ronald, 1952. 
- History9 fundamenta:ls and techniques 9 coaching, scoring, and umpiring. BBHS • 
Noren• Artlmr To Softball. 3:rd ed •. o Ronald9 1959. 
History, fundamentals and techniques 9 ru.les 9 positions ani team play. BCR. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Jacobs 9 Go and J. R. McGrory. Softball Rul.es in Pictures. Grosset. 1959. 
BIOO:RAPHY 
Allen9 Mel and Frank Graham Jr. It Takes Heart. Harper, 1959. 
"Inspiring stories of heroic lives and heroic moments in sports. Triumphant 
examples of men and wanen who, in the cl.utch9 rose above pain and misfortune and 
found that •extra something' .•• JLB 1960. 
Baker, Louise. Out On a Limb. :lfcGraw9 1946. 
An autobiographical account of a girl who made a good life for herself although 
she lost a leg in childhood. She managed to roller skate9 swim9 .play tennis, and 
finally became a reporter. 
Boynick, David K. Champions by Setba.!:!!;. Crowell, 1954. 
True stories about great athletes who overcame physical handicaps to excell in 
their chosen sports. 
Campbell9 Gordon. Famous American Athletes of Todayo 9th series. Farrar, Straus. 
1945. 
Clark, Glenn. A Man's Reach8 Autobiograpgy. Harper, 1949. 
A retired professor and athletic coach of Macalester College in St. Paul tells 
of a successful life based on a faith in prayer. V. 
Corum9 Billo Off and Runn~. Holt9 1959e 
Autobiography of a Missouri boy who became a famous sportswriter. LJ 
October 19 1959. 
*Davis• Mac. One Hundred Greatest Sports Heroe!!o Rev. ed. 9 Grosset9 1958. 
Short biographies of athletes representing all the major sports and many of 
the minor ones. RCB 19.54. 
*Fitzgerald9 Edward Eo Champions in Sports and Spirit. F.arrar 9 Straus. 1956. 
--------------. Heroes of Spo:JC:!:o Bartholomew9 1960. 
Character sketches of leadillg sports figures including Yogi Berra9 Sam Snead, 
Willie Mays 9 Eddie .Arcaro 9 etc. 
*----------~. More Champions in Sports and Spirit. Farrar9 Straus. l959o 
Eight short biograph1cal sketches of Musial9 Basilio9 etc • 
Henderson, Edwin Bancroft. The Negro in Sports. Assoc. Publishers, 1939. 
Amateur and professional eports with photographs of outstanding Negro athletes. 
WBT. 
(over) 
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*Heyn, Ernest V. Twelve :More Sport Immortals. Bartholomew, 1951. 
Brief bic;.graphies of famous men in the sports field, giving reasone for their 
success. BBJH. 
Hirshberg, .lJ. and Joe McKenney. Famous American .1thletes of Today. lOth series. • 
Farrar, Straus. 1947. 
Johnston, Charles H. L. P'anous American J.thletes of Today. lst series. Farrar, 
Straus. 19.38. 
Mullin, W:lllard and Dave Camerer. Hand in Sport. Barnes, A. s. 1957 .. 
A famous sports cartoonist tells the word and picture story of his .35 years as 
a newspapennan-artist. LJ October 1, 19 57 o 
*Pratt, John Lowell. Sport, Sport, ~ort. Watts, 1960. 
"With !ill major sports represeDied, these action stories emphasize genuine 
sportsmanship in athletic competition. Many popular sports figures are featured 
such as Joe Dimagio, Althea Gibson, Ben Hogan, etc •• lt CH Spring, 1960. 
Ribalow, Harold V. Jew in American Sports. Rev. ed., Bloch, 1959. 
Personality stories of 28 Jewish sports stars and accounts of their accom-
plishments. 
**Rice, Grantland. The Tumult and the Shouting; l(v Lile in Sport. Barnes, A. s. 
1954. Autobiography of a famous sportswriter, the originator of sports 
films and friend of great athletes. A summing up of 50 years of American sport. 
LJ February 1, 1955. 
Richards, Bob. Heart of a Champion. Revell, 1959. 
**Stump, Al J. Champions !gainst Odds. Macrae, 1952. 
Twenty one stories about famous athletes hurdling such obstacles as physical, 
racial, economic, and social odds. GER. 
Waldman, Frank. FanX>us American Athletes of Today• ll.th series. Farrar, Straus. 
1949. 
Whitmarsh, Francis E. Famous American Athletes of Todf'X. 14th and 15th series. 
Farrar. Straus. 1955. Biographies of at!lletes all fields of sports. 
FICTION 
*Chute, Beatrice Joy. Teen-Age Sports Parada. Grosset, 1949. 
Collection of sport stories. 
Coombs, Charles Ira. Teen-Age Ch!mpion Sports Stories. Grosset, 195.3. 
Douglas, Gilbert. Hardnose. Crowell, 1957. 
About a boy who excelled in nothing but courage. 
**Felsen, Henry Gregor. Bertie Comes Through. Dutton, 1947. 
Fat 15 year old Bertie tries to make good in every sport. However, even 
though he fails• his school loyalty and good sportsmanehip finally endear him to 
his schoolmates. BBHS. 
*Fulton, Reed. Rookie Coach. Doubleday, 1955. 
A coach's first year of coaching a high school team. JL April 15, 1955. • 
• 
• 
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G Furman, Abraham Loew. Every Girl.s Sports Stories. Grosset, 1.959 and Lantern, 1.956. 
Short ~ort stories. LJ November 1.5, 1956 • 
Herzberg, Max J. Treasure Chest of Sport Stories. Messner, 1951. 
Stories by Damon Runyan, B. J, Chute, John Foote, etc. 
Hickman, Herman. Herman Hickman's Scrapbook... S &. S, 1.953. 
"An anthology of anecdotes, short readiligs and poetry; most of them rel.ating to 
football and other sports ••••• Suitable for publ.ic speakers and others interestedin 
developing good sportsmanship. n LJ January 1., 19 54. 
Jackson, Jesse. Charley starts from Scratch. Harper, 1958. 
A Negro makes his own way as a wage earner athl.ete, BOY 1.958. 
*Keating, Lawrence. Kid Brother. Westminster, 1.956. 
Kid brother ngoofsOI when it comes to living up to his brother in schol.arship 
and sports. However, he finall.y straightens out. JL October 1.5, 1956. 
*Meader, Stephen W. Will to Win and other Stories, Harcourt, 1.936. 
Short sport stories. GBP.I. 
Me~, Tom, ed, Collier's Greatest Sports Stories. Barnes, A.S. 1955. 
Thirty-Bight stories and articles selected from over 600 in RColl.ier's"maga-
zine from 1899-1955 by famous writers. LJ December 1, 1955. 
*Owen, Frank. Teen-!ge Sports Stories. Grosset, 1.956. 
Collection of sports stories. iRR. 
*-----------. Teen-Age Victory Parade. Grosset, 1.958. 
Schwed, Peter am Herbert Wind. Great Stories form the World of Sport. S &. S, 
1.958. Stories about every sport. LJ October 1, 1958. 
HISTORY 
Associated Press Review. Year in Sports. Prentice-Hall, 1.958. 
The Associated Press Review of the memorabl.e sports events of 1957 covering 
all sports from archery to yachting with spectacular photographs. 
•Bonner, Jlary Graham. The Real Book About Sports. Doubled~, 1958. 
Brief commentaries on the m~ thrilling moments in sports events that make 
up the history of sports. LJ January 15, 1959. 
Cereghini, Jlario. Five Thousand Years of Winter Sports. Heinmano 
-cozens, Frederick w. and Florence s. Stumpf. Sports in American Life. u. of 
Chicago, 1953. "A study of the basic sociological significance of the rapid 
growth during the past five years of sports and recreation in America. The role 
of the Church, attitude of labor9 sportspage9 government, race relationships and 
international aspects are discussed with objectivity." LJ January 11 1954. 
Daley, Arthur.. Sport of The Times. Dutton9 1959. 
"First-hand reporting of colorful people of the sports world produces enter-
tainment and enlightening reading for sports fans." JL October 15, 1959. 
Davis, Mac. orts Shorts& Astonishin 1959. 
Stories of great moments in spor s. 
(over) 
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**Durant, John md otto Bettman. Pictorial History of' American Sports. Barnes, A. s. 
1952. Survey of' sports from colonial times to the present. "Complete histori-
cal, pictorial., and narrative record. Authors have uncovered little known facts 
about sports in the early days and have produced a book that is not only the story • 
of' sports but also the story of' one phase of' America." BBHS. 
Ewing, William C. Sports of' Colonial Williamsburg. Dietz, 1937, 
Fitzgerald, Edward. Treasury of' Sport Stories. Putnam, 1955. 
Articles by well-known sports writers selected f'rom"Sport Magazine", LJ 
June 1, 1955. 
Gardiner, Edward Norman. Athletics of' the Ancient World. OX!ord U, P., 1930, 
Goldman, Richard P. Sportswriters' Choice. Barnes A. S. 1958. 
An anthology of writings of' leading sportswriters, past and present, each with 
an introduction by the author. LJ December 1, 1958. 
Harvey, Charles, ed. Sport International. Bames, A. s. 1961. 
Statistics, history, and notables of various sports. LJ February 1, 1961. 
Krout, J. A. Annals of' American Sport, Yale, 1929 • 
Ledbrooke, Archibald William. Great Moments in Sport. 
Thrilling incidents in various sports retold. LJ 
Roy Pub., 1956. 
AprU, 1956, 
**Marsh, Irving T. and Edward Ehre 9 eds. Best Sports Stories. 
An anthology of' American sportswriting and photography. 
**-----------~~----------------, Best Sports Stories. 
An anthology of' American sportswriting and photography. 
**-------------------------------------. Best Sports Stories, 
An anthology of American sportswriting an:i photography. 
Smith. Red. Out of the Red. Knopf, 1950. 
Dutton,l956. 
GER. 
Dutton, 1959. 
Dutton, 1960. 
Selections from the author's column in the "New York Herald Tribune", 1945-
1950, covering prominent personalities and events in practically all sports, .. 
LJ :March 1 9 1950. 
**Tunis, John Robert. American Way in Sport. Duell, 1958. 
11What has happened in American sport in the past 50 years starting with an 
eyewitness account of the first world series •••• keen observation on athletics in 
college arrl high school." CH Fall9 1958. 
Wind, Herbert Warren. Great Stories from the World of Sport. S & S, 1958. 
Adams, Chet. All in 6port. Assoc. Booksellers, 1961. 
Chute, Beatrice Joy, Shift to the Right. :Macmillan, 1944. 
Stories of football, track, and skiing humorously told. BAD. 
Masin, Herman L. ,;;Tr.:..:;:e.::as:;:;:::.&...:i';;...:::.t:;;~~~mr....;.:W:;:i:.::tt:=o!-::-'S"-t:::o:::rc.::i:::e:.::s:....::an=:d...:Ane:::::::.:c::.::d:::o:..;te;:::.;;s~fr:;-om:;:;:...,t::h=.e 
World of Spor s. Stories, poems, verses, definitions, 
and interviews. LJ • 
• 
• 
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New Yorker. New Yorker Album of Sports and Games, 1925-1958. Harper, 1958. 
Over 400 cartoons chosen by the editors of "The NE!1V Yorker" from that peri-
odical. LJ Januaey 1, 1959. 
Ratliff, Harold V, I Shook the Hand. Naylor, 1948. 
---------. It Was Like This. Naylor, 1953. 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
~Ainsworth, Dorothy et a1, Individual Sports for Wome~. 3rd ed., Saunders, 1955. 
History and basic fu.'ldamentai.s of archery, badminton, bowling, golf, etc. BOR. 
lllen, Ethan et al, J.!~I:: Sports Techniques Ulustrated. Ronald, 1954. 
The five titles InCTuded in this volume are also available separately. Covers 
baseball, football, basketball, track and fieldo 
**American Association for Health, PhysiGal Education, and Recreation. Physical Edu-
cation for High Scho">l St.udent.s. Rev, ed, ~ AAHPER, 1960. "A comprehensive and 
authoritatiVe heatrnehl:-oi phY:"lical educaMon designed to serve either as a text-
book or supplementary reading for high school students, Covers history, rules, 
skills, strategy, equipment, safety and sportsmanship for 20 sports, dance and 
recreational games.~ BBHS. 
Armbruster, David A. Sr, and Leslie W, Irwin, Basic Skills in Sports. 2nd ed., 
Mosby, 1958, Presents the essential techniques, strategies, offenses and de-
fenses of team and individual sports for both men and women, BOR. 
Bancroft, Jessie Hubbell, Games. Revised and ~nlargedp Macmillan, 1937. 
A comprehensive guide to play-a~ti";rities, games and sports of all kinds. Games 
classified into age groups and school groups. 
Donnelly, Richard Joseph et al.. Active Games and Contests. 2nd ed., Ronald, 1958. 
A collection of 1800 games and contests of vigorous nature. Traditional and 
well-known forms of games together with new innovations. All types of sports are 
included. BOR, 
**Fait, Hollis et al. Manual of ~ical Ed~cation Activities. Saunders, 1956. 
Complete techniques and rules are described for teaching 26 different sports 
for men and women, BOR. 
Hindman, Darwin A. Complete Book of Games and Stunts. 
Directions for almos~oOO games both outdoor and 
f'ied according to their basic principles, 
Prentice-Hall, 1956. 
indoor. Games are classi-
------ -. Handbook of Active Games. Prentice-Hall, 1951. 
Over 800 games are described ill.cluding every recognized major and minor ath-
letic or gymnastic game, BOR. 
(over) 
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Keith, Harold, Slorts and Games, Rev, ed. 9 Crowell, 1960, 
An introduct on to lS sports rm ging from badminton to wrestling, Sketches 
history of each game and instruction on how to play it. New edition emphasizes 
split T instead of single wing. RCB 1960, 
CiMLey, Katherine and Donna M, Miller, Individual and Team Sports for Women, 
- Prentice-Hall, 1955. History• and chaPters on how to teach skills, strategies 
and rules simultaneously. LJ jpril• 1955. 
Means, Louis E. Physical Education Activities. Brown. w. c. 1952, 
~Meyer, :Margaret H, and Marguerite M. Schwarz, Team 2idrts for Girls and Women, 
- 3rdo ed., Saunders, 1957. Fwldamental skllls di'ilis !or field hockey, 
soccer, speedball• volleyball, Uld basketball. Also 9 team tactics, BCR. 
Mitchell, Elmer D~on. Sports for Recreation and How to Play Them. Revised ed, 9 
Ronald, 1952. Treats every sport from the point of view of the beginner 
or average pl~er. Attempts to develop interest in wholesome recreations. 
LJ January 1" 1953. 
Mulac, Margaret Elizabeth. Game Book, Harper, 1946. 
Contains more than 600 games for special events and programs. Includes water 
games. 
~ Paterson, Ann, Team Sports for Girls, Ronald• 1958, 
Seaton• Don C, et al, Basic Book of Sports, Prentice-Hall• 1956. 
Brief history• basic rUles ,rundlililentai skills, helpful hints 9 and safety rules, 
BOR, 
---- --. P~sical Education Handbook. 3rd ed,, Prentice-Hall, 1959. 
Textbook which inc!U:es history and theory of athletic games and information 
on techniques, LJ September 1., 1954. 
Shaw, John H. et al. Individual 6ports for Men, 2nd ed,, Saunders, 1955, 
Sports lllustrated, ed. ~or 2lorts Tecl:f¥lues Illustrated. Lippincott, 1961. 
Includes baseball, bas etb 1, !ootb and track athletics. Titles also are 
available separately, 
Wood, Clement and Gloria Goddard. C~lete Book of Games, Doubleday, 1948. 
Indoor and outdoor games far ai age levels. 
Yocom, Rachel D. and Ho B. Hunsaker. Individual Sports for Men and Women, Ronald, 
1947. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
G American Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation. Sports Libr~ 
- for Girls and Women. AAHPERo Each sports guide contains official pla;ying ru es 
for girls and women, articles on techniques, teaching, organization, bibliographies 
and certain special features related to the sports covered in the respective books, 
Current edition The official guides Next edition 
1959-1961 Aquatics July, 1961 
• 
l96D-1962 Archery-Riding June, 1962 • 
1960-1961 Basketball ~gust, 1961 
1960-1962 Bowling-Fencing-Golf June • 1962: 
1960-1962 Field Hockey-Lacrosse August, 1962 
• 
• 
(continued) Sports Library for Girls and Women. 
Current edition The official~ides 
1960-1962 Soccer-Bpeedba 
1960-1962 Softball-Track and Field 
1960-1962 Tenais-Badminton 
1959-1961 Volleyball 
1959-1961 Winter Sports and Outing Activies 
~5-
Next. edition 
July, 1962 
Ju.uacy, 1962 
June, 1962 
August, 1961 
July, 1961 
**Bunn, John W. Art of Officiating Sports. 2nd ed., Prentice-Hall, 1957. 
A philosophY of officiatilig sports plus techniques of applying these principles 
to individual sports. Guide for coaches and officials. 
Cummings, Parke. Diction~ of Sports. Ronald, 1949. 
Dictionacy of sports rminology including some 9,000 terms in alphabetical 
order from slang to orthodox and covering evecy known sport. 
**Heath, Harcy E. Jr. and Lou Gelfand. How to Cover, Write and Edit Sports. 2nd ed., 
Iowa State, 1957. For sportswriters and those aspiring tO the profession. 
LJ June 1, 1952. 
**Hyde, Margaret O, and Edwin Hyde. Where Speed is King. Revised ed., McGraw, 1961. 
"Sports lovers1whether spectators or active participants, will be interested 
in this survey of the sports in which speed is important. Discusses track, swim-
ming, winter sports, sailing, waterskiing, etc. Peysical qualifications, special 
training, techniques, and safety are considered, Great personalities are men-
tioned." BBHS. 
Jordan, Emil Leopold. Hammonds orts Atlas of America: Guide to Good Fishin 
Huntin and other Outdoor S arts in the Uni ed S ates and Cana a. Hammond, 
19 Ind cates best hunting areas, fishing grounds, ski runs, canoeing, yacht-
ing, golf courses, etc. 
*Lacey, John. Make Your Own Outdoor Sports Equipment. Putnam, 1955. 
Simple directions for making po'go sticks, archecy equipment, etc. BBJH. 
**Menke, Frank G. Encyclopedia of Sports. Revised ed,, Barnes, A. s. 1960. 
Presents historical facts about indoor and outdoor sports and games, rules, 
records, lists of champions, attendance totals and salaries. BBHS. 
Mitchell, Elmer D. et al. Sports Officiating. Ronald, 1949. 
*Mullin, Wilard. The JUJlior illustrated Enc clo edia of S orts. Bobbs, 1960. 
The histocy and amous peop e of our mos popular sports with an emphasis on 
statistics. BOY 1960. 
Salak, Jolm s. Dictionacy of American Sports. Philosophical, 1960. 
"A glossacy defining and describing the major American sports-their rules, 
tools, and famous games."' LJ June 1, 1960. 
Sports illustrated, eds, §Pectacle of Sport. Prentice-Hall, 1957. 
Over 180 full-color action photographs accompany sports essays by such popular 
writers as Saroyan, lWlie, Faulkner, Rrost, etc • 
*Tunis, John Robert. S ort for the Fun of It A Handbook arts 
Including the Official Rules. Revised ed., nald, 19 • Origins, background, 
equipment, playing area, bibliograpey, and rules of such sports as archecy, bad-
minton, bowling, golf, skating, skiing, softball, tennis, etc. BBJH. 
(over) 
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G Vanier, Maryhelen and Holly B. Poindexter. Individual and Team Sports for Girls 
- and Women. Saunders, 1960. 
Wood, William R. et al, Just for Sport. Lippincott, 1943. • 
A collection of short stories and articles about sports and those who take 
part in them. BY 1951. 
sw:D!IliNG, DIVIlll:, AND LIFE SA.VIOO 
FICTION 
Benson, Mildred. Quarry Ghost, Dodd, 1959. 
Story of a college journaliam student and her skindiving and competitive swim-
ming episodes. 
*Mullins, Richard, Swimmer, Funk, 1957. 
"College swimming star Harry Williams wanted to belt. the world record in the 
440, but learned the importance and value of sacrificing personal glory for team 
victory," BBJH. 
•Renick, Marion R. Sw~ Fever, Scribner, 1947. 
A swimming story w an element of mystery. FRR. 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
American Red Cross. Life Saving and Water Safety. Doubleday, 1956. 
Planned and written as a resource to which anyone interested in water safety 
can refer. Designed to be a textbook for the Red Cross life saving course and 
can be used by instructor and pupil. 
--------------. Swimminfnsnd Diving. Doubleday, 1938. 
The system of swimming struction developed by the Red Cross. Suitable for 
study in connection with swimming lessons, 
American Visuals Corporation. Skill, Safety, and Sport in Swimming. Assn. Press, 
1956. 
Armbruster, David A. Sr. et al. Swimming and Diving. 3rd ed., Mosby, 1958. 
The technique of each stroke and dive is clearly explained. BOR. 
Friermood, Harold T. DICA Water Safety and Life Savin~. Assn. Press, 1957. 
In addition to methods and equipment for life saV1ng, suggestions for organi-
zation and lesson by lesson outlines are given. 
Gabrielsen, M. Alexander et al. Aquatics Handbook. Prentice-Hall, 1960, 
Basic techniques, origin, and v&iue of different aquatic activities such as 
swimming, diving, water skiing, bait casting, etc. Illustrates how to participate 
successfully in competitive and synchronized swimming and master the art of fancy 
diving. 
Harlan, Bruce. Diving. Sterling, 1961, 
Beginning to advanced diving techniques. 
Hedges, Sid G, Swimming snd Diving, Assn, Press, 1957, 
-----. Swimming in Twelve Lessons. As soc, Booksellers, 1957. 
• 
• 
• 
Jarvis, Margaret A. Your Book of Diving. Transatlantic, 1959. 
How to progress from the first stages up to taking part in diving competitioh .. 
and displays. Also, safety precautions and how to practice diving on dry lando 
LJ February 1, 1959. 
Transatlantic, 1957. 
-----------. Your Book of Swimm~. 
Introduction to all aspects of sw ng from the elementary stages to training 
for races. LJ February 1, 1957. 
**Kiphuth Robert and H. M. Burke. Basic Swimming. Yale, 1950. 
Complete manual of methods and teaching technique written by an authority on 
swimming. For people of all ages and skills. Includes basic strokes to competi~ 
tive swimming. BBHS. 
-!t-------. Swimming. Ronald, 1942. 
Brief history of strokes, exercises, training and techniques of different 
strokes for the competitive swimmer. BBJH. 
McAllister, Evelyn Ditton. Easy Steps to Safe Swimming; A Swimming Handbook. 2nd 
revised ed., Vantage, 1959. 
Mann, Matt and Sports Illustrated, eds. Sports Illustrated Book of Swimming. 
Lippincott, 1961. Instruction in methods the author has found to be most 
successful on the basic crawl, back stroke and breast strokes. LJ February 1,1961. 
Moriarty, Phil and Christian Sparks. Springboard Diving. Ronald, 1959. 
Basic principles of diving for the beginner and the active competitor. LJ 
October 1, 1959. 
Ryan, Jack. Learning to Swim is Fun. Ronald, 1960. 
History of swimming9 safety rules, basic strokes, diving, and water games. 
BPR Vol. 1, # 10. 
Sava, Charles and Charles D. Chanplin. How to Teach Yourself and Your Family to 
Swim Well. S & S, 1960. A manual with particular emphasis on teaching 
children how to swim; also useful for the advanced swimmer. LJ February 1,1960. 
Silvia, Charles E. Life Saving and Water Safety Instruction. Assn. Press, 1958. 
Smale, Richard. In Swimming, Do It This Way. 
For beginners. Teaches confidence first 
September 15, 1953. 
Transatlantic, 1953. 
and then watermanship. 
Spears, Betty. Beginning Synchronized Swimming_. Burgess, 1958. 
LJ 
Introduction to synchronized swimming, different strokes and stunts, combina-
tions of strokes and stunts, accompaniment,composition and bibliography. BOR. 
Sports Illustrated, ed. 5ports Illustrated Book of Swimming. Lippincott, 1961. 
Complete course for beginning swimmers. CH Spring, 1961. 
Williams, Esther. and Bob Thomas. Synchronized Swimming. 2nd ed., Ronald, 1958. 
**Yates, Fern and Theresa W. Anderson. Synchronized Swimminf. 2nd ed., Ronald, 1958 • 
Explains how swimming strokes and stunts may be taugh to rhythmic accompani-
ment. Methods, techniques, and formations. 
(over) 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
TENNIS 
BIOORAPHY 
Gibson, Althea. I Always Wanted to be Somebody. Harper, 1958. 
The tennis championls story of her will to win and the obstacles she found 
in her path from Harlem to the royal courts of Wimbledon and Forest Hills. BBFC. 
Gonzales, Pancho as told to Cy Rice. Man With a Racket. Barnes, A. S. 1.959. 
Hart, Doris. Tennis with Hart. Lippincott, 1.955. 
Handicapped from chil.dhood with a l.eg ailment, Doris had enough faith, courage, 
and patience to become a champion tennis pl.ayer. 
B:oad, Lew. The Life Stoff of Lew Hoad. Prentice-Hall, 1.958. 
The story of lustra ui s controversial. tennis king. 
:llulloy, Gardnar, Will to Win. Barnes, A. s. 1.960, 
Career as an amateur Wimbledon winner and number one ranking pl.ayer in the 
United States touches on many of the l.eading personalities in the tennis worl.d, 
LJ October 1., 1.960. 
Tal.bert, Will.iam F. and John Sharnik. Pl.aying for Life. Little, 1.959. 
A tennis star's fight against diabetes, BTA l960. 
FICTION 
**Carse, Robert. The Winner. Scribner, 1.955. 
The story of a boy who is an excellent amateur tennis pl.ayer, but who has to 
decide at the peak of his career whether to continue with tennis or hel.p his 
family who has just had a financial. crisis, 
Harkins, Philip. Game, Carol Cam~~. Morrow, 1958. 
"Set in California, this storysows what it means to be a tournament tennis 
player, the years of training, and the discouraging cl.imb from one division to the 
next until the championship." CH Fall, 1.958. 
*Paul.son, Jack. Match Point. Westminster, 1.956. 
"Jake B:l'own's winning the National Boys' Tennis Championship canes as an anti-
cl.imax to the conquest of his sensitivity.about his size." JL March 1.5, 1.956. 
Porter, Mark. Set Point. S & S, 1960, 
Win Hadley lands a summer job at the public tennis courts that enabl.es him to 
enter the State Junior Tennis Tournament, 
Tunis, John Robert. Champion's Choice. Harcourt, 1.942. 
"The story of a champion woman tennis player with a final. decision to rel.in-
• 
quish the challenge of the game for a career as a wife. Love element is secondary • 
to the psychological. trial.s of the making of achlmpion from practicing against a 
garage door in childhood to winning a Wimbl.edon titl.e.n· BWL. 
• 
• 
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G*Walden, Amelia Elizabeth. Queen of the Courts. Westminster, 1959. 
- Tennis meant everything to Jackie Logan and she was determined to "Wi.n the 
championship, After several painful incidents, she learned that life,too,is a 
game not always won. BBJH. 
HISTORY 
Cummings, Parke. American Tennis! The Sto of a Game md Its Peo le, Little,l957. 
Great moments and great names of American tennis from 1 7 to present champion-
ship play at Forest Hills. SB. 
T_EcHNIQUE/COACHING 
Budge, Lloyd, Tennis Made Easy. Ronald, 1945. 
For beginners and teachers of beginners. All important fundamentals, 
Driver, Helen I. Tennis Self-Instructor. 2nd ed., Driver, 1960, 
Fraley, Oscar and Charles Yerkow. How to Play Championship Tennis. Hill & Wang, 
1954. 
Hankinson, John Trevor, Lawn Tennis. Macmillan, 1951. 
**Hillas, Marjorie and J. R. LeFevre. A Manual for Teachers with Materials, methods 
· and Programs for Group Instruction. Brown, W, C. 1955. Fundamental strokes 
and other aspects of tennis. 
Jacobs, Helen Hull. Tennis. Ronald, 1941. 
Basic instructions. 
**Jaeger, Eloise, Teaching Tennis for School and Recreation Programs. Burgess, 1959. 
G Johnson, Joan, ed, Selected Tennis-Badminton Articles. AAHPER, 1957, 
- ' 
**Last, F. W, How to Play Tennis. Assoc. Booksellers, 1955. 
Mace, Wynn apd Tyler Micoleau. Tennis Techniques Illustrated, Ronald, 1952. 
Terlnie techniques for beginners, Strokes and strategy. BBJH, 
Murphy, William and Chester Murphy. Tennis for Beginners. Ronald, 1958. 
Fundamentals and techniques for beginners. Introduces buddy system where two 
begirlning players of approximately the same age coach and practice with each 
other and follow the instructions. BBJH, 
Patterson, Norman Ho Complete Lawn Tennis P1ayer. 3rd ed., Macmillan, 1957. 
---------------. Lawn Tennis Courtcraft: Tactics and Psychology. 3rd ed., 
Macmillan, 1947, 
Sports Illustrated and William Talbert. Sports Illustrated Book of Tennis. 
Lippincott, 1961. Analysis of stroke md gane, doubles and mixed doubles. 
LJ February 1, 1961. 
Talbert, William F. and Bruce S, Old. Game of Doubles in Tennis. Holt, 1956, 
Deals with the many practical and theoretical differences between singles and 
doubles play, Shows how great players carried out their doubles thinking. LJ 
February 1, 1956 • 
Tilden, William T. 
Teaches one to 
March 1, 1950, 
How to Play Better Tennis. S & S, 1950, 
play tennis and how to think about the g4/llewhile playing. LJ 
(over) 
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Walter, Gerard. Your Book of Lawn Tennis. Transatlantic, ~956. 
Guide for the beginner--all strokes and tactics for singles and doubles. LJ 
Februar,y 1, 1956. 
KISCELLANEOUS 
Brady, Maurice. Enc~lopedia of Lawn Tennis. Washburn, ~9 59. 
All facets or t game, brier biographies of players, histories of Davis.-
Wightman, and Wimbledon Cups, and results of modern championship ranking lists. 
LJ June 1, 1959. 
Connolly, Maureen. Power Tennis. Ronald, 1954. 
•The author has written this beginning book on tennis for the teen-age player. 
Intermingled with the tennis instructions in the opening and closing chapters, 
there is quite a bit of autobiographic material." BBHS. 
TRACK and FlELD 
BIOGRAPHY 
Bannister, Roger. Four Minute llile. Dodd, 1955. 
The English medical student who made sports history by running the mile in 
3 minutes and 56.6 seconds tells of the events that led to the big moments. BBC. 
Loader, William Reginald. Sprinter. Macmillan, 1961. 
A British middle-distance runner gives a first-hand account of the pain, lone-
liness and joy that makes up the llie of a born runner. LJ February 1, 1961. 
Schoor, Gene. Jim Thorpe Storyt America's Greatest Athlete. Messner, 1951. 
Story of the great athlete and Decathlon wrnDer. BAO. 
Zamperini, Louis m d Helen I tria. Devil at )ly Heels 1 The Story of Louis Zanperini. 
FICTION 
MBrier, Howard. Cinder Cyclone. Random, 1952. 
Story of a high school track rivalry that carried over into college. GBR. 
*Crump, Irving. Birdsong Boys. Friendship, 1955. 
*Frick1 Constance H. Comeback G~. Harcourt, 1961. 
"Jeff Stanley loses his p~ce on the cheering squad because of bragging and 
crueltf to fellow students. With the help of the guidance counselor, Jeff very 
slowly changes his outlook and learns that losing with a smile has its own re-
wards." LJ Karch 15, 1961. 
•---- • Patch. Harcourt, 1957. 
A newcomer to West High School, who is a natura born runner, makes the track 
team, learns team responsibility, overcomes the underhanded tricks of a team-
mate and becomes a star miler. 
*Gartner, John. Sons of Mercm. Dodd, 1956. 
How the various persona~ies of the team members were guided through the 
league finals in track and field events. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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*Keating, Lawrence A. False Start. Westminster, 1955. 
Ted Stannard is ambitious in his Senior year--sets his goal for straight A's, 
and renews his dream of trying for a record in the 220. JBA. 
------------. Junior Miler. Westminster, 1958. 
"Scholastic ineligibilit.Y, suspension because of innocent horseplay,a hostile 
teammate, and the fact that his father is principal creates problems for Andy as 
he tries to train himself for another crack at the indoor mile record. RCB,l959o 
Porter, Mark. Duel on the Cinders. S & S, 1960. 
Teen-age Win Hadley discovers that participating in a track meet can be chal-
lenging and difficult. BPR Vol. 1, # 12. 
Summers, James Lo Trouble on the Run. Westminster, 1955. 
**Tunis, John Robert. Duke Decides. Harcourt, 1939. 
The story of a captain of a college track team and his trip to Berlin as a mem-
ber of the Olympic team. 
----------. I:iron Duke, Harcourt, 1949. 
An outstanding student and athlete from a small midwestern high school enters 
Harvard where he finds himself unknown and ignored. However, in his Junior year, 
he achieves fame by breaking the intercollegiate record for the two mile race. 
Reaction is tempered by the sense of values gained at the university. 
---------------, other Side of the Fence. Morrow, 1953. 
Pole vaulting. 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
**Bresnahan, George T. et al, Track and Field Athletics. 5th ed., Mosby, 1960. 
Physical qualifications, necessary equipment and techniques are given for each 
event with recent research in the field. BBHS. 
**Calise~, Wallack. Teaching Track and Field. Interstate, 1960. 
Canham, Don and Tyler Micoleau, Cross Country Techniques nlustrated. Ronald, 1953. 
----------------. Field Techniques nlustrated. Ronald, 1952. 
Fundamental techniques of ill field events, equipment, and training methods. 
------------------------=, Track Techniques nlustrated. Ronald, 1952. 
Advice and pictures on all t.YPes of track athletics for beginners. BBJH. 
*Conger, Ray Milton. Track and Field, Ronald, 1.939. 
Techniques for beginners. BBJHo 
Cummings, George. Walking for Road and Track. Assoc. Booksellers, 1957. 
Doherty, John K. Modern Track and Field. Prentice-Hall, 1953. 
Organization, history, essentials on correct form, common faults and proper 
tral.ning of the body. LJ September 1 9 1953 • 
Duncan, Sandy. In Athletics Do It This Way-. Transatlantic, 1952. 
Gauthier, George E. and George Haney. Fundamentals of Track and Fiel.d Athletics. 
Burgess, 1959. 
(over) 
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Jordan, Pa;yt.on and Mar11hall K. )(cClelland. Track and Field for Boys. Follett, 1960. 
Prov:!.des instruction!! on fundamentals of 15 track and field events. Sections on 
diet, body care,, and mental attitutdes. BPR Vol. 19 (I B. 
Kinzle, Don. Practical Track Athletics. Ronald, 1957, • 
Training, mechanic!! of running, hurdle, endurance, and speed events. BOR. 
**Luke 9 Brother Go Coaching Hif! School Track and Field. Prentice-Hall9 1958. Quick reference.for camp eta coverage. 
Meyer, Harold Albert, 1lodern Athletics. Oxford u. P., 1958. 
"Each track and field event is discussed by an outstanding athlete who spe-
cializes in it.w LJ June 19 1955. 
W1lortensen, Jesse P. and John Cooper. Track and Field. Prentice-Hall, 1960. 
"An analysis of the latest techniques alld the development of performance 
and coaching hints in all events.• LJ June la 1959. 
Stampfl, Franz. Franz Stampfl on Runn~. :Macmillan, 1956. 
Trainer of Roger Bannister and ot~ famous runners gives athletic fundamen-
tals, tactics, and complete schedules for all events from the spr!int to the 
10,000 meters. LJ April 1 9 1956. 
V-Five Association of America. Track and F:ield. Rev:!.sed ed. 9 United states Naval 
Institute. 1950. Emphasizea skUia for the development of physical ruggedness 
and all around agility. BOR. 
*~!Weber, Jake and Frank Rasby. Train~ Ollympic C~ns in Track and Field. 
lfacmillan9 1951.. Perfo:1.'111&1lCe ecllniques9 tr g advice. anecdotes and de-
scriptions of performing styles of fotmer track stars. LJ September 15, 1955. 
Wilt, Fred. How They Train. Track and Fiel.d9 1950. 
----. Training and Performance Diary, Track and Field9 1960. 
1liSCELLANEOUS 
Track and Field. Track and Field Annual. 1959 and 1960. Track and Field, 1960. 
TlWIPOLINim 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
Keeny, Chuck. TramtJlining Dllustrated. Ronald, 1961. 
Fifty rebound ling stunts. LJ February 19 1961 
**La Due, Frank and Jim Norman. Th.is :Is Tram~ol~. Nissen Trampoline Co., 200 A. 
Avenue, N. w., Cedar Rapide 9 Iowa. 19 9. inetructoro s text for the use 
in gymnastics of the trampoline. BPR Vol. 1 9 # 6. 
• 
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VOLLEYBALL 
• TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
Emery, Curtis R. Modern Volleyball. Macmillan, 1953. 
Complete coverage of the game from fmu:iamentals to precision plays. BOR. 
Laveaga, Robert Everett. Volle~l1. Ronald, 1942. 
Brief history, serve, hand g, setting up, etc., defensive and offensive play, 
equipment and officiating. 
G Lockhart, Aileen, ed. Selected Vol1eyball Articles. .A.IHPER, 1960. 
**lfelch, J. Edmund. How to Play and Teach Vol1eyball. Assn. Press, 1960. 
Twelve United States volleybal1 experts contribute information for each element 
of this sport. Special chapters on conditioning, officiating, and teaching tech-
niques. LJ February 1• 1960. 
liRESTLIID 
HISTORY 
Wilson, Charles M. Magnificent Scufflers! Revealing the Great Days When Alnerica 
wrestled the World. Greene, 1960. Brief history of American wrestling 
which includes the beginnings of wrestling in the mid-19th century among the 
fanners of Vermont, the big money bouts, and college and high school wrestling 
which develops skill and sportsma!lBhip. LJ January 15, 1960. 
TECHNIQUE/COACHING 
Gallagher, Edward Clark and Rex Perry. wrestli~o Revised ed., Ronald, 1951. 
Brief history, training and conditioning,chniques and fundamentals and 
pictures of individual holds. LJ January 1, 1952. 
Gatch, Frank. How to wrestle. Stein. 
**Kenney, Harold E. and Glenn C. Law. Wrestling. McGraw, 1952. 
Fundamentals and more advanced holds for students of amateur wrestling. LJ 
September 15, 1955. 
Perry, Rex and Arnold "Swede"' Umbach. wrestling. Sterling, 1961. 
Fundamentals and techniques. 
Sparks, Raymond E. Wrestling Ulustrated. Ronald, 1960. 
Self-teaching manual by wrestlers and coaches. BPR Vol. 1, # 10. 
Umbach, Arnold William and W. R. Johnson. Successful Wrestling. Brown, W. c., 
1960. In addition to covering the subject of amateur wrestling, there is a 
pictorial analysis of wrestling maneuvers, physical factors in successful wrest-
ling and psychological factors. 
• V-Five Association of America. Championship Wrestling. Revised ed., United S.tates 
Naval Institute, 1958. Adapts newest techniques to the needs of beginners, 
advanced wrestlers and Olympic candidates. LJ October 1, 1958. 
---=----------= 
• 
• 
• 
• 
A.UTHCR LISTilll 
Abrahams, Harold ll. Seventeenth. Ol.ympiad,Rome, 1960. OLY--H. 
A.dsu1, Chet. A.ll in Sport. SPO--Hu. 
Ainsworth, Dorothy et al. Individual Sports :ror Women. SPO--T. 
Allen, Archie. Handbook of Baseball Drill&. BB--T. 
Allen, Ethan. Baseball Play and Strategy. BB--T. 
-------. Baeeball Techniquee DJ.uetrated. BB--T. 
------. Major Sports Techniques nlustrated. SPO--T. 
--------. Winning Baseball. BB-T. 
Allen, George. Complete Book of Winning Footblil Drille. li'B-T. 
Allen, Lee. National League Story. BB-H. 
Allen, Mel am Frank Graham Jr. It Takes Heart. SP().....l!. 
Allison, Bob am Frank E. Hill. Kid Who Batted 1000. BB-F. 
Alnbrose, Kay. Ballet-Student's Primer. BAL-T. 
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Alnerican Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation. Pqrsical Education 
for High School Students. SPO--T. 
-----------------------------------------------------. aports Libra;z for Girls and 1Jomen. SPO--Jl. 
Alnerican Red Cross. Life Saving and Water Safety. SWI-T. 
-------. Swimming and Diving. SIJI-T. 
American Vieuals Corporation. Skill, Safety, and aport in Swimming. SWI-T. 
Anderson, Clary. Make the Team in Baseball. BB-T. 
Anderson, Forrest and Tyler Micoleau. Basketball Techniques DJ.ustrated. BKB-T. 
Antonacci, Robert J. Baseball for Young Champions. BB-T. 
-------. Football for Young Champions. FB-T. 
Archibald, Joseph. Backfield Twins. FB .... F. 
---·------. Billy Martin Story. BB--B • 
------------. Block That Kick. FB-F. 
--------. Bonus Kid. BB--F. 
(over) 
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------------------. Catcher's Choice. BB--F. 
------. Circus Catch. BB--F. 
----------. Double Play Rookie. BB-F. 
---------------. Falcons to the Fight. FB-F. 
----------. Fight Team Fight. FB-F. 
---. Fighting Coach. FB-F. 
--------------. First Base Hustler. BB--F. 
-------. Fullback Fury. FB-F. 
---------. Full Count. BB--F. 
·---. Go Navy Go. FB-F. 
-----------. Hold That Line. FB'-F. 
--------. Inaide Tackle. FB-1". 
-------. Jlister Slinphot. FB-F. 
--------------· Outfield Orphan. BB--F. 
-----. Rebel Halfback. liB-F. 
----------. Richie Ashburn Story. BB--B. 
-----------. Touchdown Glory. FB-F. 
Armbruster~ David A. Sr. and Leslie W. Irwin. Basic Skills in Sport.. SP~T. 
------------ et al. Swingning and Diving. Slri-T. 
Armour, Tomm;y. Haw to Plq Your Best Golf JJJ. the Time. GOL-T. 
--------. Round of Golf with TOI!!!!\Y Armour. GOL-T • 
.Armatrong, Henry. Gloves, Glory and God. BOX-B. 
Aasociated Press Review. Year in Sports. SPO-H. 
Aataire, Fred. Steps in Time. MD-B. 
Atherton, John. FJ.y and the Fish. B&F-T. 
Atkinson, Margaret F. and May Hillman. Dancers of the Ballet. BAL iB. 
Audsley, James. The Book of Ballet. BAL-H. 
• 
Austrian Association of Professional Ski Teachers. Nn Official Austrian Ski S;yst11111. • 
SKI-T. 
qars, James s. Basketball Comes to Lonesome Point. BKB--F. 
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Jirlward, James De Vine. English llallter-&t-.lnu fran the Twel.tth to the Twentieth 
Century, . JD-H • 
• Bachman, Carl c. Basketbllll for High Schoo~ Players and Coschas. BKB-T. 
Baker, Louise, Out On A Limb. SPD-B, 
Balanchine, George, Balanchinena Complete Stories of the <h-eat Ballets. BAL-H. 
Balfour-Kinnear, George P.urvis Russell. ·. Fl;y":lDt· Salmon, B&F-T, 
Bancroft, Jessie Hubbell. Oames. SPo-T, 
Bannister, Roger. Four :Minute llile. T&F-B, 
Barber, Red, The Rhubarb Patch. BB-H. 
Barrett, Sarah Louise. Silver Blades. FID....-F, 
Bass, Howard, llagic of Skiing. SKI-T. 
Bateman, John F. and P, Governali, Football Fundamental.s, FB-'1', 
Beaumont, Charles Louis de. Fencing& Ancient Art and Modern Sport, FEN-T. 
----------. Fencing Technique in Pictures. FEN-T, 
Bee, Clair F, Bee Norton Basketball Series, BKB-T. 
---. Ten Seconds to Play• FB-F. 
-----. Triple-Threat Trouble, FB-F. 
------. Winning Basketball Plays. BKB-T, 
Benson, Mildred, Quarr;y Ghost. SWI-F. 
Berg, Patrica and llark J. Cox. Golf ruustrated. GOL-T, 
Bark, Fred. Jewish Dance. DAN-H. 
Bernhard, Frederica and :Ml-s. Vernon Edwards, How to Fence. FJ:N-T. 
Berra, Yogi and Ed. Fitzgerald. Yogi. BB-B, 
Bickerdike, Percy. Bridge Ladder and Rope Climbing. GDI-'1'. 
Bird, Dorothy YlQwood. Granite Harbor. SKI-F. 
Bishop, Curtis H. Banjo Hitter. BB-F. 
--------, Dribble Up. BKB-F. 
~ --------------. Fighting Quarterback. FB....-F, 
-------. Football Fever. 
(over) 
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-------• Goal to Go. PB--P'. 
--·---· Halftime-Hero. ~. 
------• Hero at Half'backo J"B.-.¥. 
The flalmaker. BKB-f'. 
----· Saturd!y Heroes. P'B-.11'. 
-----. Sideline Quarterback. fB-I'. 
.-•• j -
Blaik, Earl H. and Tim Cohane. . You have to P& the Prices The Red Blaik .stog. P'B-B. 
Blanton, Catherine. Hold Fast to Your Drellllls. BAL-41'. 
Blood, Ted. The SpleDdid Splinter. BB-B. 
Bocharnikova, Elena and Jlikhail Gebovich. The Bolshoi Ballet Story• BAL-Ho 
Bonder, Jilll B. ll'un~ntala of the 'f J'Ol'llllltion. P'B-'f. 
Bonner, :Mary Grahlllll. Baae Stealer. BB-41'. 
-------· Baseball Rookies 'Elo llade Good. BB-B. 
---------. The Real Book About Sports. SPO-H. 
Boomer, Percy. On Learning Golt. GOL-T. 
Boros, Juliue. Hew to Pla;r Par Golf'. GOL-T. 
Bourdon, Robert. Jlodern Skiing. SKI-T. 
Bowen, RObert · S7dD8y. !Df'ield Spark. BB-41'. 
----------. Jlillion Dollar Rookie. BB-F. 
---· Pennant Fever. BB-F. 
--- • Plqer-Manager. BB-41'. 
--------. Triple PJ.a;r. BB-P'. 
Boyd, Margaret. Lacrosse. LAC-T. 
Boynick, Dl:rid I. Ch!!piona By Setbaoko SPo-B. 
Bracken, w. R. Handbook on Skiing. SII-T. 
Bradley, David et al. !!pert S!d.ing. SKI-T. 
Brady, llaurice. Encyclopedie of Lawn Tennis. 'UN 11. 
Bready, Janes H. The H01111 Team. BB-H. 
Breard, Walter a. Jlodern Bait and SPin Casting. B&l"-'1'. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Bresnahan9 George T. et alo Tra©k and Field Athletics. T&F-T. 
Brier., Howard M. Backboard Magic. BKB-F • 
~---·---~~~.. Cinder ~clone. T&F~-F. 
----------··,~. Phantom Backfield. FB~F. 
Brooks, Joe. Complete Book of Fly Fishing. B&F-T. 
Bro.snan 9 Jim. Long Season. BB~~B. 
Brower 9 David R. Manual of Ski Mountaineering. SKI-T. 
Brown, Conrad. Skiing for Beginners. SKI-T. 
Brown9 Nigel.. Ice Skat~. SKA-~H. 
Brown 9 Warren. :Jhicago White Sox. BB=H. 
Browning9 Robert. H:tstory of Golf. GOL=H. 
Brundage 9 Avery. Ol!}'!!pi10 GEe:e 9 1960. OLY-H. 
Bryant9 Paul. Butldi~Qhii!I!Pionship Football Team. FB-T. 
Buchanan9 Lamont. P:!,ctorial Baseball Instructor. BB-T. 
-------·---~".,. Sto~ of Foo~. F.B-H. 
----------~~~=. World Series and Highlights of Basebal.,.lo BB-H. 
Buckle, Richard. llanre~ for Diag_hile'lr• BJL-B. 
Budge, Lloyd. Tenni:s Made Easz. TEN~~T. 
Bunn9 John W. Art of Officiating Sportillo SPCJ.-M. 
Burgoyne 9 Leon E. Jack Dav:i11. FoH~ard. BKB~~F. 
----------~. State ChamJ?~· B~F. 
Burke 9 Edmund H. !J"cheg Handbook. ABC~T. 
---~-·-~~-·=· ~9XX of .&r~fl· ARC-H. 
Burn~~, Eugene. .Advanced Fly F!:!!hing.. B&F~-T. 
Burns, Ted and Tyler Micoleau. ~ing Techniques n1ustrated. GIM-T. 
Cal.dwell9 Charle11 w. ModeTn Foo1t.ball for the Spectator. FB~. 
Calisch, Wallack. Teach:!:t!g_Track and Field. T&F-T • 
Camerer, Dave. GOL=T. 
~79= 
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Calllpanella, Roy. It's Good to be Alive. BB-B. 
Campania, Al. Dodgers' Wa;y to Play• BB-T. 
Campbell, Gordon. Famous American Athletes of Tod!l• SPD--B. 
Canham, Don and Tyler W.coleau. Cross Country Teclmiques illustrated. T&F-T. 
---------------------. Field Techn:iques illustrated. T&F-T. 
--------------------. Track Techn:l.gues Illustrated. T&F-T. 
Capon, Naomi. Dancers of Tomorrow. BAL-F. 
Carmichael, John P. My Greatest Day in Baseball. Ba-H. 
Carrieri1 Joe and z. Hollander. Yankee Batboy. BB--B. 
Carse, Robert. The Winner. TEN-F. 
Carson, John. The Coach Nobody Liked. BKB--F. 
------------. Floorburns. BKB--F. 
-------. Twenty-Third Street Crusaders. BKB-F. 
Carter, Don. Ten Secrets of Bowling. BOW-T. 
Cary, Lucian. Guns arrl Shooting. RIF-T. 
Castello, J. Martinez. Theory of Fencing. FEN--T. 
Caudle, Edwin C. Collegiate Basketball. BKB-M. 
Cavanna1 Betty. Angel on Skis. SKI-F. 
------. Passport to Romance. SKI-F. 
Cereghini1 Mario. Five Thousand Years of Winter Sports. SPD--H. 
Chapel, Charles Edward. Jrt of Shooting. RIF-T. 
-----------. Boy's Book of Rifles. RIF-T. 
--------------. Field,Skeet,and Trap Shooting. RIF-T. 
Child, Malcolm. How to Play Big League Baseball. BB-T. 
Choate, Florence. Fast Turns. BAL-F. 
Chute, Beatrice Joy. Shift to the Right. SPD--H. 
----------------. Teen-Age sports Parade. SPD--F. 
Classen, Harold and Steve Boda, ed. Ronald Encyclopedia of Football. FB-M. 
Clark, Glenn. A Man's Reach. SPD--B. 
• 
• 
• 
Clarke, Mary. Sadler's Wells Ballet. B.AL-H. 
Clarke, Richard E. Amateur Boxing. BOX-T • 
------------. Boxing for Boys. BOX-T. 
Clayton, Barbara. Skates for Mat-ty. FIG-F. 
Cohane, Tim. Yale Football Story. FB-H. 
Cohen, Selma Jeanne. American Ballet Theatre. BAL--H. 
----------. Dictionary of Modern Ballet. BAL-M. 
Colby, Carroll Burleigh, Firat Bow and ,Arrow, ARC--T. 
-----------~. Firat Rifle. RlF-T. 
Condon, Dave. The Chic:ago Whit:s Sox. BB~~H. 
Conerly, Charlie and Tom Meany. Forward Pass. FB-T. 
Conger, Ray Milton, Track and Field. T&F-T. 
Connolly, Maureen, Power Tennis, TEN-11. 
Cooke, David C. Better Baseball for Boys. BB-T. 
-----. Better Basketball for Boys. BKB-T. 
------. Better Football for Boy:so FB-T. 
Coombs, Charles Ira. Teen-Age Champion Sports Stories. SPo-F. 
Coombs, John Wesley. BasebaLl. BB-T. 
Corum, Billo Off and Rlmnin_g,. SPO-Bo 
Cousins, Geoffrey. Golfers at Law. GOlF-H. 
Couey, Robert and Albert Hirshberg. Basketball is MY" Life. BKB--B. 
Cox, Keturah, ed. Selected Soccer9Speedball Articles. SOC--To 
Cox, William Robert. Five Were Chosen. BKB-F. 
-----------~. Gridiron Duel. FB-F. 
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Cozens, Frederick W, and Florence S. Stumpf. sports in American Life. SPD--H. 
Craige, John Houston. Practical Book of American Guns. RlF--T. 
Orogen, Corinne Almyra. Golf" Fundamental.s for Students and Teachers. GOL--T. 
• Cromie, Bob. New Angles on Putti.I;g. GOL-T. 
Crosland, Margaret. Ballet. Carni!!!;o BA.L-B. 
(over) 
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Crosnier, Roger. Fencing with the !pee. FEN--T. 
-------. Fencing with the FoU. FEN-T. 
-----. Fencing with the Sabre. FEN-T. 
Crowle, Pigeon. Come to the Ballet. BAL--M. 
----. 
Enter the Ballerina. BAL-Bo 
Crump, Irving. Birdsong Boys• T&F-F. 
CUmmings, George. Walking for Road and "rrack. T&F-T. 
Cummings, Parke. American Tennis. TEN-H. 
-----. Baseball Storie~. BB-F. 
--------------· Dictionary of Baseball with the Official Rules. BB--M. 
-----. Dictionary of Sports. SPQ-1(. 
Cureton, Thomas Kirk. Fun in. the Water. Slfi-M. 
Curtice, Jack c. The Passing Game in Football. FB-T. 
Daley, Arthur. Inside BasebaU. BB-F. 
-----. Sports of The Times. SPO-H. 
Dante, Joe and Leonard Elliot. Anatom;y of the Golf Swing. GOL-T. 
--------et al. Nine Bad Shots of Golf. GOL--T. 
Danzig, Allison. History of American Football. li'B-H. 
---------. History of Baseball. BB-H. 
Davidson, Kenneth R. and Leonore c. Smith. Badminton. BAD-T. 
---. and L. R. Gustavson. Winning Badminton. BAD-T. 
Davies, Valentine. It Happens Every Spring. BB-F. 
Davis, llac. Lore and Legends of Baseball. BB-H. 
• One hundred Greatest Sports Heroes. 51'0-B. 
----. Sports Shoz-tss Astonishing, Strange but True. SPO-H. 
--. Teen-Age Baseball Jokes and Legends. BB-Hu. 
Day, Ned. How to Bowl Better. BOW-T. 
Decker, Duane. Big Stretch. BB-F. 
• Catcher from Double-A. BB-F. 
• 
• 
• 
----. Fast Man on a Pivot. BB-F. 
------. Hit and Run,. BB--F, 
-------. Long Ball to Left Field, BB-F. 
--------. Mister Shortstop. BB--F. 
---·---. Showboat Southpaw. BB-F. 
------· Starting Pitcher. BB--F, 
-------------. Switch Hitter. BB--F, 
------------. Third-Base Rookie. BB--F. 
Deladrier, Clovis. Modern Fencing, FEN-T. 
DsMille, Agnes George. Dance to the Piper• BAL-C. 
Dempsey, Jack. Jack Dempsey Story. BOX-B. 
DeValois, Ninette. Come Dance with Me, BAL--H. 
DiClemente, F. F. Soccer Illustrated. SOC--T, 
Digby, George. Baseball for Boys. BB--T, 
DiMaggio, Joe. Baseball for E1re:eyone. BB-H, 
----------. Lucky to be a Yankee, BB--B. 
Dodd, Robert R. Bobby Dodd on Football. FB--T. 
Doherty, John K. Modern Track and Field. T&F--T. 
Donnelly, Richard Joseph et al. Active Games and Contests, SP0-'1', 
Douglas, Gilbert. Bulldog Attitude, BKB--F. 
----·---------. Hard to Tackle. FB-F. 
---------. Hardnose. SPO--F. 
Draper, Nanc-.f• Bal:J,et. for Beginners. BAL-T, 
Dri\rer, H, I. Tennis Self-Instructor. TEN--T. 
Dui'f, James. Bows and Arrows. ARC-T. 
Duggan, Anne S, et al. Teaching of Folk Dance. FD-T. 
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Duncan, Margaret M. and Ralph H. Johnson. Introduction to Physical Education, Health 
Education and Recreation. PE--e. 
• Dun.can, Raymond Oscar. Introduction to Physical Education. PE--C, 
--------·------·"--• Six-Man Football. FB-T, 
(over) 
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Duncan, Sandy. In Athletics Do It This Way• T&F-T. 
Dunn, Seymour, Complete Golf Joke Book. GOL-Hu. 
Durant, John, Heavyweight Champions. BOX-B. 
-·-----· Highlights of the Olp!pics. OLY-H. 
-------- and otto Bettmann. Pictorial History of .American Sports. SPD-H. 
-----. Story of Baseball in Words and Pictures. BB-H. 
Einstein, Charles. Fireside Book of Baseball. BB-4l. 
----------. Second Fireside Book of Baseball. BB---u, 
Elmer, Robert P. Target Archery, ARC-T. 
Elvan, George. The Spl.it T in High School Football. FB-T. 
Emery, Curtis R. Jlodern Volleyball. VB-T, 
Emery, Russell Guy. Action at Third. BB--F, 
-----------. Hyland of the Hawks. BB-F. 
---------. Rebound, BKB-F. 
---------. Warren of West Point. BKB-F. 
Esposito, Michael. Haw to Coach Better Fast Break Basketball. BKB-T. 
Evanoff, Vlad. Jlodern Fishing Tackle. B&F--T. 
Evans, Chick. Golf for Boys and Girls. GOL-T. 
Evans, Joel. Basketball's Shuffie Offense. BKB-T. 
Ewing, William c. Sports of Colonial Williamsburg. SPD-H. 
Fairlie, Gerard. Flight Without Wings. SKI-B. 
Fait, Hollis et al. Jlanual of Pgysical Educa~ion Activities. SPO-T, 
Falcaro, Joe and Jlurray Goodman. Bowling for All. BOIV-T. 
Faurot, Don. Footballs Secrets of the Split T Formation. FB-T, 
Fazio, Buzz. Bowling to 'W.in, BOIV-T. 
Felker, Clay. Casey Stengel's Secret, BB--B. 
Feller, Bob. How to Pitch. BB-T. 
-----. Pitching to Win, BB-T. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Felsen, Henry Gregor. Bertie Comes Throug}l. SPD-F, 
Fenner, Phyllis. Kick-Off. FB--F • 
Fine, Benjamin. Fine Method of Golf. GOL-T, 
Finsterwald, Dow and Larry Robinson. Fundamentals of Golf. GOL-T. 
Fischer, Hugo and Dean Shawbold. Individual and Dual Stunts. GIM-T. 
Fisher, Hugh, Alicia Markova. B.AL-B, 
-----------. Ballerinas of Sadler's Wells. BAL-B. 
---------, Margot Fonteyn• B.AL-B. 
------------. Story of the Sadler's Wells Ballet, BAL-H. 
Fitzgerald, Edward E. American League. BB-H. 
-----------------. Champions in Sports and Spirit. SPD-B. 
-----------------. Heroes of Sport. SPD-Bo 
------------. More Champions in Sports and Spirit. SPD-B. 
--------------. National League• BB-H. 
-----------. Treasury of Sport Stories. SPD-H. 
--------------. 
Yankee Rookie. BB-F, 
Flaherty, Tom, The lllasters. G01-H. 
Fleischer, Nat. Fifty Years at Ringside. BOX-H, 
--------· The Heavyweight Championship, BOX-H. 
--------- and Sam Andre. Pictorial History of Boxing. BOX--H. 
Fletcher, Beale and Peggy Beale. How to linprove Your Ballet Dancing. B.AL--T. 
---------. How to Improve you Social Dancing, SD-T. 
Flood, Jessie B. and Cornelia F. Putney. §quare Dance, U. S, A. FD--T. 
Flood, Richard T. Fighting Shortstop. BB-F. 
--------------. Fighting Southpaw. BB-F. 
-----------. Penalty Shot. m-F o 
Forbes, Thomas A. New Guide to Better Archery. ARC-T, 
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Forbush, William Byron and Henry R. Allen. Book of Games for Home, School., and Pl&-
ground. SPD-T. 
Ford, DOug. How I Play Inside Gol.f. 001-T. 
(over) 
----. Start Golf' Youngo GOL-T 
Fox, Grace I. and Katherine Jlerrlllo Folk Dancing. ~T. 
Fraley, Oscar and Charles Yerkow. Ccaplete Handbook of Bowling. BOIJ-T. 
·-------~----~.. Golf in .Action. GOL-T. 
·-----~. Bow to Play Championahip Baseball. BB-T. 
-------------=· How tc Play Cb!!apionahi.p Tennill. TEN-T. 
Francis, B. D. Double Reverse. P'J3-..il'o 
Frankel9 Lillian. One Hundred One Best Action Games far Boys. ~T. 
Franks, .Arthur Ho Beg:innerDs Book of Dance and Ballet. BAl.-To 
------~o GirhD Book of B!J!leto BAL-Bo 
Pavlova. BAL=-Bo 
Freeman, llae Blacker. Flm with Ballet. BAL--T. 
Freund, Francesco ~d l!:ulvio CIIIII.PiotU. Natural Skiing. SKI-'1'. 
Frick, Constmce H. ~back Gv;.r. T&ii'-J'o 
0 Five !Sainst the Odds. BIB-¥. 
-- --. Patch. T&F-Fo 
--
-· 
TOUl'll!!Y Team. B.KB-Fo 
Friendlich, Dick. Backstop Ace. BB-I'o 
-----... Baron of' the !?P E!n. ... BB~F. 
------. Cleanup Bitter. J3B-.F o 
-----·-~. Gridiron Orusader. l'B--Fo 
------. Leadoff llano BB-=F o 
----.. Left End Scotto FB-F o 
-----=·• Line Smasher. Fllo=Fo 
-----~.. ll'arriol!' Forward. B.KB-l!'. 
Friermood, Harold T. llCI. Water Safetz and L:U'e Saving. Sil-T. 
Fulton, Reed. Rookie Coach. SPO--F o 
Fuoss, Donald E. Complete Kicking Game. FB-T. 
-----. quarterback Generalship and Strateq. li'B-T. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Furman, Abraham Loew. Every Girl's Sports Stories. SPD-F. 
Furman, Josh. Teen-A~e Basketball Stories. BKB-F. 
-------. Teen Age Gridiron Stories. FB-F. 
Gabrielsen, :u:. Alexander et alo !!l,uatics Handbook. Sli-T. 
Gallagher, Edward Clark am Rex Perry. Wrestling. WRE-T. 
Galvano, Phil. Secrets o:f Accurate Putting and Chipping. GOL-T. 
Garagiola, Joe. Baseball is a F'un& Game. BB-Hu. 
Gardiner, Edward Norman. Athletics o:f the Ancient World. SPO--H. 
Garret, Maxwell. Fencing. P'EN-T. 
Gartner, John. Ace Pitcher. BB-F. 
---,--. Cager's Challenge. BKB-F. 
------. Rock Taylor2 Football Coach. :P'B-F. 
-------. Sons o:f Mercury. T&F-F. 
Gaskill, Willard. Gol:f at a Glance. GOL-T. 
Gatch, Frank. Haw to Wrestle. WRE-T. 
Gault, William c. Bruce Benedict-Halfback. FB-F. 
----------. Mr. Fullback. FB-F. 
-------. Mr. Quarterback. :P'B-F. 
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Gauthier, George E. and George Haney. Fundamentals o:f 1"rack and Field Athletics.T&F-T. 
Georg, Hans. Modern Ski Systems. SKI-T. 
Gibson, Althea. I Always Wanted to be Somebody. TEN-B. 
Gibson, Nevin. Encyclopedia o:f Gol:f. GOL-M. 
Girvan, Helen. Hidden Pond. SKI-F. 
Godden, Rumer. Candle :for St. Jude. BAL--Fe 
Goldman, Richard P. Sportswriters' Choice. SPD-H. 
Goldstein, Ruby am Frank Graham. Third Man in the Ring. BOX-B. 
Gollomb, Joseph. Up at City High. FB-F • 
Gonzales, Pancho and Cy Rice. Man with a Racket. TEN-B. 
Goodman, Irving. Stan the Man Musial. BB-B. (over) 
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GOTdon, Theodore. Complete F1y Fisherman. B!<F-T, 
Oost, Carol Richard. Skill on the Diamond. BB-T, 
Gottlieb, Harry. Golf fol!' Southpaws. 001-T. 
Gowing, Gene. Square Dancers' Guide. ~T. 
---. Square Dancing for Everyone. FD-T. 
Graham, Frank Jr. Casey Stengel! His Half Century in Baseball. BB-B. 
---------. Lou Oehrig9 A Quiet Hero. BB-B. 
--------=. New York Yankees. BB-H. 
Orange, Harold. !(y Favorite Football Stories. FB-F, 
-------. Red Grange Story. FB-B, 
Gray, Felicity, Ballet for Beginners. BAL--T, 
Graziano, Rocky a1 d Rowland Barbell". Somebody Up There Likes :Me. BOX--B. 
Grey, Beryl. Red Curtain Up. BAL~B. 
Grigoriev, s. L. The Diaghilev Ballets 1909-1929. B.AL-H. 
Groat, Richard. !!ttsburgh Pirates, BB-H. 
Grombach, John V, Touch Football. FB-T. 
Gross, :Milton, Eighteen Holes in Mf Head. GOL--Hu. 
Gubitz, :~.tvron. f'he Plro' s Bowling Handbook. BOW-T, 
Guest, Ivo, The Dancer's Heritage.. BAL--H. 
Haarlow, Bill. Basketball Officiating. BKB-11, 
Haines, Donald Hamilton. .T:dple Threat. GOL-F, 
Haislet, Edwin. Boxin!~ BOX--To 
Hall, Fernau, World D~. BAL-H, 
Hancock, Francis Dean. .Angels on Skis, SKI-P', 
Hankinson, John Trevor and Richard Faulkner. Boxing. BOX-T. 
-----------~. Llll'tln Termis. TEN-T, 
Harkins, Philip. Breakoay Back. FB-F. 
--------. Center Ice, IH~P', 
-----. Doubl.e Play. BB~F. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-------. Game,Carol Canning.. TEN-F. 
---------· Knockout. BOX-F • 
------~. Lightning on Ice, IH-F o 
-------~. Son of the Coach. FB-F. 
-------~. Southpaw from San Francisco. BB-o.F. 
Harlan 9 Bruce. Diving. SWI-T. 
Harper9 Franko Skiing Naturall.yo SKI-T. 
Hart, Doris. Ballroom Dancing. SD--T., 
------. Tennis with Hart. TEN.....B. 
Harvey9 Charles. Sport International., SPO-H, 
Haskell, Arnold L. Ballet Annual 1960o BAL-M. 
-------~. How to Enjoy Ballet. B.AL--14. 
---------. National Ballet. BAL-H. 
------------. Picture History of Ballet. BAL--H. 
---------------. Wonderful World of Dance. DA-Ho 
Hayes, Florence. ~· BB-F. 
Headley, Elizabeth. Take ~Calla Topgr. BAL--F. 
Heath9 Harry Eo How to Cover, Write and Edit Sports. SP0--14. 
Hedges9 Sid Go Sw:lmming and Diving. SWI-To 
--------, Swimming in 12 Lessons. SWI-T. 
Heinz, w. c. The Professionu. BOX-F. 
Heise, Jack. How You Can Play Better Golf Using Self-H;nmosiso GOL-T. 
Henderson, Edwin Bancroft. The Negro in Sports. SPD-B. 
Herold, Don. Love That Golfs It Can Be Better Than You Think. GOL-Hu. 
Herzberg, Max J. Treasure Chsst of ~ort Stories, SPO-F. 
Heuman, William. Backcourt Man. BKB-F. 
""""'-.... -----~0 Fighting Five. BKB-Fo 
----· ---· 
Left End Luisettio FB-F. 
---~o Second Strine; Hero. FB-F. 
(over) 
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H~, Ernest v. Twelve More Sport Immortals. SPO--B. 
Hickman, Herman. Hel"l!lall Hickman n s Scrapbook. SPO-F. 
Hill, Howard. Wild Adventure, ARC--F. 
Hill, Lorna. Castanets for Caroline, BAL-F. 
----. Dream of Sadler's Wells. BAL-F. 
-------. Masquerade at the Ballet. BAL--F. 
Hillas, Marjorie and J. R. LeFevre. A Jlanual for Teachers with Material.s, Methods and 
programs for Group Instruction. TEN--T. 
Hindman, Darwin A. Complete Book of Garres and Stunts. SPO--T. 
---------. Handbook of Active Games. SPO--T. 
Hirshberg, Al. .As HiJth,..!~)(y Hea.,.1;, BOX-B. 
-------~ Battery for Madison High. BB-F. 
--------. Eddie Ma.!:!_J.e!fs Sto:r;y. BB-B~ 
-------. Famous American Athletes of Toc!ay. SPO--B. 
----. Jack:!.e Jensen st.~. BB-B. 
-----. Man Who Fought Backg Red Schoendienst. BB-B. 
-----. Varsity Double Pla;y, BB-Fo 
Head, Lew. The Life Story of YaY Head. TEN-B. 
Hobson, Howard Andrew. Basketball lllustrated. BKB-T. 
Hochman• Louis. The Complete Archery Handbook. ARC-T. 
Hodges, Russ. Baseball Complet~, BB-H. 
Hodgkin, A. E. ArcheT's Craft, ARC-To 
Hogan, Ben. Ben Hogan's Five Lessons of the :Modern Fundamentals of Golfo GOL-T. 
----. Impro~ Your Gol.t. GOL-T • 
-.. Power~· GOL-~T, 
Holgate, James G. Fundamental. Foo~. FB-T. 
Holman, Nat. Holman on Basket.balJbo BKB-T. 
Holzman, Robert s. General. WBaseball" Doubleday• BB-H. 
Horne, Virginia Lee. Stunts and Tumbling for Girls9 GYll--T. 
Hornsby, Rogers. !ly Kiru:Lof Baseball. BB-B. 
• 
• 
• 
Hostetler, Lawrence A. 1llllk Your lrq to Better Dancing. SD-T. 
Hougham• Paul. Encyclopedia or .Archery• ARC lle 
Houghton~ George. Confessions or a Golt Addict. GOL--Hu. 
Howard, Loa T. The Jfodern Short Punt. FB-T. 
Hubler, Richard Gibson. Lou Gehrig 1 the Iron Horse or Baseball. BB-B. 
Hunt, Paul and Charlotte Anderwood. Calico Rounds. ~T. 
-------------------~. Eight Yards or Calico. ~T. 
Hutter. Clemens 11. lredelyns the New Austrian Skiing Technique. SKI--T. 
Hyde• Yargaret O. am Edwin Hyde. Where Speed is fin.g. SPo-JI. 
Iselin, Fred and A. c. Spectorslcy". New Invitation to Skiing. SKI-T. 
Jackson, Caary Paul. All-Conference Tackle. FB~. 
-------. Basketball Clowne BKB-F. 
·--~. 
------------------. 
-----------. 
Bud Baker. T Quarterback. FB-F. 
Bud Pla;ys Junior High Basketball. BKB-F. 
Bud Plays Junior High Football. FB~. 
-----------. Bullpen Bargain. BB-F • 
----------. Freshm111 Forward. BKB-F. 
------~. HlllbU]Jr Pitcher. BB-Fo 
------~-------~==. Puck Grabber. IH'"""" • 
----·~. Rose Bowl .lll-=41nerican. FB-F. 
------·--------~--. Star Kicker. 
-~~. World Series Rookie. BB-F. 
Jackson9 Jesse. Char]f;.'8tarts rrom Scratch. SPo-11'. 
Jacobs, G. and J. R. McCrory. Baseball Rules in Pictures. BB---4. 
-------------~. Softball Rules in Pictures. SB-Il. 
Jacobs, Helen Hull. Tennis. TEN-T. 
• Jaeger, Eloise. Archery• JRC-T. 
------~~. Teaching Tennis for School and Recreation Programs. TEN-T. 
(over) 
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James, Joe. Kill It Bef'o:re 1'1: Move:s. GOL~Hu. 
Janes 9 Edward c. ! B£l_a,;d if!i!';~~:!!· RIF=To 
Jarvis 9 :Ma,rgaret A. Yomr Book of Dirlng. SWI-T. 
···-·-~~-~·-~~. You:r' Book of Swimming. SWI-T. 
Jennj_ngs 9 Mike. !:nstin~:;t Shooting. RIF=T. 
,1enny9 John H. Physica:.. Educatioll1J 9 Heutb Education and Recreation. PE--C. 
JeTemiah9 Edward. Ice Hock~. m~T. 
Jessee, Da:ruiel Edward. Ba~!;all!,. BB=· T. 
Johnson, Gramrille B. et .~1. Yo= Career in Physical Education. PE--C. 
Johllson• Joan 9 ed. Sele•cted Tennia~Badminton ArticleBo TEN-T. BAD-T. 
Johnson,, Melvin M. Jr. l:'rac!;~.!_Marksmanship. RIF-T. 
J ohns'ton, Charles H. L. _Fa:mou:a American Athletes of Today. SPo--B. 
Jones, Earnest. Elements of Fi~e Skatin~. FIG-T. 
Jones, Ernest and David E:is<&nberg. ,Swing the Clubhead a:nd Cut Your Golf Score. GOL-T. 
Jones, Gomer T. )(~id~r:n,.,!!o;,:f'<;;n:osive Foot~. FB-~T • 
• rone;;;, Robert. (Bobby) Ty-.r·,~ Jr. ,Golf is Mr ~· GOL--B. 
Jordan 9 EmU Leopd.d. !l~oJ:2d'l .S]2ort:s J.t1as of America. SPo.--M. 
Jordan, Payton and Marshai.l K, McC1ellarul.. Track and Field for Boys. T&F..;....T. 
Julian9 Alvin F" Bread and But:'telr Ba:sketball.. BTffi-T. 
KalmaL• Victor. "AMF Guide to Natura] Bow!3. BOW'--T. 
Karsavina;· 'T&IIlii.I'a. Ballet T~~~g,u.e. BAL~T. 
~,-~---~~·-~~·-,~·-~. Th"atrc~ S\t1re~. BAL-·.!l• 
Keating, La:wrence A. False St.rurt. T&F~F • 
----,·--~~,~,~~=. he13hman Backstop. BKB-F. 
---·---·"-·"·--~,~~. JU."1i or :Mil.e-': 0 T&F"~F 0 
~-------·~,,,,.,~, .. ~. K~!:2;:,he):-,• SPO~-F • 
-----~~-~~--·~~. ~r ~ha1lenge. BB~F o 
Kee:rzy"9 Chuck. ~r~olining__I!..T:vJJStrated. TRA-T. 
Kei th• Hax·cld. Pab· of~ C~ta_~~o· B:lffi.,o-F • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
----~. Sports and Games. SPo-T. 
KeitJ.in, TCIIIli with Norman Losenm:. Farewell to Fear. SKI-B • 
Kenney, Harold E. and Glenn c. Law. 1Jrest11ng. WRE--T. 
KidweJ.J., K. and P • Sm:i.th. Bowling Analyzed. BOIV--T • 
Kieran, John md Arthur Daley. Story of the O].ympic Games. OLY--H. 
Kil.J.inger, William G. Football. FB-T • 
King, Joe. Inside Pro Football. FB.....}I. 
Kinzle, Don. Practical Track Athletics. T&F-T. 
Kiphuth,Robert and H. M. Burke. Basic Swimming. SWI--T. 
--------------. Swimming. SW'I=-To 
Kirstein, LincoJ.n. CJ.assic BalJ.et. BAL-T. 
Kneer, Marian. SeJ.ected Softball Articles. SB-T. 
Knight, John Alden. Modern Fly CaBting. B&P'-T. 
Kramer • Franz. Ski the New Way. SKI--T. 
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Kraus, Richard. Square Dances of Todq and How to Teach and Cal.J. Them. FD-T. 
Krout, J. A. Annals of American Sport. SPD--H. 
Kuenn, Harvey and Jim Srnilgoff'. Big League Batting Secrets. BB-T. 
Kuharich, Joe. Football for Bays. FB-T. 
La Branche, George M. L. Dry Fly and Fast Water. and Salmon and the Dry Fly• B&II'-T. 
La Due, Frank and Jim Norman. This is TrampoJ.ining. TRA--T. 
La Fonde, Edmund R. and Julius Menandez. Better Boxing. BOX-T. 
La Porte, WiUiams R. and AJ. Renner. The Tumbling Manual.. GDl-T. 
Lacey, John. Make Your Om Outdoor Sports Equipment. SPO--M. 
Lai, WilJ.iam T. Championship Baseball. BB-T. 
Lardner, Rex. Out of the Bunker and Into the lroodso GOL-T. 
Lardner, Ring W. You Know Me 9 Al! A Bu:sherus Letters. BB--Hu. 
Last, F. W. How to Pla;y Tennis. TEN=T • 
--. Intlroduction to Badminton. BJD-.T. 
Laveaga, Robert Everett. Volleybal1. VOL--T (over) 
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Lzwrence Helen B. and Grace I. Fox. Basketball for Girls and Women. BKB--T. 
Lawson, Joan. Classical Ballets Its Style md Technique. BAL-H. 
Ledbrooke, .trchibald William. Great :U:oments in Sport. SPO-Ho 
Lee, Wa;yne c. Slugging Backstop. BB-F. 
Lees, Josephine T. and Betty Shellenberger. Field Hockey. P'li-T. 
L'Engle, lladeleine. And Both 1Jere Young. SKI-F. 
Leonard, Burgess. One llan Backfield. FB-F. 
__ , ___ _ 
---------. 
Phantom of the Foul Lines. BKB--Fo 
Rookie Fights Back. BB-P'. 
--------. Rookie Southpaw. BB-F. 
------. Second Season Jinx. BB--F. 
-------. 
stretch Bolton Comes Back. BB-F. 
---------. Stretch Bolton's Rookies. BB-F. 
-------. 
Leonard, Fred E. 
Leonard, J. Edson. 
Victory Pass. FB-l'. 
History of fbysical Education. 
Bsit Rod Casting. B&F-T. 
---,-. Fly Rod casting. B&F-T. 
Lewis, Howard J. Complete Guide to Better Bowling. BOII'-T. 
Ley, Katherine and Donna :u:. lliller. Individual and Team Sports for Women. SPO-T. 
Lido, Serge, ed. Ballet 8. BAL--M. 
-----,-. Ballet 9. BAL--4l. 
Lieb, Frederick G. Baltimore Orioles. BB-H. 
Liebling, Albert Joseph. Sweet Science. BOX-Ho 
Linn, Edward. Ted ll'illi11111s, The Big Kid. BB-Bo 
Loader, Willilllll Reginald. Sprinter. T&F--B. 
Lochlons, Colin. Stretch Smith Makes a Basket. BKB--F. 
Lockhart, Aileen. :U:odern Dance, Building and Teaching Lessons. MD--T. 
-------y Selected Volleyball .trticles. VB-T. 
Loeffler, Ken. Ken Loeffler on Basketball. BKB--T. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Lo.ftus-Tottenham, Henry. Your Book o.f Soccer. SOO--T. 
Loken, Newton c. ani Robert J. Willoughby. Complete Book o.f G;ymnaptics • 
Longstreth, T • Morris. llichel o.f li'omrood. FB--P;. 
---. Showdown. BKB-F. 
Lovelace, Delos Wheeler. Rockne o.f Notre Dame. :PB-..13. 
Luke, Brother a. Coaching Higll School Track and Field. T&F-T. 
Lunn1 Peter. Skiing Primer. SKI-T. 
Lussi, G. and M. Richards. Championship Figure Skating. Fm-T. 
llcAllister, Evezyn Ditton. Easy Steps to Sa.fe Sw:ill!ming. SWI-T. 
McClow,Loyd Levi and Donald Nelson Anderson. P1ay G;ymnastics. Glli-T. 
----. Tumbling Illustrated. OYM--T. 
McConnell, Jane T. Famous Ballet Dancers. BAL-B. 
McCormick, Wllf'red. The Automatic Strike. BB-F. 
---
----,. Bases Loaded. BB-F. 
-------. Big Nintho.·:. BB-F. 
--------. Bigger Game. FB-F • 
,---• Bluffer. BB-F. 
Captive Coach. FB-F. 
,-------· Fielder's Choice. BB-F. 
-----. Five Yarde to Glor;yo !'B-F. 
-------· F:lyins Tackle. :PB-11'. 
,------· Grand Sllllll Homer. B:Bo-11'. 
---------------,. Hot Corner. BB-F. 
-----,---• Last Putout. BB-F. 
---------. 
-------------. 
Legion Tourney. BB-F. 
Iran on the Bench. BB-11'. 
--------------. One O'Clock Hitter. BB-F. 
---------. Proud Champions. BB-F. 
----------. Quick :tick. li'B-F. 
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--------. Stl!"anger in the Backfield. FB-P'. 
----. Three~Two Pitch. BB-F. 
----. Too ll.any Forwards. BKB-F. 
Jlacdonald, Alexander, On Becoming a Fl,y Fisherman. B&li'-T. 
JlcGovern, Terry et al. How to Box11 Bag Punching11 and Muscle Building. BOX-T. 
llcGuire, Dan. San Francisco Forty-Niners. BB-H. 
McGuire, Frank. Defensive Basketball. BKB-T. 
-------. Offensive Basketball. BKB-T. 
Jlackellar, William. A Goal. for Greg. SCC-F. 
--------. !Cickoff, FB-F o 
------. Team That Wouldn't Quit. BKB-F. 
McLelland, Isabel, Ski Cabin. SKI-F. 
McMahon, Janie a:~d llurray Goodman. Modern Bowling Techniques. BOW-T. 
McNair, Ralph J. Square Dance. FD-T. 
Mace, wynn and Tyler Micoleau. Tennis Techniques Illustrated, TEN-T, 
Mack, Connie, From Sandlot to Big League• BB-T. 
Jladdocks, Durward. Swing Your Partners. P'D-T. 
Malvern, Gladys. Dancing Star; the Story of Anna Pavlova. BAL-B. 
--------. Gloria. Ballet Dancer. BAL-F. 
-------------. Hollywood Star. BAL-F. 
-----. Prima Ballerina. BAL-F o 
Mann, Arthur, Bob Whites Bonus Player. BB-F, 
-------. Bob 'Whites Farm Club Player. BB-F, 
----. Bob Whites Spring Terror. BB-F, 
-----. Branch Rickey. American in Action. BB-B. 
---·-· How to Play Winning Baseb~. BB-T, 
---. I Never Pray to Win. BOX-B. 
----. Jackie Robinson Story. BB-B, 
Mann, Jlatt, Sports Illustrated Book of Swimming, swr~T. 
• 
• 
• 
Mantle 9 Mickey and Ban Epstein. The Mickey Mantle Story. BB-B .. 
Mara9 Thel.ia. On Your Toes. BJL--T • 
---·-· 
So You Want to be a Ballet Dancer. BAL-e. 
Marciano, Rocky and Charley Goldman. Rock;y Marciano's Book o:r Boxing and Body 
Building. BOX~T. 
Margulies, Leo. Baseball Roundup. BB-H. 
Marie, Jeanne. Opera Ballerina. BAL-F. 
--------. Yankee Ballerina. BAL-F. 
llarks• Joseph E. III. America Learns to Dance. DA.--H. 
Marsh9 Irving T. 111d Edward Ehre. Best SPorts Stories. SPo-H. 
Marshall, Keith B. Golf Galore. GOL--Hu. 
I 
Masin9 Herman L. Treasury of Sports. SP0-Hu. 
Mather• Charles. Winning High School Football. FB-T. 
Matt, Christopher. W~ T Fullback. FB-F. 
llayer .D:i.ck • How to !'hink :and SWing Like a Golf Challlpion. GOL-T. 
Jlaynard9 Olga. i'he American Ballet. BAL-H. 
-----~. Ballet Companion. BAL--H. 
:Mays 9 Willie am Charles Einstein. Born to Plq Ball. BB-B. 
Meader. Stephen w. Sparkplug of the Hornets. BKB-F. 
------·~~-. Will to Win and Other Stories. SPO-F. 
Means, Louis E. Physical Education Activities. SP0--'1'. 
Meany, Thomas w. Artful Dodgers. BB-B. 
-----------. Babe Ruth. BB~B. 
---·-----. Baseba11Us Greatest Hitters. BB-B. 
·------. BaseballUs Greatest Pitchel"!• BB-B. 
-------v Baseball's Greatest Pl.ayers. BB-B. 
------.. "Collier'soo Greatest Sports Stories. SPO-Fo 
--------. Jlagnificent Yankees. BB-Bo 
• ------. Major League Baseball .Annual. Bil--K. 
----------. Mostl\y Baseball. SP0-Ho 
JJ7-
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-~-. Yankee Story, BB-H. 
Jleerloo• Joost A, :U:. Dance. DA~·~H. 
:U:e:l.esner9 Wilhelmina E. and Elizabeth Y, lfey"ers, Baeketball for Girla. BKB-T. 
Menke • Frank G. Encyclopedia of Sports, SPQ.-.11. 
Meyer. Harold .Ubert9 ed. Modern .1thletics. T&F-T. 
Meyer. Margaret H. and Marguerite M. Schwarz. Team Sports for Girls and Women. SPD--'1'. 
lficoleau. Tyler. Power Skiing Illustrated. SP0--'1'. 
Jliddlecoff, Carey. Advanced Oolf. GOL-'1'. 
---~----·~. Cary ~dlecoff's Complete Master Guide to GoU. GOL-T. 
lliers 9 Earl Schenk. ~~Shin!!• BB-F. 
llilford• David Summer. Hockey Practice and Tactics. FH--T. 
lliller, Helen :Markley. Ski Fast" Ski Long. SKI-F. 
lliller, llargery. Joe Louie! American. BOX-B. 
llilller, Richard I. Truth About B:i.g-Time Football. FB-ll. 
Millholllande Ray. Lucl<y Sh~. FB~F. 
ll:!.tchell• Elmer ~on. Sports for Recreation. SPo-T. 
--~--~·~-----·~--~-·~o ,~orts Officiating. SPQ-1l, 
Jlit.chell9 r!lLoh. Soft,balll for <ll:lllrls. SB--T. 
MOlcriiY• Bill. BaBketball S1t:~rs of 1960. BKB-B. 
Molen9 Sam. Take Tiro and Hi~ to Right. BB-F. 
Money. Margie. ProfesiSional quide to Tumbling and Acrobatic Dancing. llDI--T. 
Moore, Archie md llobert Condon, The Archie Moore Story. BOX-T. 
:Moore, JameB w. and Tylo&r Kicoleau. Football Techniques lllustrated. P'B--T. 
Moore, Joseph A. Hot Shot at Third. BB=>F. 
1loore,, Lillian9 ed. Russian Ballet lfaBt.er. BAL-B. 
Moriarty, Phil and Christian Spark!lo Springboard Dirlng. SWI-T. 
Morrill• William Kelso. Lac~~ LAC~T. 
Morrison, Alex ,J. New Way to Better Golf, GOL-T. 
Mortensen, Jesse P. and John Cooper, Track and Field. T&F--T. 
• 
• 
• 
Jlosscrop• Ali'reda et al. Apparatus Activities for Girls. GDI-T. 
lluir9 Jane. Famous Dancers. BJL-B • 
Jlul.ac, Jlargaret Elizabeth. Game look. SPo--T. 
Mullin, Willard and Dave Camerer. Hand in Sport. SPQ-..B. 
--------. The Junior Ulustrated Encyclopedia of Sports. SPO-ll. 
ll\illins • Richard. Swimmer. SWI-F. 
llulloy, Gardnar. Till to Win. TEN-B. 
llurphy• Charles c. Basketball. BKB-T. 
Murphy, William and Chester llurphy. Tennis for Beginners. TEN-T. 
11urray9 Arthur. How to Become a Good Dancer. SD--T. 
Jlurray, Henry Arthur. Golf Secret. GOL-T. 
------. )(ore Golf Secrets. GOL-T. 
llurray9 Kathryn and Betty Hoffman. !y Husband. Arthur llurr&• SD--B. 
llurray, Ruth L. and Delia P. Bussey. :From Student to Teacher in Physical Edt,u:ation. 
PE--C. 
New Yorker. New Yorker Alb1llll of Sports and Games. SPD--Hu. 
Newhof, Caryl9 ed. Selected Field Hockey and Lacrosse Articles. FH-T. L.AC-T. 
Noren. Arthur T. Softball. SB-T. 
Nucatola. John P. Officiating Basketball. BKB-K. 
O'Connor, Jack. Complete Book of Rifles and Shotguns• RIF--T. 
Offit9 Sidney, ed. Best from"Baseball" Jlagazine. BB--H. 
------o The Boy Tho Ton the World Series. BB-1". 
Olgin, Joseph. Backcourt Atom. BKB-F. 
---,-. Backcourt Rlval:s. BKB--F. 
---. Battery Feud. BB-F. 
Olivar, Jordan. Offensive Football. P'B-T. 
Olson. Gene. Ball Hawks. BKB--F. 
• ----. Tall One. BKB--F. 
O'Rear• Johnny. Skiing illustrated. SKI--T. 
(over) 
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0'liourke, Frank. Last Round. BOX-F • 
Orsborn, Chuck and Marshall lr. KcClelland. Basketball for Boys. BKB-T. 
Owen, Frank, ed. Teen-Ap Baseball Stories. BB-F. 
·-----. Teen-Ap Football Stories. 1IB--F. 
------. Teen-Age Sports Stories. SPo-F. 
-------. Teen-Ap Victory Parade. SPo-:r. 
Owen, Maribel Vincent. Fun or Figure Skating. FIG-T. 
Palmer, Arnold. Arnold Palmer's Golf' Booka Hit it Hard. GOL-T. 
Papatsos, Cal. ed. Selected Basketball Articles. BKB--T. 
Parmelee, Claude, Bow to be a Crack Shot. RIF-T. 
Parson, 'l'bomas E. How to Dance. ~T. 
Paterson, Ann. Te&lll Sports f'or Girls. SPo-T. 
Patrick, Iv'nn and Leo 11onahan. Let's Plq Hockey, IH-T. 
Patterson, Norman H. Complete Lawn Tennis Player, mH-T. 
------. Lawn Tennis Courtcrsf'ta Tactics snd Pqcboloq. TEN-T. 
Paulson, Jack. 11atch Point. TEN-F. 
----·-· Side Line Victoq. FB--F. 
Peeey, Rex and Arnold •Swede" Umbach. 'lrrestling, 'lliE-T. 
Pelf'rey, llq and Steve Owens, Passing G8111e, FB-T. 
Percival, Lloyd. Hockey Handbook. IH-T. 
Perey, Rufus. Kg to Better Bowling. BOI'-T. 
Perey, Walter D. BUcks and Bows. JRC-T. 
Pteif'f'er, J. Douglas. Skiing with Pfeiffer. SKI-T. 
Philbrook, Clement E. Hickoq Wine• SKI-F. 
---.• Skimeister. SKI-F. 
Phillips, Bernath Eugene. Handball• Its Plez and 11anagement• HB-T. 
Piersall, J&~~es Anthony and Al Hirshberg\ Fear Strikes Out. BB-B. 
Pinholster, Garland F. Encyclopedia of' Basketball Drills. BKB-T. 
Platte, Jules and Herb Graf'fis. Better Golf' Through Better Practice. GOL-T. 
• 
• 
• 
Plimpton. George. Out of !r League, BB-Hu. 
Plotz, Helen, Untrme the Sk;y8 Poems of Kuaic and the Dance. Dl-1" • 
Polasek• Ollie, Skiing, SKI-T. 
Pope • Edwin. 
--------. 
BaseballOs Greatest Kanagers. BB--B. 
J'ootballDs Greatest Coaches, :!'8--B. 
Pope, Saxton, Hunting with Bow and Jrrow. .Jl!C--T. 
Porter. llark. Duel on the Cinders. T&F-J'. 
-----. "reaper• Ply. FB-J'. 
----~. Overtime Upset, BKB-1". 
----· Sat Point. TEN-T. 
----. Slashing Blades. IH-J'. 
---. WinniDg Pitcher, BB-J', 
Prager, Walter. Skiing. SKI-T. 
Prain9 Eric Jlurra;y. A Key to Better Golf. GOL--T. 
Pratt, John Lowell and Donald Schiffer. The 1961 llajor League Baseball Handbook. BB-11. 
--------. Sport. Sport. Sport, SPO-B. 
Price. Charles. ad, "Golf" llagazineDs Pro Pointers and Stroke Savers, GOL-T. 
Quick, James. Fishing the Nymph, B&l"-T. 
-----. Trout Fiahing and Trout FJ.ies. B&l"-T. 
Ramsey9 Lon w. Secrets of Winning Golf Matches. GOL-T. 
Rappoport• llllt. Cll, No-A Golf Duffen Handbook. QOL-T, 
Ratliff, Harold V. I Shook the Hand. SPO-Hu. 
---·---~. It Was Like This. SPO-Hu. 
Reeder. Red, West Point Yearling. FB-F. 
Rees. Dai. Dai Rees on Golf. GOL-T. 
Reichart. Hatal.ie and Gilman Keasy. Archery. ARC-T. 
• Reichler • Joseph and Ben Olan. Baseball's lhlforget table Gam..!!.:, BB--H. 
Renick• Marion Lo Dooleys Pl& Ball. SB-1'. 
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-------. Skating Toda;y. SK.l-F. 
--· Swimming Fever. SWI-F. 
------. Young llr. Football. FB-F. 
Revolta, Jolilley" and Charles B. Cleveland. Jobnnjr Revolta 1s Short. Cuts to Better Golto 
oor-T. _ 
Rhode, Robert. J. Archery Champions. ARC-ll. 
Ribalow, Harold v. Jf!fl In American Sports. SPD-B. 
----, ----. World"s Greatest Boxing Stories. BOX-F. 
Rice, Emmett A. et ale Brief History of Physical ~ation. PE-H. 
Rice, Grantland. The Tlliii1llt and the Shouting; 1(y Life in Sport. SPo-B. 
Richards, Bob. Heart. of a Chllllpion. SPD-B. 
Richards, Paul. Kodern Baseball. Strateg;y. BB-T. 
Richardson, Thomas Dow. Girlso Book of Skating. FIG-T. 
------,---. ~ Skating. SK.l-H. 
Riddell, James. Ski Runs of Austria. SKI-ll. 
-----. Ski R1lns of Switzerland. SKI-ll. 
Riger, Robert. and Tex Jlaule. Pross .l Documentary of Professional Football in America. 
Ritz, Charles c • .l Fly Fisheros Life. B&F-T. 
Robinson, Larry. Golf Secrete of the Pros. OOL-T. 
Robinson, a.y, ed. Baseball Stare of 1960o BB--Bo 
Rodwell, Peter. G,ymnastics. QYJ&-,T. 
Rosenburg, John ll. Baseball for Boys. BB-T. 
Rosenhe:!:m1 Lucile o. Dancing Heart. BAL--F. 
Rosenthal, Harold• ed. Baseball iii their Business. BB-C. 
-------=• BasebaJ.lOs Best llanagers. BB-B. 
Roswell, Gene. Yogi Berra Storz. BB-~B. 
Rowan, Carl T. and Jackie Robin;son. Wait Till Next Year. BB--B. 
Ru.f'f, Wesley K. (Jymnastics; Beginner to C0111petitors. Glll-T. 
Rupp, Adolph Fred. Ruppas Ch!!!IIPioruship Baeketball. BKB-To 
Ruth, Babe and Bob Consodine. Babe Ruth Story. BB-B. 
(over) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Ruth9 Claire and Bill Sloe-. Babe and Io BB-B. 
Ry"an9 Jack. :teaming to Swilll ill Fune SWI-T • 
Sabatini9 Rafael. Ia the Shadow of the Guilloti.De. FEN--1". 
Sach8,9 Cur~. World History of the Dance. D.l-H. 
Salak9 John s. Dictionary of .American Sports. SPD-X. 
Samways, lturiel. Hock!y fot' Girl.s. FH-T. 
Sarazen9 Gene et al. Golf Clinic. GOL-T. 
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Sava9 Charles and Charles D. Champlin. How to Teach Youraelt and Your Faail.y to Swim 
Well. SWI-T. 
Schiffer. Donald. Canplete 'Guide to Professional Football. FB-ll. 
----. First Book Of Basketball. BKB-T. 
-----. First Book of Football. FB-'1'. 
-----. Pro Football Handbook. PB-X. 
Scholz9 Jackson Vo Base Burgler. BB-F. 
---. Batter Up. BB-F. 
---·---~. Bench Boss. BB-F. 
·--=• Deep Short. BB-F. 
-~-. Fiel.der fran J!lcnrhere. BB-F. 
--------. Fighting Chance. FB-11'. 
--------~ .• Football Rebela. FB-F. 
--~o Goal to Go. rs;...r. 
0 Johnny King" Quarterback. FB-F. 
-----~. K~stone Kelley. BB-F. 
~-. :Man in a Cage. BB-F. 
--------=o One llan Team. FB-I'. 
--· 
Perfect Game. BB-F. 
-----~·-· So1diers at Bat. BB-F. 
Schoor9 Gene. Bob Tu:rl!yg:Fireball Pitcher;,· Bll-B • 
----·=· Cas~ Stengel& BaseballOs Greatest llanagere BB-B. 
------. Christy llathewsons BasebaJ.lOs Qreatest Pitcher. BB-B. (over) 
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-----.• Jack Dempq story• BOX-B. 
Jackie Robinson. BB--B. ·---. 
----. Jim Thorpe story. T&P'-B. 
---. Joe Dimaggio. the Yankee Cl.ippero BB-B. 
-----. Leo Durocher Story. BB--B. 
-----.. Lew Burdette. BB-B. 
---. 11ickey lfant1e of the Yankeea. BB--B. 
• Pee Wee Reese Storz. BB-B. 
----· Red Oranges Footballns Greatest Hal.fback. P'B-B. 
---. Roy Campanella! Man of Courage• BB-B. 
• Stan Jlusia1 Sto;ry. BB-B. 
-----. story of T;y Cobbs Baseball's Greatest P1mr. BB-B. 
-----. Ted Williams story. BB-B. 
-----. Willie J!a,ys i Jlodest C)lampion. BB-B. 
Schuy1er, Keith. Lureas The G1U.d.e to Sport Fishing. B&P'-T. 
Schwed, Fred Jr. How to Watch a Baseball Game. BB~. 
Schwed, Peter and Herbert Wind. Great Stories from the 'l'or1d of Sport. SP0-11'. 
Scott, Barbara Ann and Jlichae1 Kirby. Skating for Begil!ners. Fm-T. 
Scott, Tom, ed. Go1f with the !!tperts. GOL-T. 
Seaton, Don c. et Al. Baeic Book of Sports. SPo-T. 
• Ph;rai·caJl. Education Handbook. SPO-T. 
Se1by-Lowndes, Joan. Bl'l!<el Tx-a:>.xlls The Stor;y of .Anton Do1in. BAI-B. 
Seymour. Haro1d. B~t.seballa The Ear]y Yeu-a. BB--H. 
Shapiro, Jlilton. GU Hodge11 Stoxy. BB-B. 
• HaDk Aaron Storr• BB--B. 
-----~. Jackie Robinson of the Brootgn Doc!ger•• 
·-----. Jlel Ott Sto!l• BB-B. 
-----~. Phil Rizzuto Stozy. BB--Be 
·-----. llay CI!IIPanella story. BB--B. 
BB--B. 
• 
• 
• 
-·-----• Sal. lfaglie Stoq. BB-B. 
---------. Warren Spahn stor;y. BB-B • 
--------· Willie !lays Sto17. BB-Be 
Sharpe, Philip B. Complete Guide to Handloadiilg. RIF-T. 
------· Rifle in America. RIF-H. 
Shmr, John H. et al. Individual Sports for Ken. SPD-T. 
Shawn, Ted and Poole Gray. One Thousand and One Night Stands. liD-B. 
Sherburne, Zoa. Ballerina on Skates. Flll-F. 
Shoemaker, Robert H. Best in Baseball. BB-H. 
-·------. Famous Footbal.l Plgers. FB-B. 
Shurr, G. and R. D. Yocum. Jlodern Dance. JID-T'. 
Sigler, Howard T. Pocket Field Guide to ,&rchery. .IJIC-T • 
Silvia, Charles E. Life Saving and Yater Safety Dlstruction. Sli-T. 
Simmons, Henry. So You Think You b01J Baseball. BB-K. 
Slnal.e, Richard. In SWimming. Do :rt This Wg. sm:-'1'. 
Smllgoff, Jim. !inning High School Baseball. BB--T'. 
Smith, Don. The Frank Gifford sto17. FB-B. 
---·-· New York Giants. FB-H. 
Smith, Ken. Baseball's Hall of FaJDe. BB-H. 
Smith, Red. Out of the Red. SPD-H. 
Smith, Robert. Baseball. BB-11. 
-----. Baseball in America. BB--H. 
--------. Heroes of Baseball. BB--B. 
Smith, Walter H. B. Book of Rifles. RlF-T. 
Snead, Sam. How to Hit a Golf Ball. GOL--T. 
---·-. How to Play Golf. GOL--T. 
-----. Natural Golf. GOL--'1'. 
• ----. Sam Snead on Golf. GOL--T. 
Sorell, Walter, ed. Dance Has Jlaey Faces. DA.--T. 
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Sparando, Tony, High Score Bowling. BOW-T., 
Sparger, Celia, Beginning Ballet. BAL-T .. 
Sparke, Raymond E, Wrestling Illustrated. WRB-T. 
Speare, Betty. Beginning 81nchronized Swimming. Sli-T. 
Sporte Illuetrated• ed, llajor Sports 'J;es:l!niquee nluatrated. ~T. 
--- , Spectacle of Sport. SPo--JI. 
----------=,. Sporte nl.uatrated Book o! Bueball. BB-T. 
-------·---• Sports nluetrated Book ot Football. n...,t. 
------~. Sport111 Illustrated Book o! Sld.i.Dg. Sn-t. 
----------. Spor·ts nlustrated Book of Swimming. Sli-T. 
·---=• Sports IDustrated Book ot Tennis. TBN--T. 
-------------------==· Sports Illustrated Book of Wet P1l Fishing. B&F--T. 
----- e Tip~ from the Top. GOL-T. 
Sprague9 Rosemary. Dancing tor a Diamond Star. BAL-l'. 
Stampfl• Franz. Franz Stampfl on RU!IIllingo T&F-T. 
Stanford, Don. Ski Town. SKI~F. 
Stanley• Dave and George Ros111. Golter 0s Own Book. GOL--II. 
-----. Treasury of Baaeball H111110r. BB-Hu. 
-------. Treasury of Golf Humor. GOL-Hu. 
-----. Treasury of Sports Humor. SPO-Hu. 
Stapp 9 Arthllli' D. Escape on Skis. SKI~F. 
Stebbins9 H. llo R:U'les8 a llodern !!cyclopedia. RIF-Jio 
Stern9 Bill. Bill Stern9 lll Favorite Baseball Storiee. BB--B. 
---------=-. B~ll Stern's Favorite Football Stories. FB-H. 
J.l'avor:l.till Boxing Stories. BOX-Ho 
stoutenburg9 Adrian. In This Corner. BOX~F. 
------·~--. §;nowBhoe Thompson. SKI-B. 
Streatt:l.eld9 Noel. Ballet Shoes. BAL-F. 
-----~. Skating Shoes. Fill--F. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
St1llllp, ll J. Ch!!IIIPiona .lgainat Odds. SPO-B. 
Suggs, Louise et al. Golf .for 'lOman. GOL--2.' • 
SUmmers, James L. Trouble on the Run. T&ll'-¥. 
Swinson, Cyril. Great Ballerinas of Todajr. W B. 
----·---.. Guide Book to the Ballet. BAL H. 
-------. Six Dancers o.f Sadler's Wells. BAL-B. 
-----. Svetl.azl,a Beriosova. BAL-B. 
Szypula, George. 'l'umbling and Balancing .for All. GDI--T. 
Talbert, William F. and Bruce S. Oldo Game of Doubles in Tennis. TEN-T. 
--------and John Sharnik. Playing .for Lite. TEN-B. 
Taylor, Dawson. Secret ot Bawling Strikes. BOIJ-T. 
Terrone, Leonardo F. Right and Lett Hand Fencing. llDI-T. 
Terry, Walter. Ballets A New Guide to the Liveliest .u-t. BAL-ll. 
-----·---.• Dance in America. DA-H. 
----. The Legacy of Isadora Duncan and Ruth St. Dania. liD-B. 
----. Star Performance. BAL-B. 
Thomas, David, ed. Teen-Age Stories of the Diamond. BB--F. 
Thomson, Peter. Ski Ranger. SKI-F. 
Thrutall, Richard F. On a Gentle Art& Fishing. B&li'-T. 
Thurman, A. R. Goal in Sight. FB-F. 
-----. lloney Pitcher. BB-F • 
!'llden, William T. Ho1r to Play Better Tennis. fl!lN-T. 
Toski, Bob. Beginners Guide to Golf. GOL-T. 
Track and Field. Track and l"ield Annual. T&ll'-ll. 
Tracy, Don. Second Try. LAC-F. 
Treat, Roger. Encyclopedia o.f Pro Football. FB-11. 
----------. Walter Johnson& King o.f the Pitchers. B~B • 
Trimble, Jesse Carl. Play Baseball Boys. BB-T. 
Trimble, Joe. Yogi Berra. BB-B. 
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Tunis, John Robert. All .American. P'B-r. 
------,. .American Way in Sport. SPO--H. 
---,---. Championos Choice. TEll-F. 
----,---,. Duke Decides. T&F-r. 
--- ----. 
Go Team Go. BKB-F. 
--. High Pockets. BB-!'o 
-- • 
Iron Duke. T&F-Fo 
----- • Kezstone Kids. BB-Fe 
• Kid Comes Back • BB-F. 
,---,. Kid From Tomkinsvllle. BB-F. 
---- ---,. Other Side of the Fence. T&F-F. 
--------· Rookie of the Year. BB-F. 
--------=,• s-choolboy- Johnson. BB-F. 
-----·--~. s-port for the Fun of It. s~ 
-~-. World Series. BB-F. 
---------• Yea 0 ll'ild Cats. BKB-F. 
------· Young Razzle. BB-F. 
Turkin, Hy and Sherley Clark Thompson. O:rf'icial !ncyclopedia of Baseball. BB~. 
'l'arner, Jlarjeey J. Dance Handbook. Dl-T. 
--------. Kodern Dance for High School and College• 111>-T. 
Umbach, Arnold William and 11'. R. Johnson. Successi'ul llrestling. WRI--T. 
United States O]J>mpic Committee. llallmond0 s Book of 09!!1Pic !ports. OLY-H. 
Unruh, otto D. Haw to Coach Winning Football. FB-T. 
Ure, Jean. Ballet Dance for Two. BAL-F. 
Vo Five Association of .America. Basketball. BKB-T. 
~. Boxing. BOX-T. 
~~~. Championship Wrestling. .__T. 
----,~. O;ymnastics and Tumbling. GYK-T. 
• 
• 
------------. Soccer. SOO-T. 
---------------. Track and Field. T&F-T. 
• Van Brooklin, Norm. Norm Van BrocklinUs Football Book. FB-To 
Van Dalen~ Deobold B. et al. World History of Physical Education. PE-H. 
Vanatta, Bob. Coaching Pattern Plq Basketball. BKB-'1'. 
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Vanier, Karyhelen and Holly B. Poindexter. Individual and Team Sports for Girls and 
Women. SPD--K. 
Verrat, Char1es Spain. Champion o:f the Court. BKB-F. 
• King o:f the Diamond. BB-F. 
·-----. llightY lien o:f Baseball,. BB-F. 
-------. Winning Quarterback. li'B-F. 
Vince, Joseph. Fencing. FEN-T. 
Walden, Amelia Elizabeth. .A. Boz to Remember. BKB-F. 
-------·---·• Gatewq. SKI-F. 
-----------. Girl Called Hank. BKB-F • 
-------·-~-. lf;y Sister llikeo BKB-F. 
----·-------· Queen of the Courts. TEN-F. 
·-----·---. Sk;ymountain. SI:I-F. 
---·-- Victory :for Jill. FH~. 
Waldman, Frank. Basketball Scandal. BKB-F • 
·-----. Challenger. BOX-F. 
·-----. Famous .American Athletes of Todq. SPO-B. 
·---. Lucky Bat Boyo BB-Fo 
lfaldor:r. Lynn Osbert. 1'his Gane o:f Football. li'B-'1'. 
Walker, David Harry. Geordie. OIL-F. 
Wallace, Francis. Big League Rookie. BB-F. 
-------. Knute Rockne. li'B--Bo 
Wallop, Douglas. 1'he Year the Yankees Lost the Pennant. BB-Fo 
• Walsh, John J. Boxing SiJnplified. BOX-T. 
Walter, Gerard. Your Book o:f Lawn 'l'annis. TEN-T. (over) 
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Tatts. Stanl.ey. Developing an Offensive Attack in Basketball. BXB-T. 
Weber• Jake and Frank Raslcy. Training OJ.;ympic Champions in Track and Field. T&F-T. • 
Webster, Joe. Rookie from Junction nata. BB-F. 
Weinberg, Jacko Duckpin Bowling. BOW-To 
Welch, J. Edmund, How to Play and Teach Volleyball. VB-T. 
Wellman• Manly Wade. Third String Center. P'B-F. 
Wene, Sylvia. Woman's Bowling Guide. BOII'-To 
Wessel, Janet A. Movement Fundamental.ss Figure, Forma and Fun. JID-T. 
West, Wilbur D. !lymnast's Handbook. GDI-To 
Wetzel, Charles Ko Praotical F1y Fishing. B&F-T. 
Weyand, Alexander 11. Calval.cade of Basketball. BKB-H. 
---·--~. O]ympic Pageant. OLY-H. 
-------. Saga of American Football. FB-H. 
Whiffen, Larry c. Shooting the Bow. ARC-'1'. 
White, Betty. BettyWhite'e Dancing Vade Easy. SJ)..-'1'. 
-----. Betty White's Latin-.lmerican Dance Book. SD--'1'. 
----. Betty White's Teen-!ge Dance Book. SD--T. 
Whitmarsh,Francie E. Famoue American Athletee of Toctay• SPD-B. 
Wilcox, Don. Basketball Star. BKB-Fo 
Wilkes, Glenn. Wl.nnn!g Basketball Strategy-. BKB-T. 
Williams, Alfred Courtney. Dictionary of Trout Flies and of nies for Sea-Trout and 
Grayl~. B&F-tlo 
Willrallis ~ather and Bob Thcmas. Synchronized Swimming. SWI-'1'. 
Williamson, Audrey. Ballet of '-'hree Decades. BJL-H. 
Wilman• Joe. Better Bowling. BOW--'1'. 
Wilson. Charles 11. :llagnificent Scufflers. lrRE--H. 
Wilson, G. B. L. Dictionary of Ballet. BAL_,)(. 
Wilson, Vera. Girls' Book of Ballroom Dancing, SJ)..-T. 
Wilt, Fred. How They Train. T&F-T. 
-----. Training and Performance Diary• T&F-T. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
WiDd9 Herbert Warren. Complete Golf!!:. GOL-ll. 
----------~. Great Stories from the World of Sport. SPD--H • 
____ ,___,__._.,..""' _...,,CI 
___________ ...,....,,.._ .... _~0 
On the Tour with Harry Sprague• GOL-Hu. 
Story of American Golfo GOL-H. 
Winearis 9 Jane. Modern Dance~ The Jooss-Leeder Method. KD--T. 
Wood9 Clement and Gloria Goddard. Complete Book of Games. SPD--T. 
Wood, William R, et all. ,Just for Sport. SPQ.-M. 
Woody9 Regina. Ballet in the Barn. BAl.-F. 
~----• Dancing for J(}Yo BAL--F. 
--~------~. l.!!.Wlg Danceris Career Book. Ill--c. 
11'right9 Anita Peter.s. How to ~· SD--T. 
\Vyndham9 Lee. Ballet Teacher. BAL--F. 
------·--~. Dance to l(z M•easure. BAL-F. 
------. Slipper Under Glass. BAL--F. 
Yates 9 Fern and Theresa W. Anderson. Sy'nchronized Swimming. SIII-T. 
-JJ.l.-
Yocom9 Rachel D. and H. B. HUI!iSakeir'. Individual Sports for Men and Women. SPo--T. 
Young9 Dick. Roy Campanella. BB~B. 
Young9 Io S. A Hit and A Mi:ss. BB-F. 
You.-:g9 Scctt, Boy or, Defense. ll!~F. 
-------=. Scrubs on Skates. IH--F. 
Zaharias9 Mildred Didribc;.n. This Life I've Ledo l(y Autobiography. GOL-B. 
Zampel<'ini9 Louis and Hellel1ll Itri&. DevU 11t lfy Heelll. T&F-B. 
Zarcby9 Harry. Let's Fi'llll· B&F~-T. 
Z1Dmerman9 Paull E. LoiS Angeles Dodgers. BB--H. 
Zinko.ff9 Dave and Edga:r W:Hliame. Go, JW19 Go. BKB-H • 
• 
• 
• 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY 
Summary of chapter I.-- KaQy books have been written about sports 
including biographies, fiction, and books on technique and coaching. 
An attempt is made here to compile a selected annotated list of books 
in the sports field which were in print as of !ley" 1961. The books 
selected are those which should be useful to librarians, physical . 
education teachers, students in secondary schools., and camps. The 
sports that are covered are those most often included in the physical 
education programs of secondary schools throughout the United States • 
The catagories into which the books are divided are biography, career, 
history, humor, technique and coaching, and miscellaneous. A SPorts 
Listing and Author Listing are included in the bibliography. 
Limitations of the study•-- Certain sports were not included in 
the bibliography although taught in some sections of the country. It 
was felt that some of these were too specialized to be considered 
subject matter for secondary schools in general. Some of the 
activities which have been omitted from the bibliography include the 
following: boating, body building, body mechanics, canoeing, curling, 
deck tennis, fishing, horseback riding, hunting, judo, polo, posture, 
sailing, scuba diving, skin diving, spear fishing, squash, water 
skiing, and weight lifting0 
Some books were included in the bibliography which were not 
-11-
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annotated, since reviews for these books could not be found. In a few 
instances, the full name of the author was not given as it could not be 
found in any of the reference books. Many books which might be 
suitable were not included in this bibliography because they could not 
be Eound er because it was felt that the book was not suitable for the 
particular grade level under study. As therewas little or no unanimity 
of opinion as to which particular grade level a book belonged, the 
author used the judgment of a majority of the reviewers in designating 
I 
grade level. 
No attempt has been made in this bibliography to pass value 
judgments on any book as this was beyond the scope of.the thesis. 
Recommendations for further research.-- There is much additional 
research that can be done in this field. Since no value judgments have 
been made on any of the books, a research project might cover one 
particular sport and evaluate each book in print under the sport. The 
evaluation could include specific grade level, author's purpose, style 
of writing, illustrations, and quality of the book. 
Each year,many new books are printed while others go out of print. 
Therefore, this bibliography, to be of real practical use, should be 
revised every year; books out of print should be deleted and new books 
added. 
A similar bibliography could cover those specific sports which are 
not included in this bibliography • 
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